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This report has been prepared on behalf of Mr Peter Barrow and Mrs Sandra Barrow and the 
following local residents of Codicote, and is in the copyright of Maze Planning Ltd. 

Mrs Rita Bryce 5, The Riddy ,                       SG4 8UP 
R                        Gudgeon 2, The Riddy,                        SG4 8UP 
J H                     Gudgeon 2, The Riddy,                        SG4 8UP 
Beryl Stimpson 4, The Riddy,                        SG4 8UP 
Trevor Sanders 4, The Riddy,                        SG4 8UP 
 P                        Batchelor 6, The Riddy,                        SG4 8UP 
G                         Batchelor 6, The Riddy,                        SG4 8UP 
Trevor               Woolgar 7  The Riddy                         SG4 8UP 
Marion              Woolgar 7  The Riddy                         SG4 8UP 
Anne                   Stuckey 8  The Riddy                         SG4 8UP 
Brian                   Stuckey 8  The Riddy                         SG4 8UP 
Lisa Pardy Highbury, Cowards Lane,     SG4 8UN 
Susan Spurden Oaklea, Cowards Lane,         SG4 8UN 
Peter Spurden Oaklea, Cowards Lane,         SG4 8UN 
Dennis Linder Greenacre, Cowards Lane     SG4 8UN 
Gwen Linder Greenacre, Cowards Lane     SG4 8UN 
David Roads Green-Ridge, Cowards Lane SG4 8UN 
E                           Sparrow Elda, Cowards Lane     
E                           Gosling Chatsworth Cowards Lane    SG4 8UN 
Terry Gosling Chatsworth Cowards Lane    SG4 8UN 
Ian Woods The Well House Cowards Lane  
Mark Whittle  The Well House Cowards Lane  
Neil Henderson  97, New Town                      SG4 8UQ 
Karen Henderson 97, New Town                      SG4 8UQ 
Ian Ruddlesden Ullenhall, Cowards Lane,     SG4 8UN 
Catharine Ruddlesden Ullenhall, Cowards Lane,     SG4 8UN 
Joan Burnett Woodgates Cowards Lane   SG4 8UW 
Jayne Kearey Westbury Cowards Lane      SG4 8UN 
David Williams Westbury Cowards Lane      SG4 8UN 
Max Cain Westbury Cowards Lane      SG4 8UN 
Alex Dale 187 High Street                     SG4 8UD 
Jane Dale 187 High Street                     SG4 8UD 
Charlie Dale 187 High Street                     SG4 8UD 
Harry Dale 187 High Street                     SG4 8UD 
Louise Woodward 181  High Street                    SG4 8UD        
Steve Woodward 181 High Street                     SG4 8UD 
Justin Burgess 37 St Albans Road                SG4 8UU 
Emma Burgess 37 St Albans Road                SG4 8UU 
Peter Barrow Hollards Farm                      AL6 9UH     
Sandra Barrow Hollards Farm                      AL6 9UH     
Karen Barrow Hollards Farm                      AL6 9UH     
Ezel Hussein Hollards Farm                      AL6 9UH     
Ross & Marlene Evans Penwith House Cowards Lane SG48UN 
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Steven & Sandy Archer               Taveta, Cowards Lane         SG4 8UN 
Andrew Simpkins                         	72a St Albans Road Codicote  SG4 8UU	
 
Rebecca Rose                     
Field House, Cowards Lane  
SG4 8UW 
 
Stuart Rose, Field House, 
Cowards Lane, Codicote, SG4 
8UW                            
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1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1 I am Christopher John Watts, MRTPI DMS, a qualified town planning consultant and a 
full member of the Royal Town Planning Institute. I have had 40 years’ experience in both 
the public and private sectors, including working for a number of local planning authorities in 
Hertfordshire. I am submitting this report on behalf of my clients to make a number of 
objections to the Submission Version of the new replacement Local Plan for the District for 
the period 2011 to 2031. These representations are also supported by a Technical Paper and 
Appendices from Cannon Consulting Engineers relating to the highways and traffic impacts 
of the potential development of the site on land south of Cowards Lane, Codicote (ref CD1/ex 
29), dated 19th January 2015. Their broad conclusions are referred to later in this Statement. 

1.2 I submitted previous representations and a detailed report in response to the Preferred 
Options paper in early 2015, but the Council has confirmed to my clients that those previous 
representations will no longer be taken into account. This report is therefore intended to 
update those earlier representations and will have to be taken into account by the Council and 
the appointed Inspector in due course. 

BASIS OF OBJECTIONS 

1.2 My clients object on the grounds that: 

1. The spatial strategy for the Local Plan Submission Version for the period between 
2011 - 2031, is based on the concentration of housing growth and other new 
developments in and around the main settlements and larger villages of the District on 
previously developed and brown field land, and the release of a significant level of 
Green Belt land, around a number of towns and smaller settlements such as Codicote 
in order to meet all the objective housing needs that have been assessed. 
Compensatory replacement Green Belt land is also proposed in a few locations. 
 

2. However this latest version of the emerging replacement Local Plan is still flawed in a 
number of respects, in particular that the ability of some of the larger villages and 
their infrastructure and essentially rural characteristics, in particular Codicote, to 
absorb residential development of the scale proposed. In the case of Codicote it is 
proposed that the village could accommodate 364 new houses in the plan period, as 
well as six new traveller pitches (12 homes). This is an even larger number than was 
previously proposed in the Preferred Options paper (220 dwellings). The latest 
proposals are shown on the plan at Appendix 11.  
 

3. The potential very harmful effects on the people of Codicote of having to deal with 
this even greater additional level of housing growth and development have not been 
taken sufficiently into account in developing the Submission Version of the new 
Local Plan.  
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4. In addition reliance on the release of Green Belt land such as the site south of 
Cowards Lane, in Codicote (CD1), will cause significant harm to the openness, visual 
amenities, character and appearance of the Green Belt in this area and on the village, 
its road network, and on the rural character and appearance of Codicote. This level of 
growth in the Green Belt would also undermine the essential aim and purposes of 
designating a Green Belt in the first place, which even meeting an objectively 
assessed housing need, in itself, should not override in this particular case. 
 

5. It is still not clear from the summary of key criteria set out for this site on page 152 
and 153 of the Local Plan if the District Council has really taken full account of the 
cumulative impact on Codicote, the High Street, and the road network in and around 
the village, of the level of proposed housing growth in and around Codicote, as well 
as the likely level of traffic and vehicle movements which will be generated on the 
B656 from developments already being built in and around Welwyn, and being 
currently proposed through Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council’s own emerging 
replacement Local Plan. 
 

6. The growth being planned for the land west of Stevenage and east of Luton will also 
add a significant level of road traffic and pollution which will have a direct impact on 
the amenities and environment of existing residents in all small settlements in this 
District. 
 

7. A sequential approach to the development of brown field land before any Green Belt 
land is released for housing has still not been included in the Submission Version of 
the new Local Plan and made a much more integrated key objective of the spatial 
strategy in the emerging Local Plan, if the plan is to be argued to be properly 
sustainable.  
 

8. In other words, no existing Green Belt land should be released around Codicote until 
all other opportunities on previously developed sites within this, and other settlements 
in the District have been exhausted and delivered on the ground. 
 

9. The offered area of land which would be included within a new area of Green Belt 
elsewhere in the District, as compensatory Green Belt, is still not seen by my clients 
as truly compensatory or located in a part of the District which would be readily 
accessible to residents of Codicote to use or enjoy. That land is a substantial distance 
away from the site at Cowards Lane and Codicote, which is land which local residents 
have used for many years for informal recreation and as access across the fields and 
other public rights of way. This latter point is addressed later. 

 
10. The Council’s overall approach to finding housing land is deeply flawed.  It has made 

agreements with both Luton Borough Council and Stevenage Borough Council to find 
sites or to ‘safeguard’ land for housing that each of those Boroughs purportedly 
cannot find within their own administrative boundaries.  It is not acceptable to add to 
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the Council’s own housing requirement in the Plan Period (derived from the 
objectively assessed housing need) in this way where, as is the case here, it results in 
wholly unsuitable and harmful housing sites being allocated in villages such as 
Codicote. It should be noted that the land to the west of Stevenage is proposed to 
accommodate 3,100 dwellings, with the land east of Luton proposed to accommodate 
2,100 dwellings of which 1,950 dwellings are proposed within this District to help 
meet Luton’s unmet housing needs. 
 

11. Moreover, the effect is to increase the burden on the number of housing sites which 
may have to be allocated in the Green Belt.  It is not a coincidence, that a further area 
of land in the Green Belt off Heath Road in Codicote, has been added to the amount 
of land, proposed to be released from the Green Belt around Codicote. Green Belts 
should be permanent and only very exceptionally altered.  Planning Practice Guidance 
(PPG) states: 
 
“The Duty to Cooperate requires authorities to work effectively on strategic planning 
matters that cross their administrative boundaries. The Duty to Cooperate is not a duty 
to agree and local planning authorities are not obliged to accept the unmet needs of 
other planning authorities if they have robust evidence that this would be inconsistent 
with the policies set out in the National Planning Policy Framework, for example 
policies on Green Belt, or other environmental constraints.” Reference ID: 9-021-
20140410 
 

            NHDC is not obliged to accept the unmet needs of other planning authorities and to 
do so would be inconsistent with Green Belt policies and other environmental 
constraints. 
 

12.  Furthermore, the Council has simply chosen the wrong Preferred Option.  The 
alternative option of meeting housing and other needs in a new settlement, 
together with using brown field sites within settlements is in strategic 
environmental terms, still a clearly better option in our view.   
 

13. The Sustainability Appraisal which still underpins this Submission Version of the new 
Local Plan is still flawed in that it does not adequately assess the likely significant 
beneficial effects of that alternative spoke of a spatial strategy (when compared to the 
alternative of major releases of Green Belt land around established settlements). 
 

14.  It would appear that instead the Council is now reliant on a report carried out in 2016 
by ATLAS for the Council (North Hertfordshire New Settlement Study) to justify not 
bringing forward that new settlement for the foreseeable future. Yet the land proposed 
for East of Luton and West of Stevenage is more than 40% of N Hertfordshire’s own 
housing needs in 2015, and more than 33% in 2016. 
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15.   The ATLAS Report is very comprehensive and recommends a forward strategy to 
the Council once an earlier Scoping study has been undertaken. That scoping study 
should include the justification for a new settlement; its form and size; the role of the 
District Council; resourcing; and the preferred means of delivery. 
 

16. The Council has confirmed explicitly in paragraph 4.100 that it....’’recognises many of 
the merits of this argument. In the longer term, continual incremental additions to 
existing settlements may not be the best solution’’ 
 

17. If this is the case why has the Council concluded that a new settlement, even of only 
5,000 dwellings, not been given a higher priority as part of the proposed Local Plan, 
and effectively been put back until another future Local Plan replaces this one? 
 

18. The Council also asserts in paragraph 4.103 that.... ‘’If a new settlement is pursued, it 
would be unlikely to meet all future needs and it would probably still remain 
necessary to identify additional sites’’. 

 
19. This surely depends on the size of the resultant new settlement, and implies that even 

if the Council has acknowledged that the continued release of sites around established 
settlements, such as Codicote, is not the best solution. Once allocated, such sites are 
not going to be withdrawn and will remain as allocations, even if significant harm is 
caused to those existing settlements and their infrastructure. 
 

20. In addition, the previous NHLP - Preferred Options Consultation left out of account 
the Ministerial Statement made on 6 October 2014 to prioritise the development of 
brown field land.  The sites that have so far been allocated have been allocated prior 
to that advice being articulated in the way it was.   
 

21. The weight that a local planning authority now has to give brown field sites in local 
plan preparation represents a step change.  Furthermore, those making the value 
judgements as part of the Sustainability Appraisal have also done so, in the absence of 
that Ministerial advice. 
 

22. Given the demanding housing requirement settled on by the Council, for the purposes 
of the Submission Version, it is my clients view, that the Council ought also to be in 
discussions with Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council (WHBC) as well as with other 
local authorities, to request that it finds land within its boundaries to take up the 
housing that cannot be reasonably provided in the North Herts District area in the Plan 
Period.   
 

23. NHDC should be engaging constructively with WHBC pursuant to the duty to co-
operate in s33A of the Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2008. I can see no 
evidence in the Submission Version of the Local Plan that such co-operation and 
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discussions with Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council have taken place. The failure to 
properly discharge that Duty could then result in the failure of the Local Plan. 
 

24. There is a need for the Duty to Co-operate to be extended to Welwyn Hatfield 
Borough Council because of the potential very serious impacts of both authorities 
attempting in isolation, to meet their needs in the Codicote to Welwyn Corridor, on 
the Green Belt, on the traffic conditions on the B656, on road congestion in the wider 
area, and on existing infrastructure and education facilities over – capacity. If the 
Submission Version is pursued without applying that Duty to Co-operate to Welwyn 
Hatfield Borough Council in a pro - active and continuous manner, then this plan 
should fail in law. 
 

25. There is very little evidence available either, that the local planning authority has 
applied a parallel policy of co-operation with Codicote Parish Council, who are 
preparing a Neighbourhood Plan for Codicote, the area of which has been agreed 
already by the District Council in June 2014.  
 

26. If they had done so then the land south of Cowards Lane would not, most likely have 
been allocated in the Submission Version of the new Local Plan for housing and to be 
taken out of the Green Belt, since the Parish Council has previously objected to the 
inclusion of the site and its release from the Green Belt, in the 2009 consultations, and 
continues to do so. 

 
27. It would also be premature to agree to release any other Green Belt land around 

Codicote before that Neighbourhood Plan had been consulted on and adopted by both 
authorities.  
 

28. In addition the High Court has previously held that there is nothing in the 
Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 to prevent neighbourhood 
planning forums from allocating sites for housing in their Neighbourhood Plans 
(Larkfleet Homes Ltd v Rutland County Council (2014) EWHC 4095 Admin). 
Therefore it would be far more appropriate and would better reflect Government 
policy on localism, to allow the Parish Council to put forward sites for housing in and 
around Codicote through the neighbourhood planning process. 
 

29. In any case, such significant harm would result from the release of the land south of 
Cowards Lane, from the Green Belt and its development for up to 73 residential units. 
And that such a release or development of that site, should not form part of the future 
new Local Plan for the period up to 2031. 
 

30. This is not to say, that such a consultation with those other Councils would find that 
the site on land South of Cowards Lane should be released from the Green Belt to 
assist North Herts District Council, or even Welwyn Hatfield with its own unmet 
housing needs, or that it should be included in the Codicote Neighbourhood Plan.  
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31. In fact such co-operation would surely result in a shared acceptance by all three 
Councils that the Codicote Road, and Codicote as a village cannot sustain such 
growth in housing and traffic levels, as now proposed. 
 

32. The Submission Version of the Preferred Options for the Local Plan 2011 to 2031 still 
only allows for the bringing forward of land West of Stevenage to provide a further 
3,100 homes much later on in the plan period after 2026, although the designation of 
that land is proposed to be altered to safeguarded land and the Green Belt designation 
lifted sooner.   
 

33. The use of the concept of safeguarded land as a designation should be wholly rejected 
by the Council at this stage and if not, by the Inspector at the examination in chief of 
the Submission Version.  Given the onerous task of finding sites in NHDC especially 
given its expansive Green Belt swathes, land within NHDC should either be allocated 
for housing or not allocated for housing.   
 

34. In this particular case, the use of the concept of “safeguarded” land merely cloaks the 
fact that the land will be favourably received for housing in the future.  In effect, it 
removes a large section of the District Council’s for consideration in this Plan as 
housing land.  By doing so, it takes that land out of consideration for meeting 
NHDC’s housing needs and transfers enormous pressure onto the remainder of the 
District.  It results in wholly unsuitable Green Belt sites like Cowards Lane being 
earmarked for housing development.   In many cases, such allocations will be 
unnecessary. 

 
35. It is the view of my clients that if that major site and potential allocation west of 

Stevenage was brought forward much earlier in the Plan period, then Green Belt sites 
such as that at Cowards Lane on the edge of Codicote would either potentially not 
need to be released from the Green Belt in the Plan period at all or substantially fewer 
Green Belt sites would need to be released.  
 

36. In addition, an earlier development of that site, even in phases, would assist the 
growth of Stevenage as a major strategic employment centre on the A1(M) thus 
providing more employment opportunities for residents in North Herts as well as 
those in Stevenage. It would also enable the widening of the A1(M) earlier than 
planned, which would be beneficial given the significant levels of traffic congestion 
on that motorway between Welwyn Garden City and Stevenage that occurs very 
frequently at peak travel times.  
 

37. The report of the Head of Planning at Stevenage Borough Council to their Executive 
Committee on 20th January 2015, advises that the first consultation on the Borough’s 
own local plan was conducted in 2013. This identified a preferred option of 5,300 new 
homes to meet Stevenage’s own needs over the period 2011-2031. This was based on 
population and household forecasts available at the time. It was also considered to be 
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the maximum amount of development that could be accommodated within the 
Borough.  
 

38. Since this point, updated population projections have been released for the Borough. 
These suggest that the new household projections will show a significant increase in 
requirements for Stevenage above those considered in 2013. Government guidance is 
clear that these figures should provide the ‘starting point’ for the consideration of any 
local plan housing target.  
 

39. Until the new household projections are released, it cannot be definitively said 
whether or not the Borough Council would be able to accommodate their 
requirements in full within the administrative boundaries. However, it is considered 
highly likely that meeting the projections would require most, if not all, realistic 
development sites within the Borough to be utilised in the current local plan cycle.  
 

40. In this context it would surely be better if the land West of Stevenage was brought 
forward at the earliest time possible and much sooner than the Submission Version 
consultation document suggests, so that the co-ordination and linkage between new 
housing and new employment land could be properly master planned and commenced 
on the ground. 
 

41. The Submission Version of the proposed replacement Local Plan, as was the 
Preferred Options Consultation document, is also based upon an evidence base which 
is flawed in terms of firstly, having a full understanding of the capacity of 
infrastructure and education facilities that exist in Codicote to be able to 
accommodate the proposed levels of housing growth, now proposed at 364 dwelling 
units, in and around Codicote. 
 

42. Secondly the Submission Version of the proposed replacement Local Plan does still 
not demonstrate any real understanding of the role that the site on land south of 
Cowards Lane plays in upholding a number of key purposes of Green Belt 
designation and the potential impact of a high density residential development on this 
very sensitive rural fringe site.  
 

43. It continues to be the view of my clients that the existing highways, sewerage 
infrastructure, power infrastructure, and education and health facilities in this village 
cannot cope with more housing of the scale envisaged. For example, Welwyn Hatfield 
Borough Council in its response to the North Herts Preferred Options consultation 
document in 2015 confirmed that: 
 

 "There are significant constraints on the capacity of infrastructure to deal with 
waste water. The East of England Capacity Study identified significant 
capacity difficulties at Rye Meads sewage treatment works which serves much 
of the north of Welwyn Hatfield, as well as Codicote and Knebworth, and 
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other areas proposed for new housing developments within the East of 
England.” 
 

44. In addition, it should also be noted in terms of water abstraction from rivers to serve 
residential areas and agriculture that from April 2018, the Environment Agency are 
going to revoke the licence currently with Affinity Water, to abstract any water from 
the river at Fulling Mill (see extract, and more recent e mail my clients have received 
at Appendix Twelve) in order to protect the river Mimram. 
 

45. In relation to current health services serving Codicote, Knebworth has a surgery but 
Woolmer Green does not.  The Bridge Cottage GP Practice serves Welwyn, some 
(Welwyn side) parts of WGC including Knightsfield, Woolmer Green, Datchworth, 
Knebworth up to the round-a-bout (even though they have their own surgery), 
Kimpton (where they hold a small surgery each morning), Codicote, Driver's End, 
Rabley Heath, Oaklands, as well as some other small villages surrounding these areas. 
The parking spaces at The Bridge GP Practice in Welwyn are always full and the car 
park is at capacity and cannot be extended any further. 
 

46. However they have 16,000+ patients already and expanded the surgery up to full 
capacity a few years ago. It must be questionable if they do indeed have there is no 
room or space for extra capacity for any more GP consulting rooms. 
 

47. Their list includes two care homes which also have to be visited, almost daily by a 
duty doctor. Within the past 18 months, due to patient number pressure, casual 
surgeries have been discontinued, in favour of appointment only consultations. 
Appointments are scarce, with waiting times of two weeks or more. With an influx of 
so many extra patients, the GP practice may have to redefine its patient area, with a 
consequent impact on Codicote.  

 
 

2. LAND SOUTH OF COWARDS LANE, CODICOTE (CD1) 
 
2.1 Turning to the detail of the potential harmful impacts of developing the site on land South 
of Cowards Lane, which is shown edged in red on the site location plan at Appendix One, 
these would be significant. 

2.2 The Submission Version of the Local Plan sets out on page 152 a number of key criteria 
which it considers should be addressed in order to bring forward 73 dwellings on this 
allocated site on the edge of Codicote.  My clients, in their previous representations on the 
Preferred Options consultation document, set out a far wider and more detailed review of the 
sort of impacts and harms that development of this site would result in. They are repeated 
below, but before expanding on them, it should be noted that the criteria set out in the 
Submission Version on page 152 do not include that: 
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• The land is an ancient pasture, “Unploughed in living memory” A required 
assessment of landscape impacts is essential; 

• A required assessment of the limitations and constraints in place now of Cowards 
Lane in terms of its width, character and proximity to other dwellings; 

• A required assessment of archaeological remains likely to be found; 
• A required assessment of the previous and current use of the land for informal 

recreation and access use; 
• A required assessment of power, sewerage, education, health and other local 

infrastructure limitations and capacities; 
• A required assessment on the effects on Mr and Mrs Barrow’s ability to continue to 

maintain their land holding at Hollards Farm, which is adjacent to, and co-existing 
with the land south of Cowards Lane. 

2.3 All these other and very serious potential constraints were identified by my clients as part 
of their previous representations on the Preferred Option consultation. It is completely 
unacceptable that the above constraints and issues are not included in the list of criteria set 
out by the Council on pages 152 of the Submission Version consultation document. In this 
context it is therefore important to repeat what we stated then as follows: 

2.4 Our concerns regarding the development of site CD1 relate in the main to: 

• The impact on the openness, character, appearance and visual amenities of this part of 
the Green Belt and the countryside, and this part of the village itself; 
 

• The impact on the capacity of the local highways, sewerage and power infrastructure, 
and education and health facilities; 

 
• The impact on the archaeology and ecology of the site and the surrounding land which 

includes a County Wildlife Site ref 43/042 (Hollards Farm Meadow) immediately 
adjacent to the site in question; and supporting two natural ponds; 
 

• The impact on the current informal use of the land for recreation and as informal 
rights of way; 

 
• The impact on my client’s management of the land and holding at Hollards Farm 

itself. 
 
a. Green Belt and countryside impacts 
 
2.5 Although the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) allows for a comprehensive 
review of Green Belt boundaries as part of the development of a new or replacement Local 
Plan, it also advises that Green Belt designation can also mitigate against the Council in 
question being able to meet its objectively assessed level of housing need.  
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2.6 In addition the NPPF also advises that new Green Belt boundaries should be defined 
clearly, using physical features that are readily recognisable and likely to be permanent. 
 
2.7 In the case of the land South of Cowards Lane, Codicote, this Green Belt guidance in the 
NPPF would certainly apply in my client’s view. Firstly, the value of this site in Green Belt 
terms is such that it should not be released from the Green Belt, and secondly there is already 
a very clear, permanent and recognisable boundary between the settlement of Codicote, and 
this Green Belt land marked by Cowards Lane and the ancient hedgerow on the southern side 
of that road. The District Council has recognised this fact in its Green Belt Review 
documentation, Part 2, Table 7. 
 
2.8 In addition, in the case of the review which North Herts District Council has undertaken 
of its own Green Belt boundaries, this has, from a review of the summary findings, 
substantially underplayed the impact of a residential development and major road 
improvements on this site, and on the openness, character and appearance of the Green Belt.  
 
2.9 For example the spreadsheet in Appendix 2 to the Matrix of Sites advises for site CD1 
that under the heading of ‘suitability’ it is capable of delivering a residential development. In 
addition, under the heading of ‘achievability’, that the site is green field with no obvious 
factors that would influence viability. This is attached as Appendix Two to this report. 
 
2.10 These statements can still reasonably be challenged in my view on the grounds that the 
site is clearly not suitable for a high density residential development of the scale envisaged by 
the local planning authority (73 units) and that to achieve such a development would entail 
major engineering works at the point of access and all along Cowards Lane, as well as on site 
to facilitate all that housing, the internal road network and car parking. This would 
completely change the whole fabric and rural character of this end of the village, to its 
detriment. 
 
2.11 The land rises up from Cowards Lane, and it could also be reasonably argued that the 
necessary street lighting and lighting from houses, and cars exiting the development would 
add significantly to light pollution, thus urbanising further this end of the village, and 
harming nocturnal wildlife, including owls and bats that breed in the adjacent nature reserve. 
The increase of domestic cats on the development would drastically affect the birdlife and 
small mammals that currently thrive on the nature reserve. 
 
2.12 In addition, in the Green Belt Review documentation Report 1b, at page 44, the Table 
summarising the Council’s assessment of the role of each site in Green Belt terms, it is 
concluded that site CD1 only makes a moderate contribution to the Green Belt overall. The 
summary table also advises that the site adjoins the built up area on two sides. The relevant 
pages are attached at Appendix Three.  
 
2.13 This assessment can be reasonably challenged. In terms of the topography and landscape 
value of the site, the site makes a much greater contribution to the qualities of the Green Belt 
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than is assessed. The loss of the site would also result in the beginning of the erosion of the 
strategic gap between Codicote and Welwyn, a factor which the District Council itself 
acknowledges elsewhere must be taken into account.  
 
2.14 It should also be noted that the government published further guidance on the protection 
of the Green Belt under the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) in early October 
2014 and added this to the on line Planning Practice Guidance notes on 6th October 2014. The 
updated version is attached as Appendix Four. 
 
2.15 An accompanying press release on 4th October by the Department for Communities and 
Local Government (DCLG) advise that brown field land should be prioritised and that 
Councils should use their Local Plan, drawing on protections in the NPPF, to safeguard their 
local area against urban sprawl, and protect the green lungs around towns and cities. 
DCLG also advise that once they have been established, Green Belt boundaries should only 
be altered in exceptional cases, and that this should be done through the preparation or review 
of the Local Plan. This is attached at Appendix Five.  
 
2.16 That Press release confirmed that housing need does not justify harm to the Green Belt. 
This latest guidance makes clear that the NPPF  should be read as a whole, and that housing 
need is not the only issue to be considered in drawing up a Local Plan, it is just the first stage 
in that consultative and plan making process. 
 
2.17 In relation to the specific harm caused by any residential development of the scale 
anticipated by the local planning authority, it is firstly important to consider that the NPPF 
confirms that the fundamental aim of designating Green Belts is to maintain their openness. 
 
2.18 In addition the NPPF also sets out five main purposes of such a designation. In the case 
of this particular site, it is considered that not only would the openness of the Green Belt be 
completely lost, but that several purposes of designating a Green Belt would be undermined. 
 
2.19 In particular, the development of this site for housing for 73 units, would, in relation to 
the purposes of Green Belt designation: 
 

o erode the strategic gap between Codicote and Welwyn and make it more 
difficult to stop the merger of those two settlements;  
 

o add to encroachment of urban development in the open countryside; and 
 

o not enable the regeneration of, and would weaken the ability of the local 
planning authority to achieve the delivery of derelict urban sites in Codicote 
and elsewhere as part of a sustainable and sequential approach to the delivery 
of new housing sites. 
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2.20 In addition that scale of development as proposed and estimated by the local planning 
authority to be 73 units, on a site which rises up on a slope to a hill top, would completely 
dominate the views and outlooks from the surrounding residential areas; Hollards Farm itself 
and public rights of way in the local area. The topography of the site does not lend itself to a 
residential development of up to 73 units, and the land form would be completely changed 
through such an urbanising form of development. 
 
2.21 The introduction of this scale, high density and suburban nature of residential 
development would not only destroy the openness of the Green Belt, but significantly harm 
the character, appearance and visual amenities of the Green Belt as a result. For example, a 
development of 73 houses could well involve, more than the current parking spaces planned 
and the need  for the introduction of for at least 110 - 146 car parking spaces/garages, based 
upon an average on - site provision of 1.5 – 2 spaces per unit.  
 
2.22 It is in practice more likely that many of those dwellings would have at least 2 on site 
car parking spaces or garages. The site could not possibly accommodate all that car parking 
without a significant urbanising impact on the land itself. In addition if the local planning 
authority wished to restrict the amount of car parking on the site for that very reason then 
there would almost inevitably be a significant proliferation of car parking in surrounding 
streets. 
 
2.23 However, the High Street is already full of cars parked when commuters return home 
from work, and until the next morning when they leave again for work. The pavement widths 
cannot be reduced to widen the road and try to improve traffic flows. There is no available 
adjacent site for more car parking and no space on the single track Cowards Lane. 
 
2.24 A survey was conducted by my lead client earlier this year of the car parking situation 
along the High Street. The survey of parking was undertaken on Friday evening on 
19th November 2016 at 18.50pm. 
  
2.25 On the South side of the High Street, the High Street runs from S East (Welwyn end) to 
N West (Hitchin end) there were 68 cars and one motorbike noted as being parked with no 
spaces available to park in save the driveways of houses. There were three cars parked in or 
straddling the marked bus ‘pull in’ and two cars straddling the disabled box. (Presumably, 
any bus stopping would stop and hold up the traffic?). 
  
2.26 From the junction of Cowards Lane until house number 206, for a distance of about 25 
metres, the cars had been parked on the narrow pavement, forcing pedestrians off the 
pavement into the road, or to cross it instead 
  
2.27 On the opposite side of the High St, the Council has installed anti parking bollards on 
the pavement and the pavement is very narrow from The Globe PH until past the local 
Pharmacy with the result that there are now less parking spaces that are potentially available. 
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2.28 Cowards Lane and the hedgerow running along its southern side, would be completely 
dominated by the new residential development and required highway works and roundabout. 
Cowards Lane along the entire length has no pavement and for 80% of the Lane, it is a single 
track lane that affords little space for passing by. Drivers often using the driveways of houses 
on the northern side of the Lane. Cowards Lane is also used as a cut through from the B656 
High St, to the St Albans Road for builders going to the quarry, apart from commuters. 
 
2.29 The Lane, which is a single width lane with passing only achieved by using the access 
drives of the houses and drives along the lane very narrow and has no pavement for 
pedestrians at present and no room for car parking on either side, would have to be widened 
along its full length, which is not possible due to existing homes have new street lighting, and 
would cease to be rural in character containing features such as a mature hedgerow, which is 
consistent with the character of this part of the countryside.  
 
2.30 However the Lane cannot be widened along its full length in any case because of the 
narrowness of the road.  
 
2.31 The village would also lose an existing and long standing settlement boundary which is 
clearly defined and defensible in Green Belt terms. Once this site is developed, there would 
be nothing to stop other land between Welwyn and Codicote from also being developed, thus 
resulting in the potential merger of the settlements of Welwyn and Codicote, something 
which one of the very purposes of designating a Green Belt is intended to avoid. 
 
2.32 The scale of the necessary new highway improvements along Cowards Lane and at its 
junction with the High Street and Codicote Road, B656, would also completely change the 
nature of this end of the village and result in a much harsher, engineered and car dominated 
urban form. 
 
2.33 Because of the significant increase in car borne traffic which this development would 
also result in and as evidenced in the Technical Paper from Cannon Consulting Engineers,, 
other consequential alterations to the road through the village would also be required, which 
could in practice change its character from a self contained and pleasant village to a 
congested, polluted, and much more urban environment (see Cannon report 6.1-6.2) 
 
2.34 It should be noted that it is quite likely that even if the scale and number of residential 
units were to be reduced in the future on this site, the scale of the required access and 
highway improvements would remain the same, ie  a roundabout and the widening of 
Cowards Lane to the detriment of the character, appearance and visual amenities of the Green 
Belt and this part of the village. That position is confirmed by the report of Cannon 
Consulting Engineers. 
 
2.35 It should also be noted that if it is the intention of the Council to rely on the release of 
such sites from the Green Belt to maximise the provision of affordable housing, and to 
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address the unmet housing needs of the District, then in this case, that assumption may not 
hold good. 
 
2.36 It is extremely doubtful that a development of 73 dwelling units could be built here 
without serious harm being caused to the countryside and this part of the village. If the 
development was reduced to even 50 units in order to try to address those physical and visual 
impacts, then that reduced level of residential development would still need a significant and 
large scale new access with very costly engineering and drainage works to create a new 
roundabout, and links to Codicote Road, as well as the widening and improvement of all of 
Cowards Lane itself. 
 
2.37 Cannon Consulting Engineers estimate that these highway improvement works could 
cost approx £1 million. 
 
2.38 Such costs, as well as other Section 106 or future CIL Levy charges for education, 
sewerage, health facility and library improvements, would substantially reduce the financial 
viability of the development such that it would be likely that the developer would submit a 
viability appraisal with any planning application made in the future, to demonstrate that the 
Local Plan’s affordable housing requirements could only be met, if at all, at a much lower 
level of on - site provision, or even only through some much reduced level of off – site 
financial contribution. 
 
2.39 However the Council in Appendix 2 to the Matrix of Sites that are listed on page 21, and 
including site CD1 (land south of Cowards Lane) only advises that this is a green field site 
with no obvious factors that would influence viability!! (See extract attached as Appendix 
Two to this Report). 
 
2.40 Firstly, the designation of the site within the Metropolitan Green Belt itself is not 
referred to here as it should have been, and secondly, as discussed above, there are several 
significant factors that would weigh heavily in relation to influencing the viability of a 
development of the site and a consequent reduced level of affordable housing that could be 
delivered, in viability terms. 
 
b. The capacity of the existing highways infrastructure, sewers, power and education 
facilities in and around Codicote 
 
2.41 The Technical Paper produced by Cannon Consulting Engineers demonstrates that 
firstly, the existing road network in and around Codicote could not cope with housing 
development of the kind proposed in the emerging Local Plan without significant harm 
arising through traffic congestion and other car borne impacts, in particular along the B656, 
the High Street in Codicote, and also within the immediate residential environs of the local 
school in Codicote, which is located within a Schools Safety Zone. The capacity is not there 
at present to deal with the additional population and consequent traffic increases. 
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2.42 Secondly, that significant changes and additions to highways infrastructure would be 
required to enable the development of land south of Cowards Lane in particular to be 
accommodated, even if the number of residential units proposed was reduced from 73. These 
changes are described in the Technical Paper from Cannon Consulting Engineers in more 
detail. These changes would include widening Cowards Lane and requiring new pavements, 
street lighting, drainage and urbanisation of this rural lane. The lane itself is narrow at its 
pinch point, being only approx 2.5 metres wide for a length of approx 120 metres. 
 
2.43 In the view of my clients, those changes would in themselves cause harm to the Green 
Belt as described above, but also to the character, built form, and liveability and condition of 
Codicote, as a rural village set in the open countryside.  
 
2.44 For example, the existing school in the village is already over capacity and would need 
to be expanded physically. There is not much room within the school site for new classrooms 
and associated new education and play facilities, but even if room was found, the impact of a 
significant number of new residents trying to park on the surrounding roads, which are 
designated a School Safety Zone, in order to drop off or pick up their children from the 
school would be substantial. 
 
2.45 In fact there is no existing car parking available to allow for additional teaching staff to 
be able to park at the school, and potentially the existing external recreation and play space 
would have to be reduced to facilitate more buildings, and larger kitchen/dining areas. The 
concern of Codicote School, is that the expansion of such facilities and consequent reduction 
in external playing field and play space areas, could damage the health and well being of the 
children. This would be to the detriment of the childrens’ health and fitness overall and 
contrary to the aims of chapter 8 of the Framework Promoting Healthy Communities. 
 
2.46 The Council itself in the supporting evidence base confirms that there is a problem with 
the sewerage capacity in Codicote and that this infrastructure will have to be improved and 
increased if new housing is to be built here and on the proposed Green Belt sites. 
 
c. Impacts on archaeology and ecology 
 
2.47 It should also be noted that the land south of Cowards Lane is also likely to contain 
archaeology of some value, and in particular iron - age remains. (See plan attached at 
Appendix Six) A major report on these matters was published in 1990 for North Herts 
Museum, in relation to the Hollards Farm land holding, which at the time included the site in 
question off Cowards Lane.  
 
2.48 The report, which followed a series of trial trenches and ground tests shows that the site 
south of Cowards lane contains large areas of ridge and furrow, which is 
an archaeological pattern of ridges (Medieval Latin sliones) and troughs created by a system 
of ploughing used in Europe during the Middle Ages, typical of the open field system. An old 
quarry is also identified. 
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2.49 There may of course be earlier remains underneath the surface as well, and any 
development of this site could result in the loss of that archaeology. It would be a normal 
precautionary approach where a developer seeks planning permission to develop a site where 
there may be archaeology present, to impose a planning condition requiring an extensive set 
of field trials to take place to identify the potential risk to that archaeology before the 
development can commence on the ground. 
 
2.50 However in this case, because the impact on the land form and topography of any 
residential development of the scale envisaged would be so significant and harmful, my 
clients cannot see how such a development would not destroy all such remains in situ. It is a 
question of the cumulative impacts of such a development as potentially proposed here, that 
must be taken into account. 
 
2.51 It should also be noted that the Council’s published Site Selection Matrix, which forms 
part of the Background Papers for the Preferred Options consultation now, and which is 
attached at Appendix Seven, makes no mention of any potential archaeology interests on the 
site or that a ridge and furrow landscape exists. This omission should be corrected and the 
site re-assessed.  The Sustainability Appraisal is flawed as a result of this omission. 
 
2.52 Furthermore, in relation to ecology interests, the site itself is an ancient pasture which 
has not been ploughed up in living memory, and is adjacent to a designated County Wildlife 
Site, ref 43/042 (Hollards Farm Meadow). That wildlife site includes habitats for Roman 
Land Snails, Doormouce, Great Crested Newts along with other species of newts and toads, 
Fallow deer, bats and kingfishers.  Song Thrush, house sparrows the great and lesser spotted 
woodpeckers, are amongst other birds are also regularly seen here. The land south of 
Cowards Lane provides a valuable food resource for the wildlife in the nature reserve. A 
more comprehensive list of bird species present can be found in Appendix Twelve. 

2.53 It should be noted that when the site was first suggested as a potential residential site, in 
2009 as part of a consultation on the (then) Preferred Options for the new Local Plan in North 
Herts, Natural England commented and advised that....’’ This site appears to be directly 
adjacent to the County Wildlife Site 43/042 Hollards Farm Meadow, and any potential 
adverse impacts on the site from development would need to be addressed’’. 

2.54 The summary of their representations in 2009 are attached as Appendix Eight. It does 
not however follow that once a study of the impacts on ecology has been completed, that a 
residential development would automatically follow on with mitigation measures being 
undertaken. That would be lawful if a decision was taken on that basis to allow a residential 
development with such mitigation in place.  
 
2.55 However it could also be the case that the local planning authority could equally decide 
that the impacts on the ecology interests of the designated County Wildlife Site and the 
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adjacent ponds and meadows, would be so harmful that no residential development should be 
allowed and could not be reasonably mitigated for either nearby or elsewhere. 
 
2.56 The summary for the site in the Council’s published Site Selection Matrix, which forms 
part of the Background Papers for the previous Preferred Options consultation, and as advised 
previously, is attached at Appendix Two, only states that mitigation would be required 
through such an ecology study. However this statement presumes that a decision has already 
been made and the consequences for important habitats and wildlife have been understood. 
 
2.57 This is plainly not the case. Would it not be better for other sites which do not adjoin 
such important and identified reservoirs of ecology to be developed first if there is no 
alternative? Any change in drainage will affect the adjacent nature reserve which is currently 
fed by a spring emerging from the direction of the site. 
 
d. The impact on the current informal use of the land for recreation and as informal 
rights of way 
 
2.58 A number of local residents have confirmed that this site is used, and has been used for 
many years, over 21 years in some cases, for informal recreation and as informal access to 
reach other public rights of way and for dog walking. Residents are now pursuing the 
potential formalisation of these rights which could lead to a long and protracted legal process. 
The reality is that this will be a site which is not deliverable in terms of paragraph 47 of the 
NPPF. It will not be a site which can therefore realistically be included in any 5 year housing 
land supply for the District. 
  
e. The impacts on the management of Hollards Farm itself. 
 
2.59 Hollards Farm is used for grazing sheep and the production of hay and haylage. The 
wildlife site – ref 43/042 – which is referred to earlier, is sympathetically grazed with 
Shetland sheep. Shetland sheep are a much smaller breed than traditional lowland sheep 
breeds. They have been selected for the least damage to this predominantly wetland site. The 
wildlife site and adjoining fields drain the higher land of the proposed development site CD1 
and has an established eco system which includes the meadow of site CD1.  

2.60 Any change in the drainage due to development is likely to significantly change the 
wildlife site, with the possibility of flooding or drought as the natural established drainage is 
completely changed. In this event, it could make the site unviable for the use of grazing and 
thereby change the whole eco system of the site and area. This would also impact upon the 
size of flock with the loss of any natural grazing acreage. 

2.61 Neighbouring fields that also support the flock and wildlife area may also be impacted 
by the change in drainage with resultant loss of flock size and flock revenues. Sheep 
production in Hertfordshire is a financially tenuous industry and any unexpected change to 
grazing land could lead to irreversible change. 
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 2.62 During a very wet spring or summer, any change in field conditions due to the drainage 
of the higher land of site CD1 could delay farm machinery going onto the land and the crop 
being reduced in quality and or value when subsequently harvested.  

2.63 Mr and Mrs Barrow, who own and manage Hollards Farm, are also extremely concerned 
about the potential of cats of future owners of dwellings on the site, to destroy wildlife, 
including birds and amphibians, and about the potential of sheep worrying by dogs off the 
lead. These problems occur all the time in urban fringe areas where residential development 
abuts a farm.  

2.64 To this end, a statement from the shepherd at Hollards Farm is attached at Appendix 
Nine, which explains the problems that will occur if such a development is allowed. 

2.65 Site CD1 acts as a significant open and green buffer of countryside between their farm 
holding and the village itself and should be retained as open fields and as part of the Green 
Belt as part of any future adopted Local Plan for the period up to 2031. 

 

3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

3.1 There are several ‘in principle’ objections to NHDC’s Submission Version Consultation 
paper:   

• the decision to propose a spatial strategy which places such great weight on meeting 
the District’s housing needs by concentrating growth around the main settlements and 
larger villages is flawed, because of the impact on the openness and visual amenities 
of the Green Belt, on already very limited infrastructure in and around such 
settlements, and on the amenities of people living in those villages, such as Codicote. 

• The Sustainability Appraisal that has led to the choice of the proposed spatial strategy 
is therefore also flawed. 

• The decisions by NHDC to meet the allegedly unmet housing need of other local 
planning authorities in this District is unjustified, undemocratic, and unsound. 

• The use of the concept of safeguarded land to the west of Stevenage is also 
unjustified, undemocratic, and prejudicial to the residents of NHDC. 

• To date there is still no clear reason given for the need to roll back Green Belt 
boundaries when the option of an alternative new settlement could be given earlier 
priority and funding instead of the very many extensions proposed to small 
settlements such as Codicote, which do not have the road network or other 
infrastructure to support such a significant expansion. 
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• Codicote is not a suitable location for an even larger number of additional dwellings 
(364) because of severe existing and future infrastructure, road, education and health 
services constraints. 

3.2 The site South of Cowards Lane, Codicote (CD1) is not a suitable location for residential 
development and should be retained as an important part of the Green Belt for all the reasons 
set out in this report. 
 
 
 
Chris Watts MRTPI DMS 
24th November 2016. 
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TECHNICAL NOTE 

Project:  Land South of Cowards Lane, Codicote

CCE Ref:  Q851 

TN001 Title:  Supporting Highways & Traffic Advice

Prepared by:  MK ‐ Associate 

Date:  12th January 2015 
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1.0 
1.1 

1.2 

2.0 
2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

3.0 
3.1 

3.2 

Introduction 
Cannon  Cosulting  Engineers  (CCE)  has  been  appointed  by  Peter  Barrow  (and  other  local  
residents) to provide Highways and Traffic advice in support of an objection to the proposed 
development  of  the  site  identified  as  Land  south  of  Cowards  Lane,  Codicote  in  the  
administrative district of North Hertfordshire District Council (NHDC).  

The site  is currently  identified as  a Greenfield site covering an area of approximately 3.64  
Acres  with  a  simple  agricultural  access  located  to  the  immediate  south  of  the  junction  of 
Cowards Lane with the B656 Codicote Road. For completeness, Figure 1 presents the current 
layout and access arrangement for the existing site. 

Development Proposals 
NHDC published their Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA)  in December 
2010 and identified the site as being capable of delivering up to 73 residential dwellings during 
the period 2016 to 2021. An update to the SHLAA was published in November 2014 and again, 
the site has been identified as being capable of delivering up to 73 residential dwellings. 

With regards the proposed scheme, representations on the NHDC Local Plan – Consultation 
for  North  Hertfordshire  Housing  Options  2013,  were  made  on  behalf  of  Warden  
Developments Ltd in March 2013. These representations included commentary on what was 
then  identified as Site Ref 29, Land south of Cowards Lane, at paragraphs 4.30 to 4.41, an 
extract of which  is  included at Attachment A. A proposed scheme was prepared by Phillips 
Planning Services to support the representations and is also included at Attachment A.  

The proposed scheme presented on the PPS Illustrative Layout Plan shows that the proposed 
development of up to 73 residential dwellings would be accessed via a new priority controlled 
junction that would incorporate the existing priority controlled junction of Cowards Lane with 
Codicote Road. Cowards Lane would be reconfigured so as to tie  in with the proposed site 
access  road  and  all  traffic  using  Cowards  Lane  would  then  be  combined  with  the  traffic  
associated with the proposed development.  

Background Considerations 
The site was considered as part of the NHDC Land Allocations – Additional Suggested Sites 
Issues  &  Options  Paper  prepared  for  consultation  in  July  2009.  The  site  was  promoted  by  
Warden Developments Ltd and whilst a number of strengths were identified with regards the 
Sustainability Appraisal of the suggested site, a key weakness was that the site would be likely 
to increase commuting and private car use. At the time, no further details were provided.  

A number of representations were received by NHDC in relation to the 2009 Land Allocations 
‐ Additional Suggested Sites consultation and a brief summary  in relation  to highways and 
traffic matters  is set out below. For completeness, the appropriate extracts referred to are 
contained at Attachment B: 

 Hertfordshire County Council – Passenger Transport Unit (Ref 3952) commented that a
site of this scale would need to consider the widening of Cowards Lane to accommodate
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two‐way  traffic  flow,  the  site would generate a significant  increase  in  traffic and may 
overload this area of road network, and that any application would need to be supported 
by a Transport Assessment that would demonstrate how any potential impact would be 
overcome. 

 Welwyn and Hatfield Council (Ref 3963) commented that the location of the site is likely 
to promote commuting. 

 Roads (Ref 4252) objected on the grounds that there  is already too much traffic  in the 
village and that further development would make this worse. 

 Morris (Ref 4771) objected on the grounds of increased traffic particularly on the B656 
during the peak hours, additional pressure on the rail network for commuters to London. 

 Green (Ref 4785) objected on the grounds of increased traffic using Cowards Lane and 
the B656. 

 Green (Ref 4787) objected on the grounds of increased traffic using Cowards Lane and 
the B656 and raised concerns over the safety implications of the increase traffic flows. 

 Williamson (Ref 6299) commented that the site would generate additional requirements 
for education, which  in  turn would  require additional vehicular  trips, place additional 
pressure  on  the  public  transport  provision  associated  with  journeys  to  schools,  and 
recognised that Cowards Lane is congested at times due to the fact that it only provides 
a single lane width in places. 

 
3.3 In February 2013 further consultation took place with respect to the housing options for the 

district up to 2031.   As  in 2009, representations were received by NHDC  in relation  to the 
Housing Options Growth Levels and Locations and a brief summary  in relation to highways 
and traffic matters is set out below. For completeness, the appropriate extracts referred to 
are contained at Attachment C: 
 

 Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council (Ref LDF/3963) commented that the location of the site 
is likely to promote commuting. 

 Omer  (Ref  LDF/4502) objected on  the  grounds of  increased  traffic  flows, particularly 
through the village of Codicote along the B656 High Street, towards the A1. Any increase 
in traffic would have a detrimental impact on road safety with the likelihood of more fatal 
accidents. Parked vehicles currently restrict vehicle movements through the High Street 
and an  increase  in traffic flows will exacerbate this problem. An  increase  in traffic will 
have a detrimental impact on the condition of the roads in the area. Due to the lack of a 
rail  station  in  Codicote,  and  the  “impractical  bus  timetables”,  it  is  necessary  for  all 
residents of Codicote to own motor vehicles.  

 Shaw and Shaw‐Guichard (Ref LDF/6337), Janes (Ref LDF/7571), Murley (Ref LDF/8163), 
Broad  (Ref  LDF/8231),  Gibson  (Ref  LDF/8508),  Spires  (Ref  LDF/8590),  Ireland  (Ref 
LDF/8602), Day (Ref LDF/8611), Ewin (Ref LDF/8612), Pitman (Ref LDF/8613), Ronet and 
Osada (Ref LDF/8614), Hernandez (Ref LDF/8615) all objected in line with the comments 
made by Omer, as set out above. 

 Melling (Ref LDF/8007) whilst this representation supports the scheme, it is noted that 
the preferred means of  access  to  the development  should be  via  a new  roundabout 
junction with the High Street and Cowards Lane. 

 Colston (Ref LDF/8384) objected on the grounds of increased traffic, the impact on the 
High Street, particularly as there is an existing constraint associated with parked cars on 
both sides of the High Street, the safety concerns associated with the narrow lanes in the 
vicinity of the development (Cowards Lane), inadequate public transport provision, and 
the increase in traffic will have a detrimental impact on levels of pollution.  

 Sparrow (Ref LDF/8395) objects on the grounds of increased traffic flows, impact on the 
High Street in relation to the parked cars already identified, inadequate public transport 
provision, an increase in vehicle trips associated with schools children as the local primary 
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school is identified as being at capacity already and there are no local secondary schools. 
There is also a comment in relation to construction traffic having a detrimental impact on 
the surrounding area. 

 
3.4 In  summary,  a  common  theme  emerges  from  the  consultation  responses  in  relation  to 

highways and traffic considerations, which can be summarised as follows: 
 

 Concerns over the increase in traffic flows, particularly along the B656 Codicote Road and 
through  the High Street where the existing parking arrangements often only allow  for 
one‐way traffic flow; 

 Safety concerns for pedestrians, cyclists and other road users along Cowards Lane due to 
the pinch point(s) that currently only allow for one‐way traffic flow and in places, do not 
provide pedestrian footpaths, nor is there any evidence that the opportunity to provide 
for  an  appropriate  footpath  in  the  future  can  be  achieved  due  to  Third  Party  land 
constraints; and 

 Concerns over the form of access to the development from the B656 Codicote Road and 
the incorporation of the existing junction with Cowards Lane. 

 
4.0 Traffic Assessment 
4.1 In 2012, AECOM were asked by NHDC to consider the future transport issues in the district 

with respect to the proposed housing development forecasts as identified in the Core Strategy 
allocations. The site is identified as Site CD1 (previously referenced as Site 29) – Land south of 
Cowards  Lane  in  the  latest  SHLAA  (November  2014), which  forms  part  of  the  Local  Plan 
Background  Papers. As  such,  it was  included  as  an  “emerging  site”  in  the AECOM  Traffic 
Assessment. 
 

4.2 The AECOM Traffic Modelling Report was originally prepared in 2012 and updated following 
input from the Highways Agency in March 2014. The updated Report (published in December 
2014) serves three key purposes and the appropriate extracts are contained at Attachment D 
of this Technical Note:  

 

 Firstly,  to explain  the stages undertaken during  the  forecasting of  the highway model 
assignment  including the development of the future year highway network and traffic 
demand, including the housing developments (Section 2 to 4 of the AECOM Report). 

 Secondly, to present details of potential transport  issues on the highway network with 
the Preferred Option housing development scenario (Section 5 of the AECOM Report). 

 Thirdly,  to  discuss  mitigation  proposals,  in  response  to  the  transport  issues  of  the 
Preferred Option housing development scenario (Section 6 of the AECOM Report). 

 
Trip Rates 

4.3 A review of the AECOM Report  identifies that as neither Stevenage Borough Council (SBC), 
NHDC, Hertfordshire County Council (the Highway Authority), nor the Highways Agency have 
an agreed set of Trip Rates in order to define the level of traffic that would be generated by a 
residential  scheme,  a  set  of  generic  Trip  Rates  was  identified  for  both  Residential  and 
Employment Trips based on the TRICS database. Whilst this is an industry standard method of 
deriving Trip Rates, each site should be considered as a standalone development as there will 
be localised conditions that might impact on Trip Rates. 
 

4.4 There are a number of local conditions that would suggest that a generic Trip Rate should not 
be applied for residential trips associated with the site at Land south of Cowards Lane. These 
would include the fact that the local primary school at Codicote is currently oversubscribed 
(as are other nearby schools at Welwyn) and as such, additional vehicle trips will be generated 
in order for parents to drive their children to the nearest school with capacity to accommodate 
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them. Being primary  school  children,  they  are unlikely  to be  able  to use public  transport 
services (even  if these were sufficiently frequent and provided appropriate  links to schools 
with capacity).  
 

4.5 In addition, and as noted, the  local public transport services do not  include for journeys by 
train as  the nearest  train  stations are  located at Knebworth  (approximately 3.1 miles and 
about 10 minutes’ drive away), and Welwyn North  (approximately 3.4 miles and about 10 
minutes’ drive away), both of which are located on the eastern side of the A1(M) which would 
result in additional traffic impact on the local highway network if those wishing to commute 
to London by train were to drive to the  local train stations. The  local bus services that are 
identified as linking the site with Welwyn Garden City and Hitching are infrequent. For info, 
Route 215 offers 1 service per day for the school run from Codicote to Welwyn Garden City 
only and Route 315 operates on an hourly basis from 07:00 to 10:00 and then 2‐hourly up 
until 18:00 on a weekday and about 2‐hourly on a Saturday with no services on a Sunday or 
Public Holidays.  For  completeness,  the  timetables  for  these bus  services are  contained at 
Attachment E.  
 

4.6 With  the above constraints  identified as being  relative  to  the  site at Land  to  the  south of 
Cowards Lane, a considerably higher  level of  traffic would be generated by  the  residential 
development than would be generated by the “generic Trip Rates”. This in turn means that 
the traffic modelling work that has been undertaken by AECOM for the site, and others in the 
area of Codicote, is flawed. 
 

Scenario and Mitigation Testing 

4.7 Sections  5  and  6  of  the  AECOM  Report  summarise  the  Scenario  and  Mitigation  Testing 
undertaken.  However,  and  as  referenced  above,  it  is  considered  that  the  level  of  traffic 
associated  with  developments  (including  Land  south  of  Cowards  Lane)  has  not  been 
appropriately identified and in reality, considerably more vehicle trips will be identified from 
these sites. Notwithstanding the above, the AECOM Report identified the level of ‘stress’ that 
would  be  associated with  the  development  proposals  in  the  future  year  of  2031  on  the 
highway  network.  The  AM  and  PM  Stress  Plots  are  contained  at  Attachment  D  for 
completeness  and  identify  that  in  the  AM  Peak Hour  the  B656  north  of  Codicote would 
operate at between 75% and 100%, and the B656 Codicote Road (south of Codicote) would 
operate at less than 75% capacity. In the PM Peak Hour, the B656 north of Codicote would 
operate at over 100% and the B656 Codicote Road would operate at less than 75%. It is likely 
that these capacity assessments would alter if an appropriate Trip Rate were applied to the 
local  highway  network,  which would  have  even  more  detrimental  impact  than  has  been 
identified. 
 

4.8 Based on the identified highway impact on the local network identified in the AECOM Report, 
a  problem  location  is  identified  at  the  junction  of  the B656  London Road with  the A602 
Stevenage Road and the A602 Park Way. Whilst this junction is a considerable distance from 
the proposed development, some of the traffic associated with the site that would travel to 
and from the north, might have an impact on this junction and as the Trip Rates identified in 
the AECOM Report are considered to be flawed, there is likely to be even more of an impact 
than has been identified. A cost assessment for the proposed improvements to the Hitching 
Hill Roundabout improvements has been undertaken and details are included at Attachment 
D of this Technical Note. Even if the increased impact from the development proposals could 
be accommodated within the proposed mitigation and junction improvements, it is noted that 
no costs associated with Third Party  land acquisitions were  included  in the assessment and 
the proposals would appear to require Third Party land to deliver them. As it is likely that the 
development at Land south of Cowards Lane would have a traffic impact on this junction, any 
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permission  might  be  tied  to  the  delivery  of  these  improvements  through  a  Section  106 
Agreement, which in turn may not be deliverable due to the Third Party land constraints. 
 

4.9 It should also be noted that as it has been identified that there would be an increase in traffic 
on the B656 Codicote Road to the south of the development, junction improvements may be 
required  to  the  existing  roundabout  junction  of  the  B656  with  Fulling  Mill  Lane  on  the 
approach  to  Junction  6  of  the  A1(M).  Again,  no  consideration  has  been  given  to  the 
deliverability of any proposed  improvements to this junction  in terms of either Section 106 
costs, Third Party land constraints, etc particularly when it has been identified that the traffic 
flows proposed to be generated by developments in the area are flawed. 
 

5.0 Comments on the Proposed Development 
5.1 Having considered the  information presented above and as set out within the NHDC Local 

Plan,  SHLAA,  Traffic  Modelling  Report,  Land  Allocations,  Preferred  Options  consultation 
documents,  etc  there  are,  in  my  view,  a  number  of  key  elements  that  have  not  been 
appropriately considered. These are set out and summarised below for clarity. 
 
Development Proposals 

5.2 The Illustrative Layout Plan prepared by PPS proposes that the site will be accessed via a new 
priority  controlled  junction with  the B656 Codicote Road, which would  incorporate  traffic 
associated with the properties accessed from Cowards Lane, as well as any through traffic that 
does and would use Cowards Lane  in  the  future. Based on  the Trip Rates  identified  in  the 
AECOM Report, a development of up to 73 residential units would generate approximately 35 
two‐way trips in the AM Peak Hour and approximately 32 two‐way trips in the PM Peak Hour. 
It has  been  identified  that  Trip Rates  used  by AECOM  are  considered  to be  too  low  and 
therefore,  it might be more accurate to  identify approximately 40 two‐way trips  in the AM 
Peak Hour and approximately 35 two‐way trips in the PM Peak Hour. It is generally considered 
that the combined AM and PM Peak Hour trips form about 10% of daily traffic flows, which 
thus equate to approximately 750 two‐way movements associated with the development of 
up to 73 dwellings at Land south of Cowards Lane. 
 

5.3 A  review of  the Design Manual  for Roads and Bridges  (DMRB) notes at paragraph 2.16 of 
Volume 6 Section 2 Part 6 TD42/95, that a right turning facility should always be provided 
where the minor road flow exceeds 500 vehicles two‐way Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT). 
As  it  is  identified  that  the  development  alone  could  generate  as  much  as  750  two‐way 
movements, which doesn’t  include  the existing and/or proposed  level of  traffic associated 
with Cowards Lane, a simple priority junction arrangement is not considered appropriate. 
 

5.4 Whilst  it  has  been  noted  that  the  representations  to  the  early  consideration  of  the 
development have  requested  that a  roundabout  junction be provided  for  the  site access, 
Figure 2/2 of the above mentioned section of DMRB notes that a ghost island junction should 
be provided for  junctions where the two‐way traffic flow on the minor arm  is  identified as 
being up to 5,000 AADT and the two‐way traffic flow on the major arm is identified as being 
up to approximately 17,000 AADT. The introduction of a roundabout junction is only necessary 
where the two‐way traffic flows exceed the identified AADT flows. As such, the appropriate 
junction  type  for  access  to  the  proposed development  and  the  properties  accessed  from 
Cowards Lane is considered to be a ghost island arrangement. 
 

5.5 The  identified  land constraints at the site are not  likely to facilitate a ghost  island  junction 
arrangement due to Third Party land constraints, and as such, the only appropriate junction 
arrangement that could be conceived as being acceptable would be a roundabout junction. 
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The development proposals that have been presented and considered to date are therefore 
not considered to be acceptable in highway terms. 
 

Cowards Lane 

5.6 Cowards Lane is identified as being extremely constrained with no formal footpath provision, 
and in places, only allows a single vehicle to pass through pinch point(s). This is particularly 
evident at a point  to  the  immediate north west of  the development  (in  the vicinity of  the 
junction with The Opening) where a tree is so close to the verge that there is damage from 
HGVs. Whilst  it  is acknowledged that the development proposals at Land south of Cowards 
Lane could provide  for  improved width along  the  frontage of  the development site, which 
might include for the provision of a pedestrian footpath and potentially two‐way operation, 
there is no opportunity to provide for adequate width, even just for an appropriate pedestrian 
route, without the inclusion of Third Party land.  
 

5.7 Any development at  the site would have an  impact on Cowards Lane and even  if  this was 
identified as being relatively restricted in terms of vehicle numbers, an increase in pedestrian 
and cycle trips are likely along Cowards Lane due to the location of the local primary school 
and other local facilities.   
 

School Safety Zone 

5.8 It  has  been  noted  that  the  local  school,  Codicote  C  of  E  Primary  School,  is  currently 
oversubscribed. It is not considered viable for a development of up to 73 dwellings, even when 
combined  with  other  local  residential  developments  both  committed  and  proposed,  to 
provide  sufficient  financial  contributions  to  deliver  a  further  form  entry  at  the  school, 
effectively doubling the size of the school, and therefore there would be a need for pupils to 
travel to other schools in the wider area.  
 

5.9 Notwithstanding  the  above,  it  is  acknowledged  that  a  “School  Safety  Zone”  has  been 
introduced in the vicinity of Codicote Primary School, which must be as a result of traffic on 
the  surrounding  streets,  in  terms  of  the  nature  of  traffic  flows  (HGVs  from  the  Codicote 
Quarry),  traffic  volumes,  vehicle  speeds,  and  on‐street  parking,  particularly  at  school 
collections times. Any development  in the area will have an onerous  impact on the School 
Safety Zone. 
 

6.0 Summary and Conclusions 
6.1 The site was originally identified as being capable of delivering up to 73 residential dwellings 

as  part  of  the  NHDC  SHLAA  in  December  2010.  The  updated  SHLAA  of  November  2014 
retained the site and supporting  information submitted by Warden Developments Ltd with 
input from Phillips Planning Services (PPS), presented an Illustrative Layout Plan. 
 

6.2 Having  considered  the  various  representations  made  to  NHDC  as  part  of  the  Core 
Strategy/Local Plan  consultations, and  including a  review of  the AECOM Traffic Modelling 
Report published in December 2014, this Technical Note has been prepared to comment on 
the suitability of development a Land south of Cowards Lane in highways and traffic terms. 
 

6.3 The resulting conclusion  is that the proposed priority controlled site access arrangement  is 
not appropriate for a development of this size and scale, particularly when combined with the 
existing traffic that currently uses Cowards Lane. In addition, the level of traffic proposed to 
be  generated by  the development proposals  as  set out within  the AECOM Report,  is not 
considered to be appropriate as localised conditions have not been accounted for. As such, it 
is  likely  that  there would  be  a more  onerous  traffic  impact  on  the  surrounding  highway 
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network which may result in severe traffic impacts that have not been adequately considered 
as part of the mitigation proposals.  
 

6.4 The proposals do not adequately address the existing constraints along Cowards Lane without 
the inclusion of Third Party land, which in turn may make the scheme undeliverable through 
onerous  financial  constraints  that may be  incurred  in order  to  secure  the necessary  land 
required to deliver appropriate measures for pedestrians and other non‐motorised road users 
along this important link in the immediate vicinity of the proposed development.  
 

6.5 In my view, if a development were to be acceptable to the local planning authority following 
the  submission  of  an  appropriate  Transport  Assessment  to  support  a  future  planning 
application,  the necessary Section 106  financial  contributions  that would  relate  to off‐site 
highway works, public transport improvements, travel planning measures, and other highway 
related matters, would  be  very  onerous  and would  likely  result  in  the  scheme  becoming 
sufficiently unviable so as not to facilitate any affordable housing on the site, or even sufficient 
development. 

 
 



   
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 
Site Location Plan 
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Attachment A: 
Warden Developments Lt Representations (March 2013) 

PPS Illustrative Layout Plan (March 2013)
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4.26 Clearly these issues relate to nearly all of the potential village residential sites within 

the district. What was clear is that as part of the assessment there were no obvious 

physical site constraints to development. 

 

4.27 Despite the apparent similarities in assessment in 2009, the current consultation 

document lists site 29 as Priority 3 and 32 as Priority 2.  

 

4.28 Paragraph 3.3 of the consultation document suggests that the Priority 2 and 3 

classifications have been made on the basis of whether Officers consider that a site 

would be more or less “controversial” in terms of public opinion should it come 

forward for development. Although evidence to support the classifications is not 

included within the evidence base, from discussions with officers it is understood that 

this is based upon responses received when the 2008 / 2009 consultation took place.  

 

4.29 We query the appropriateness of this test as a method of selecting sites for 

allocation. That is, it is normal / good practice to make detailed assessments of the 

likely impact of development of a particular site i.e. to look at its strengths and 

weaknesses and the benefits it could provide. It is not good planning to simply seek 

to allocate on the basis of a ‘feeling’ as to which sites may attract less objection.  

 

 Site 29 Land South Of Cowards Lane 

 

4.30 The only published document which seeks to provide any tangible reason as to why 

site 32 is categorised above 29 is in the SHLAA 2012. In the assessment matrix on 

page 35, it is noted that there is concern that site 29 may have an ‘urbanising upon 

Cowards Lane & the High Street’ whereas site 32 is considered to be ‘well related to 

the existing urban area’. 

 

4.31 We do not agree with the assessment that site 29 would have an urbanising impact. 

The impact of a development at the site will be dependant upon how it is designed 

and laid out. Clearly, the creation of a new, wide open access and the removal of 

boundary landscaping could have an urbanising impact, particularly if new built form 

was located hard up against the front site boundaries and at an inappropriate scale 

and density of development. 

 

 



 

4.32 However, a sensitively designed development could be accommodated comfortably 

without the urbanising affect feared in the SHLAA. In this regard, an indicative site 

layout plan is provided with this representation. This demonstrates the following key 

points:    

 

- At present the junction between Cowards Lane and High Street is quite wide 

and open.  

                        

- By developing the site as shown on the accompanying plan, this junction 

could be made much narrower with planting added to each side thereby 

reducing the amount of hard surfacing apparent on entry to or exit from the 

village. Cowards Lane would be the subject of minor realignment at its 

eastern end to join the proposed new site entry as shown. The proposed 

access has been designed by Highway Consultants Phil Jones Associates 

and respects necessary visibility splay and junction capacity requirements. 

 

- To further minimise the visual impact of the development it is proposed that 

new woodland planting is carried out as shown on the plan. This combined 

with the bend in the road which currently exists when accessing the village 

from the south would ensure that the proposed development would not be 

visible when driving north toward Codicote. 

 
- Similarly, the plan proposes an open entrance to the site with provision of a 

community orchard maintaining the rural village feel. 

 
- The site would therefore have a very minimal visual impact and could not 

reasonably be considered to have an ‘urbanising’ effect, particularly given 

the lower density development assumed in the SHLAA and consultation 

document.  

 

- Rather, the layout demonstrates that the 73 dwellings as estimated in the 

SHLAA can comfortably be provided along with play and amenity space and 

also existing site features retained such as the central hedge / tree belt with 

no adverse visual impacts 

 

 



 

4.33 It is therefore considered that the site 29 could be appropriately developed to provide 

a high quality residential environment whilst protecting the setting and rural character 

of the settlement edge. 

 

Comparison of Site 29 and Site 32 

 

4.34 Given the need for new housing within the district in the period to 2031 it is 

considered that both sites 29 and 32 should be allocated for development. However, 

it is our submission that if the Council were to only allocate one site then site 29 has 

a number of key advantages over site 32 which should lead to it being the favoured 

allocation for Codicote.  

 

4.35 Firstly and with reference to the site assessment matrix prepared by the Council, it is 

noted that: 

 

- Site 29 lies within 78 metres of the local outdoor sports and recreation 

facilities which it is understood the Parish Council is seeking to enhance 

further in the near future. In contrast the nearest green space to site 32 is 

the local allotments. This is further away (286 metres) and whilst useful 

resource does not provide the same level of general benefit to and likely 

usage by the future residents of a housing site. 

 

- Site 29 lies within 32 metres of a bus stop. Site 32 is 230 metres and it is an 

uphill walk from the site to the High Street bus stop.  

 

- Site 29 lies closer (317 metres) to the local primary school than Site 32 (413 

metres). In addition, children coming from Site 32 would need to cross the 

fairly busy High Street whereas those from Site 29 would  have direct 

access without the need to cross major roads. 

 

- Site 29 is not impacted by Tree Preservation Orders, this is a constraint in 

respect of Site 32. 

 

4.36 The majority of the other assessment criteria show comparable scores.  

 

 



  

Highway Issues: 

4.37 An element which the assessment matrix does not consider is the relative location of 

the sites in terms of their accessibility and traffic impact upon the local road system 

that could result from their development.  

 

4.38 This is in our view a fairly major omission at this stage as traffic impact and the 

inconvenience that this can cause to existing local residents, children crossing local 

roads and the amenity of residents in general are often very controversial issues 

when allocating sites for development.   

 

4.39 In this regard, Phil Jones Associates have assessed the relative merits of both sites 

and we highlight the following points: 

 

- Access to Site 29 would be taken directly from High Street as shown on the 

accompanying plan minimising impact upon existing residential roads.   

 

- In contrast access to Site 32 brings all of the generated traffic through an 

established residential area and past a number of existing dwellings. During 

a visit to site 32 it became very clear that Valley Road suffers from 

significant levels of on street parking as not all of the houses enjoy off road 

parking / sufficient off road parking. Therefore there is already a degree of 

inconvenience caused to the flow of traffic and therefore the amenity of the 

residents of this part of the settlement.  

 

- As above, analysis suggests that most trips will head towards the A1(M) 

Junction 6 to the south of Codicote. Site 29 is therefore perfectly placed to 

minimise traffic impact on High Street and through the village. 

 
- Traffic from Site 32 would be forced to route via Valley Road and Bury Lane 

to reach the northern end of High Street, before tracking back down High 

Street through the village centre to head towards the A1(M). It was noted 

that the High Street already suffers congestion when delivery vehicles and / 

or refuse lorries are collecting. Traffic is forced to queue behind the larger 

vehicles and wait for oncoming traffic to pass. This leads to long queues 

during peak periods.  

 



- The proposed access to site 29 would realign the existing skewed junction of 

Cowards Lane with High Street. This junction currently has a poor side road 

alignment and a very wide junction bell-mouth, to the detriment of pedestrian 

movement along High Street itself. The proposed realignment would reduce 

the distance pedestrians are required to cross at High Street, to the benefit 

of pedestrian safety. 

 

- The point of access to the Valley Road is taken via The Close, a short cul-

de-sac off Valley Road itself. This road is parked on both sides by residents 

of adjacent dwellings. Parking occurs on-street at an angle to the 

carriageway and would entail reversing manoeuvres as vehicles leave. 

 
- Currently, The Close only provides access to some 19 lock-up garages 

which are only low trip generators. The development of Site 32 would 

increase traffic on The Close to the detriment of highway safety. 

 
- Site 29 lies directly adjacent to National Cycle Network (NCN) Route 12 on 

Cowards Lane. NCN12 does not pass in close proximity to Site 32. 

 

Urban Design Issues 

4.39 A further issue for consideration in terms of the relative merits of the two potential 

sites is the significant rise in land levels across site 32.  

       

              



 

4.40 As shown, site 32 rises from south east to north west by over 20 metres. The site is 

therfore extremely visible in long range views and from the public footpaths which run 

through and beyond the land and is sunstantially more prominent in views and has a 

far greater viusal impact on the character of Codicote that would the development of 

Site 29. 

 

4.41 In comparrison site 29 is well contained by existing field boundaries and generally 

lower level such that development will be far less prominent. 

 

  Q.5 Mix of sites  

 

5.1 For the reasons set out in this submission it is considered that the Council should 

seek to allocate a s many of the non strategic sites Priority 1 – 3 as is possible and 

minimise any reliance on strategic site allocations. 

 

5.2 In particular all 2,967 sites in or adjoin the villages should be given a high priority. 
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Representation for 

Land Allocations: Additional Suggested Sites July 2009

Site 29

AgentRep No.Ref. Applicant

0037 7 Savills on behalf of Warden 

Developments

Site 29Document Section:

SupportRepresentation:

Further to the Land Allocations Additional Suggested Sites Consultation document published by the Council seeking representations on the additional 125 sites we wish to make the 
following comments.
Site number 29 which is located to the south of Cowards Lane Codicote due to its size presents the opportunity to provide additional residential dwellings to support the existing wide 
range of services and facilities including community facilities which are already located with the settlement as well as the Infant and Junior School.
Furthermore, the site would also have the potential to contribute to providing affordable housing, sheltered housing and even a nursing home for existing and future residents for which 
there is a need in this locality. Consideration is also being given to the provision of a doctors surgery facility which would be of huge benefit to local residents as well as supporting future 
residents associated with any new development.
We would comment that the development of this particular site would ensure a comprehensive approach which would be able to deliver an appropriate level of development which is 
commensurate with its scale and character within one location. Furthermore as far as we are aware the site is not with a conservation area, or an area of archaeological interest or the 
subject of any wildlife designations.
We understand that the site is available for development and could easily be brought forward within five years of the adoption of the Local Development Framework Land Allocations 
which would assist in the Council reaching their housing targets.
For these reasons we consider that site number 29 should be included in the LDF Land Allocations DPD.

0289 9 Codicote Parish Council

Site 29Document Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

Codicote is large enough, this site would have a detrimental impact on the boundary.

0365 64 Natural England - East of 

England Region

Site 29Document Section:

CommentRepresentation:

This site appears to be directly adjacent to the County Wildlife Site 43/042  Hollards Farm Meadow, and any potential adverse impacts on the site from development would need to be 
addressed.

0459 86 CPRE - The Hertfordshire 

Society

Site 29Document Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

This is a greenfield site in the Green Belt, just outside the boundary of the Excluded Village of Codicote.  In accordance with emerging policies in the Core Strategy Preferred Options, 
this site should not be released for development, other than possibly as a rural exception site under draft Core Policy E.

3950 66 Hertfordshire County 

Council - Historic 

Environment

Site 29Document Section:

Printed: 01/03/2010 12:25:01



Representation for 

Land Allocations: Additional Suggested Sites July 2009

Site 29

AgentRep No.Ref. Applicant

CommentRepresentation:

Requirement for Pre-application or Pre-determination Archaeological Assessment

The sites below have known archaeological remains within them or have archaeological potential.  We would therefore wish that - in accordance with Government policy in PPG 16 and 
the current draft PPS 15 - the LPA requests that pre-application or pre-determination archaeological assessments should be included within all development briefs and other proposals 
for the sites, if they are formally adopted as development sites in the local development plan. Such assessment would, depending upon the size and location of the proposals, range in 
scope from additional desk-based research to more extensive archaeological field survey and evaluation.  The purpose of the archaeological assessment would be to provide sufficient 
information about the archaeological resource and in particular the extent of archaeological remains worthy of preservation in situ, to enable the LPA to determine any specific 
application for development.

3952 29 Hertfordshire County 

Council - Passenger 

Transport Unit

Site 29Document Section:

CommentRepresentation:

Plot 29: A vehicle access onto Cowards Lane, although classified as a local access road, is very narrow which makes the access corridor to the development site impractical without 
widening Cowards Way to accommodate two way traffic.  The development could be developed to provide the necessary width of carriageway and vehicle to vehicle inter-visibility along 
the site frontage. The plot of this size could accommodate a large development. Consequently, it would generate a significant increase in traffic and may overload this area of road 
network. The application should be supported by a Transport Assessment, which sets out the transport implications of the development proposals and identify measures required to 
overcome any transport impact of the proposals such as the junction appraisal with the B656 (High Street).

3963 6 Welwyn and Hatfield District 

Council

Site 29Document Section:

CommentRepresentation:

* Development on the edges of the village of Codicote would be contrary to the aim of the North Hertfordshire Core Strategy Preferred Options Paper (September 2007) for the 
following reasons:

It would undermine the spatial strategy which seeks to locate growth in accordance with the settlement hierarchy. Within the settlement hierarchy, Codicote is identified as a larger village 
where development only within the boundary of the settlement is allowed.

The additional suggested sites are outside of the boundary of the village of Codicote and their development would therefore be contrary to the spatial strategy as set out in Core Policies 
C and F.

* There are significant constraints on the capacity of infrastructure to deal with waste water. The East of England Capacity Study identifies significant capacity difficulties at Rye Meads 
sewage treatment works which serves much of the north of Welwyn Hatfield, as well as Codicote and Knebworth, and other areas proposed for new housing developments within the 
East of England.

*We note that the SA/SEA for Codicote highlights a weakness that Codicote has no doctor's surgery (page 224).

Printed: 01/03/2010 12:25:01



Representation for 

Land Allocations: Additional Suggested Sites July 2009

Site 29

AgentRep No.Ref. Applicant

* Development of the four sites promoted around the edge of Codicote would erode the very narrow bands of countryside which separate Codicote from surrounding settlements.

* Sites 29, 31 and 32 are particularly open and exposed. Development here would be highly visible from Welwyn Hatfield.

* Development of sites 29 and 30 would lead to further coalescence between Codicote and Welwyn village.

The SA/SEA identified that sites 29 to 32:

* Do not meet SA objective 2(a) to minimise development of greenfield land and other land with high environmental and amenity value. The sites are all green field and agricultural land 
grade 3.

* Do not meet SA objective 3(b) to protect and enhance landscapes. The landscape character area assessment recommends these are improved and conserved.

* Do not meet SA objective 3(d) to reduce pollution from any source. The sites are all situated in a source protection zone.

* Significantly, it also found the location of each of the sites is likely to promote commuting.

4252 1 Roads

Site 29Document Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

The land in question is not suitable for development for numerous reasons. Firstly, it would close the gap between Codicote and Welwyn, whereas it is important to maintain the two 
villages as seperate entities. Secondly, there is already far too much traffic volume through both villages, and a further development will make this situation worse. Thirdly, the area 
cannot cope with the increased requirement for water supply and drainage, plus schooling, medical care etc. Over the years there have been numerous planning applications for this 
site, all of which have been rejected for the above (and other) reasons. Nothing has changed to alter this situation.There is not a shortage of housing in the area, and further 
development will only serve to make the area far less attractive, and will have a negative effect on the property values for existing residents.

4771 4 Morris

Site 29Document Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

Residential development is not in keeping with current intelligent predictions that Britain will be unable to rely on imports to feed the nation and needs to raise the level of its own 
productivity. I object to residential building and suggest that  farming is encouraged at this site.
I also object on the grounds of sustainability: 
*Codicote has little industry thus new residents will undoubtedly need to travel for work. The rail network already struggles,(the local MP has no faith in it, maintaining a London home at 
tax payers expence), thus traffic will increase. The B656 is already over used particularly during rush hour.
*Codicote has a small school and no provision at all for older children; again the B656 will be put under strain.
*Where in the plan is there provision of community resources for example: health centre, library, sports centre.
*Where in the plan is there provision for a greater range of shops 
*Where in the plan is there provision of entertainment facilities for youths 
*Where in the plan is there provision of entertainment for adults 
*Where in the plan is there provision for additional policing resources

4785 1 Green

Printed: 01/03/2010 12:25:01



Representation for 

Land Allocations: Additional Suggested Sites July 2009

Site 29

AgentRep No.Ref. Applicant

Site 29Document Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

The size of this site and the likely density of housing on it will have a considerable impact on both the character of the southern part of the village and on the vehicle movements in 
Cowards Lane and on the B656.

4787 2 Green

Site 29Document Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

This is the largest site that is being proposed for development in Codicote and were it to go ahead the number of dwellings that are likely to be built on it would have a substantial impact 
on the character of the southern end of the village.  Moreover, the traffic arising from these dwellings would put additional pressure on the B656 & Cowards Lane; there is also the 
question of how such traffic could safely be brought into the flows on those two roads. Of all the sites it is also the one that is farthest from the village school and shops which, again, 
would generate more traffic at peak times than others that have been put forward.

4871 24 Smith

Site 29Document Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

I object to all sites that alter the Green Belt boundary.
I object to the loss of agricultural land for the following reasons:
Food security is now a national priority;
Open green spaces are a valuable amenity for all;
This country has been in breach of European bio-diversity regulations for the past six years;
A survey of rare and endangered species needs to be undertaken;
Fields are necessary for water management.

6299 4 Williamson

Site 29Document Section:

CommentRepresentation:

Whilst I agree that Codicote could sustain some additional housing we must not loose sight of the fact that the primary school is single form entry, and has recently reduced its intake to 
30 children per year. Transportation of older children to secondary schools in neighbouring Welwyn Garden City and Hitchin can also be overcrowded. These factors must be taken into 
account as any developments are likely to attract families with school age children due to the excellent provision available.

Site 29 at the South of the village, off Cowards Lane again has traffic as it's main concern. Cowards Lane is regularly congested due to it's single lane width in many places, and a new 
access leading straight on to the lower end of the High Street would be in very close proximity to the existing junctions with Cowards Lane and the Rabley Heath road.

Printed: 01/03/2010 12:25:01
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Representations for Housing Options Growth Levels and Locations 2011-2031

AgentRep No.Ref. Applicant
LDF/0079  53 Herts & Middlesex Wildlife Trust

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

CommentRepresentation:

This site is adjacent to two Local Wildlife Sites. Hollards Farm Meadow (43/042) is a meadow of rough, unimproved neutral grassland with damp and marshy patches.  Meadow 
North-West of First Spring (43/052) is a semi-improved, neutral/damp grassland site.

LDF/3963  20 Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

CommentRepresentation:

It is noted that Site 32 at Codicote is now classified as priority 2 and therefore is considered moderately acceptable in the consultation. The following comments were previously 
raised by Welwyn Hatfield in response to consultation on these sites. 
Development on the edges of the village of Codicote would be contrary to the aim of the North Hertfordshire Core Strategy Preferred Options Paper (September 2007) for the 
following reasons: 
It would undermine the spatial strategy which seeks to locate growth in accordance with the settlement hierarchy. Within the settlement hierarchy, Codicote is identified as a 
larger village where development only within the boundary of the settlement is allowed. 
The additional suggested sites are outside of the boundary of the village of Codicote and their development would therefore be contrary to the spatial strategy as set out in Core 
Policies C and F. 
There are significant constraints on the capacity of infrastructure to deal with waste water. The East of England Capacity Study identifies significant capacity difficulties at Rye 
Meads sewage treatment works which serves much of the north of Welwyn Hatfield, as well as Codicote and Knebworth, and other areas proposed for new housing 
developments within the East of England. 
We note that the SA/SEA for Codicote highlights a weakness that Codicote has no doctor's surgery (page 224).
Development of the four sites promoted around the edge of Codicote would erode the very narrow bands of countryside which separate Codicote from surrounding settlements. 
Sites 29, 31 and 32 are particularly open and exposed. Development here would be highly visible from Welwyn Hatfield. 
Development of sites 29 and 30 would lead to further coalescence between Codicote and Welwyn village. 
The SA/SEA identified that sites 29 to 32: 
Do not meet SA objective 2(a) to minimise development of greenfield land and other land with high environmental and amenity value. The sites are all green field and 
agricultural land grade 3. Do not meet SA objective 3(b) to protect and enhance landscapes. The landscape character area assessment recommends these are improved and 
conserved. 
Do not meet SA objective 3(d) to reduce pollution from any source. The sites are all situated in a source protection zone. 
Significantly, it also found the location of each of the sites is likely to promote commuting.

LDF/4502  4 Omer

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

I am writing to oppose the housing proposal of three Codicote sites and in particular,strongly object to the development of 48 dwellings at site 32, land northeast of The Close 
leading on to Valley Road.
Sustainable transport
The safety and welfare of road users is compromised under this proposed development. 

Printed: 28/06/2013 09:12:56



Representations for Housing Options Growth Levels and Locations 2011-2031

AgentRep No.Ref. Applicant
High St in Codicote is the main artery for access to A1 motorway and serves Codicote and its surrounds such as Whitwell and Kimpton. As this is the only main road in and out 
of Codicote from Welwyn, an increase in car numbers means more frequent, traffic congestion and likelihood of more fatal accidents. Parked vehicles currently clutter High St 
and during peak hour it is impossible to drive through this stretch of road without coming to a halt. An increase in commuters using the lanes to access Stevenage will only 
worsen the condition of those roads and create an increase in the number of accidents in an already over used lane.
Access to high quality transport facilities in Codicote is non-existent. Without a Codicote train station coupled with infrequent, impractical bus timetables that do not connect 
local residents to Welwyn North train station means that it is a necessity for London commuters, in fact, all residents of Codicote to own motor vehicles. The proposed 
development of almost 50 houses at site 32 equates to almost 100 more vehicles utilising Valley Road and Bury Lane daily as each householder nowadays own two cars. 
Valley Road is already beyond its maximum capacity to cope with existing traffic volume as clearly evident by its current poor state; numerous potholes and cracks�(see Exhibit 
1a-d). Also, this already very narrow road is heavily crowded with parked vehicles. When weather conditions are extreme such as snow and ice, problems of access are 
compounded, making it treacherous and difficult to manoeuvre safely. Residents of The Paddocks already have to park along Valley Road to give them any hope of getting out.
Safety of residents
With the proposed development, the lives of young children will be at higher risk as it will become more dangerous to walk children to and from school. Cyclists, motorcyclists 
and horse riders alike also share the village roads and potentially,are at a greater risk of being involved in an unfortunate, fatal accident which could have been avoided had 
there been less cars on the roads and more visibility.
Preservation of village life
Village town centres are the heart of the communities and its viability and vitality relies upon the local residents supporting local businesses. This vitality is at risk as local 
residents;especially the elderly and families will refrain from wandering out into the village in fear of their lives while they cross busy roads or wish to avoid the clutter and 
congestion of the local streets. Consequently, many local businesses will suffer; their continuation and livelihood will become uncertain.
Compromised education
The local Codicote Primary School is at capacity presently and will not be able to accommodate more pupils in the foreseeable future. The increase in almost 130 homes in this 
village means that many local children will miss out on a place at the school and will have to travel afar,by car,to obtain an education. This will be disappoint and inconvenience 
parents who will have the added burden of transporting their children to a distant school. Under the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the Government states that 'key 
facilities such as primary schools ¿.should be located within walking distance of most properties. The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice 
of school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new communities.' Children attending secondary schools will also have to fight for places at their preferred school 
(In 2012, 93.81% and 94.70% children allocated at a ranked school for primary and secondary education respectively) as well as more traffic jams as parents take children to 
school.
Air, sound and light pollution
Increase pollution from air, sound and light can have adverse impacts on health and quality of life. It is important that areas in Codicote are prevented from development to 
protect tranquillity, fresh air and space for recreational pursuits. The 2008 Climate Change Act established the world's first legally binding climate change target. Its aim is to 
reduce the UK's greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% (from the 1990 baseline) by 2050. The Government have stated they are committed to reducing carbon emissions 
to meet international standards and with these proposed developments;   hundreds of additional vehicles on the roads will not be in line with these targets.
Protection of Green Belt area
Codicote is within the boundaries of the Green Belt area (see Exhibit2) and subject to its Protections. The fundamental aim of green belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by 
keeping land permanently open, and consequently the most important attribute of green belts is their openness. This high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and 
recreation can make an important contribution to the health and well-being of communities.
In March 2012, Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, Minister for Planning stated that 'Our natural environment is essential to our wellbeing, and it can be better looked after than it has been. 
Habitats that have been degraded can be restored. Species that have been isolated can be reconnected. Green Belt land that has been depleted of diversity can be refilled by 
nature ¿ and opened to people to experience it, to the benefit of body and soul'

According to the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the idea of the Green Belt'is a ring of countryside where urbanisation will be resisted for the foreseeable future, 
maintaining an area where agriculture, forestry and outdoor leisure can be expected to prevail.' The Framework continues: 'Once an area of land has been defined as green 

Printed: 28/06/2013 09:12:56



Representations for Housing Options Growth Levels and Locations 2011-2031

AgentRep No.Ref. Applicant
belt, the stated opportunities and benefits include:
Providing opportunities for access to the open countryside for the urban population
Providing opportunities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation near urban areas
The retention of attractive landscapes and the enhancement of landscapes, near to where people live
The securing of nature conservation interests
Green belt in England is protected both by normal planning controls and against "inappropriate development" within its boundaries.'
This open countryside is highly valued and enjoyed by walkers, birdwatchers, horse riders and sporting people alike. Site 32 has public footpaths and it is a common sight to 
see residents enjoying the open space by playing ball games, walking, running, jogging, riding and even tobogganing in the winter, promoting a healthier lifestyle that is in line 
with the health initiatives introduced after the very successful Olympic Games last year. 
Flood risk 

Site 32 is situated at the bottom of a valley so during periods of heavy rain, is vulnerable to flooding. This area is at a high risk of floods not only from its low position but also 
from the runoff from surrounding higher grounds of built up areas, thereby making it unsafe for residents. Global warming and climate change may also have a detrimental 
impact on the environment in the future. Therefore the preservation of open, natural land is important in the management of potential floods.

The concept and charm of village life is about striking a fine balance between urban sprawl without compromising the quality of life of its residents, their health and wellbeing, 
the preservation of natural habitat and environment. I am genuinely concerned by these proposed housing plans and would like to voice my apprehensions to enable us, the 
people of Codicote, to shape the vision and future of our surroundings as we see fit,for countless generations to come, to enjoy.

I urge NHDC to deter from commissioning new housing at Codicote sites and in particular, site 32.

LDF/6337  3 Shaw and Shaw-Guichard

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

I am writing to oppose the housing proposal of three Codicote sites and in particular, strongly object to the development of 48 dwellings at site 32, land northeast of the Close 
leading on to Valley Road.
Sustainable transport
The safety and welfare of road users is compromised under this proposed development.
High St in Codicote is the main artery for access to A1 motorway and serves Codicote and its surrounds such as Whitwell and Kimpton. As this is the only main road in and out 
of Codicote from Welwyn, an increase in car numbers means more frequent, traffic congestion and likelihood of more fatal accidents. Parked vehicles currently clutter High St 
and during peak hour it is impossible to drive through this stretch of road without coming to a halt.
Access to high quality transport facilities in Codicote is non-existent. Without a Codicote train station coupled with infrequent, impractical bus timetables that do not connect 
local residents to Welwyn North train station means that it is a necessity for London commuters, in fact, all residents of Codicote to own motor vehicles. The proposed 
development of almost 50 houses at site 32 equates to almost 100 more vehicles utilising Valley Road and Bury Lane daily as each householder nowadays own two cars. 
Valley Road is already beyond its maximum capacity to cope with existing traffic volume as clearly evident by its current poor state; numerous potholes and cracks (see Exhibit 
1a-d). Also, this already very narrow road is heavily crowded with parked vehicles. When weather conditions are extreme such as snow and ice, problems of access are 
compounded, making it treacherous and difficult to manoeuvre safely.
Safety of residents
With the proposed development, the lives of young children will be at higher risk as it will become more dangerous to walk children to and from school. Cyclists, motorcyclists 
and horse riders alike also share the village roads and potentially, are at a greater risk of being involved in an unfortunate, fatal accident which could have been avoided had 
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there been less cars on the roads and more visibility.
Preservation of village life
Village town centres are the heart of the communities and its viability and vitality relies upon the local residents supporting local businesses. This vitality is at risk as local 
residents; especially the elderly and families will refrain from wandering out into the village in fear of their lives while they cross busy roads or wish to avoid the clutter and 
congestion of the local streets. Consequently, many local businesses will suffer; their continuation and livelihood will become uncertain.
Compromised education
The local Codicote Primary School is at capacity presently and will not be able to accommodate more pupils in the foreseeable future. The increase in almost 130 homes in this 
village means that many local children will miss out on a place at the school and will have to travel afar, by car, to obtain an education. This will be disappoint and inconvenience 
parents who will have the added burden of transporting their children to a distant school. Under the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the Government states that 'key 
facilities such as primary schools ¿.should be located within walking distance of most properties. The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice 
of school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new communities.' Children attending secondary schools will also have to fight for places at their preferred school 
(currently 98% get their first choice in a rated school) as well as more traffic jams as parents take children to school.
Air, sound and light pollution
Increase pollution from air, sound and light can have adverse impacts on health and quality of life. It is important that areas in Codicote are prevented from development to 
protect tranquillity, fresh air and space for recreational pursuits. The Government have stated they are committed to reducing carbon emissions to meet international standards 
and almost 260 additional vehicles on the roads (assuming all 3 sites were developed) will not be in line with these targets.
Protection of Green Belt area
Codicote is within the boundaries of the Green Belt area (see Exhibit 2) and subject to its Protections. The fundamental aim of green belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by 
keeping land permanently open, and consequently the most important attribute of green belts is their openness. This high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and 
recreation can make an important contribution to the health and well-being of communities.
In March 2012, Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, Minister for Planning stated that 'Our natural environment is essential to our wellbeing, and it can be better looked after than it has been. 
Habitats that have been degraded can be restored. Species that have been isolated can be reconnected. Green Belt land that has been depleted of diversity can be refilled by 
nature ¿ and opened to people to experience it, to the benefit of body and soul'
According to the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the idea of the Green Belt 'is a ring of countryside where urbanisation will be resisted for the foreseeable future, 
maintaining an area where agriculture, forestry and outdoor leisure can be expected to prevail.' The Framework continues:
'Once an area of land has been defined as green belt, the stated opportunities and benefits include:
¿ Providing opportunities for access to the open countryside for the urban population
¿ Providing opportunities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation near urban areas
¿ The retention of attractive landscapes and the enhancement of landscapes, near to where
people live
¿ The securing of nature conservation interests
¿ Green belt in England is protected both by normal planning controls and against
"inappropriate development" within its boundaries.'
This open countryside is highly valued and enjoyed by walkers, birdwatchers, horse riders and sporting people alike. Site 32 has public footpaths and it is a common sight to 
see residents enjoying the open space by playing ball games, walking, running, jogging, riding and even tobogganing in the winter, promoting a healthier lifestyle that is in line 
with the health initiatives introduced after the very successful Olympic Games last year.
Flood risk
Site 32 is situated at the bottom of a valley so during periods of heavy rain, is vulnerable to flooding. This area is at a high risk of floods not only from its low position but also 
from the runoff from surrounding higher grounds of built up areas, thereby making it unsafe for residents. Global warming and climate change may also have a detrimental 
impact on the environment in the future. Therefore the preservation of open, natural land is important in the management of potential floods. The concept and charm of village 
life is about striking a fine balance between urban sprawl without compromising the quality of life of its residents, their health and wellbeing, the preservation of natural habitat 
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and environment. I am genuinely concerned by these proposed housing plans and would like to voice my apprehensions to enable us, the people of Codicote to shape the 
vision and future of our surroundings as we see fit, for countless generations to come, to enjoy. I urge NHDC to deter from commissioning new housing at Codicote sites and in 
particular, site 32.

LDF/7301  13 Warden Developments Ltd Phillips Planning Services 

Ltd

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

SupportRepresentation: MAP Map/plans attached

Our site specific comments relate to the sites put forward for development, the manner in which these have been assessed with particular reference to examples in Codicote.
Codicote is a village of reasonable scale with a population of around 3,150. There are a number of local shops, convenience stores and services in the village including a 
pharmacy, a primary school and active sport and leisure clubs. 
The village benefits from reasonable public transport links and has good access to junction 6 of the A1 to the south and therefore employment opportunities within Hitchin and 
Stevenage and along the A1 corridor. 
It is therefore, in principle a good and sustainable location for new residential development. 
Development Sites in Codicote 
The Housing Options Document highlights three potential sites. Two (Sites 29 and 30) are defined as falling within the 'Priority 3' classification whilst one (Site 32) is listed as 
being a 'Priority 2' site. Site 30 is of small scale (0.66 hectares) with an estimated dwelling capacity of just 13 houses. It lies close to a number of listed buildings including 
Codicote House, within an area of archaeological interest and within the Codicote Conservation Area. There are therefore a number of heritage constraints affecting the 
development of this site. 
Sites 29 'Land South of Cowards Lane' and 32 'Land North East of The Close' are of larger scale (3.6 and 2.4 hectares respectively) and could therefore if developed in whole 
or in part offer a more meaningful contribution to the housing supply in the district. 
When these sites were assessed by the Council as part of the 2008 / 2009 consultation exercise, the strengths and weaknesses identified were listed as exactly the same. The 
strengths were that neither site is affected by a wildlife designation, they are not contaminated, do not boarder water courses, could provide affordable housing, they are not 
with areas of archaeological interest, not with a conservation area, do not affect listed buildings and could include sustainable urban drainage systems. 
The only weaknesses were seen as their greenfield nature, the groundwater protection area within which Codicote is located and potential increased car usage. 
Clearly these issues relate to nearly all of the potential village residential sites within the district. What was clear is that as part of the assessment there were no obvious 
physical site constraints to development. 
Despite the apparent similarities in assessment in 2009, the current consultation document lists site 29 as Priority 3 and 32 as Priority 2. 
Paragraph 3.3 of the consultation document suggests that the Priority 2 and 3 classifications have been made on the basis of whether Officers consider that a site would be 
more or less 'controversial' in terms of public opinion should it come forward for development. Although evidence to support the classifications is not included within the 
evidence base, from discussions with officers it is understood that this is based upon responses received when the 2008 / 2009 consultation took place. 
We query the appropriateness of this test as a method of selecting sites for allocation. That is, it is normal / good practice to make detailed assessments of the likely impact of 
development of a particular site i.e. to look at its strengths and weaknesses and the benefits it could provide. It is not good planning to simply seek to allocate on the basis of a 
'feeling' as to which sites may attract less objection. 
Site 29 Land South Of Cowards Lane 
The only published document which seeks to provide any tangible reason as to why site 32 is categorised above 29 is in the SHLAA 2012. In the assessment matrix on page 
35, it is noted that there is concern that site 29 may have an 'urbanising upon Cowards Lane & the High Street' whereas site 32 is considered to be 'well related to the existing 
urban area'. 
We do not agree with the assessment that site 29 would have an urbanising impact. The impact of a development at the site will be dependant upon how it is designed and laid 
out. Clearly, the creation of a new, wide open access and the removal of boundary landscaping could have an urbanising impact, particularly if new built form was located hard 
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up against the front site boundaries and at an inappropriate scale and density of development. 
However, a sensitively designed development could be accommodated comfortably without the urbanising affect feared in the SHLAA. In this regard, an indicative site layout 
plan is provided with this representation. This demonstrates the following key points: 
- At present the junction between Cowards Lane and High Street is quite wide and open. 
- By developing the site as shown on the accompanying plan, this junction could be made much narrower with planting added to each side thereby reducing the amount of hard 
surfacing apparent on entry to or exit from the village. Cowards Lane would be the subject of minor realignment at its eastern end to join the proposed new site entry as shown. 
The proposed access has been designed by Highway Consultants Phil Jones Associates and respects necessary visibility splay and junction capacity requirements. 
- To further minimise the visual impact of the development it is proposed that new woodland planting is carried out as shown on the plan. This combined with the bend in the 
road which currently exists when accessing the village from the south would ensure that the proposed development would not be visible when driving north toward Codicote. 
- Similarly, the plan proposes an open entrance to the site with provision of a community orchard maintaining the rural village feel. 
- The site would therefore have a very minimal visual impact and could not reasonably be considered to have an 'urbanising' effect, particularly given the lower density 
development assumed in the SHLAA and consultation document. 
- Rather, the layout demonstrates that the 73 dwellings as estimated in the SHLAA can comfortably be provided along with play and amenity space and also existing site 
features retained such as the central hedge / tree belt with no adverse visual impacts 4.33 It is therefore considered that the site 29 could be appropriately developed to provide 
a high quality residential environment whilst protecting the setting and rural character of the settlement edge. 
Comparison of Site 29 and Site 32 
Given the need for new housing within the district in the period to 2031 it is considered that both sites 29 and 32 should be allocated for development. However, it is our 
submission that if the Council were to only allocate one site then site 29 has a number of key advantages over site 32 which should lead to it being the favoured allocation for 
Codicote. 
Firstly and with reference to the site assessment matrix prepared by the Council, it is noted that: 
- Site 29 lies within 78 metres of the local outdoor sports and recreation facilities which it is understood the Parish Council is seeking to enhance further in the near future. In 
contrast the nearest green space to site 32 is the local allotments. This is further away (286 metres) and whilst useful resource does not provide the same level of general 
benefit to and likely usage by the future residents of a housing site. 
- Site 29 lies within 32 metres of a bus stop. Site 32 is 230 metres and it is an uphill walk from the site to the High Street bus stop. 
- Site 29 lies closer (317 metres) to the local primary school than Site 32 (413 metres). In addition, children coming from Site 32 would need to cross the fairly busy High Street 
whereas those from Site 29 would have direct access without the need to cross major roads. 
Site 29 is not impacted by Tree Preservation Orders, this is a constraint in respect of Site 32. 
The majority of the other assessment criteria show comparable scores. 
Highway Issues: 
An element which the assessment matrix does not consider is the relative location of the sites in terms of their accessibility and traffic impact upon the local road system that 
could result from their development. 
This is in our view a fairly major omission at this stage as traffic impact and the inconvenience that this can cause to existing local residents, children crossing local roads and 
the amenity of residents in general are often very controversial issues when allocating sites for development. 
In this regard, Phil Jones Associates have assessed the relative merits of both sites and we highlight the following points: 
- Access to Site 29 would be taken directly from High Street as shown on the accompanying plan minimising impact upon existing residential roads. 
- In contrast access to Site 32 brings all of the generated traffic through an established residential area and past a number of existing dwellings. During a visit to site 32 it 
became very clear that Valley Road suffers from significant levels of on street parking as not all of the houses enjoy off road parking / sufficient off road parking. Therefore there 
is already a degree of inconvenience caused to the flow of traffic and therefore the amenity of the residents of this part of the settlement. 
- As above, analysis suggests that most trips will head towards the A1(M) Junction 6 to the south of Codicote. Site 29 is therefore perfectly placed to minimise traffic impact on 
High Street and through the village. 
- Traffic from Site 32 would be forced to route via Valley Road and Bury Lane to reach the northern end of High Street, before tracking back down High Street through the 
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village centre to head towards the A1(M). It was noted that the High Street already suffers congestion when delivery vehicles and / or refuse lorries are collecting. Traffic is 
forced to queue behind the larger vehicles and wait for oncoming traffic to pass. This leads to long queues during peak periods. 
- The proposed access to site 29 would realign the existing skewed junction of Cowards Lane with High Street. This junction currently has a poor side road alignment and a very 
wide junction bell-mouth, to the detriment of pedestrian movement along High Street itself. The proposed realignment would reduce the distance pedestrians are required to 
cross at High Street, to the benefit of pedestrian safety. 
- The point of access to the Valley Road is taken via The Close, a short cul-de-sac off Valley Road itself. This road is parked on both sides by residents of adjacent dwellings. 
Parking occurs on-street at an angle to the carriageway and would entail reversing manoeuvres as vehicles leave. 
- Currently, The Close only provides access to some 19 lock-up garages which are only low trip generators. The development of Site 32 would increase traffic on The Close to 
the detriment of highway safety. 
- Site 29 lies directly adjacent to National Cycle Network (NCN) Route 12 on Cowards Lane. NCN12 does not pass in close proximity to Site 32. 
Urban Design Issues 
A further issue for consideration in terms of the relative merits of the two potential sites is the significant rise in land levels across site 32. 
As shown, site 32 rises from south east to north west by over 20 metres. The site is therfore extremely visible in long range views and from the public footpaths which run 
through and beyond the land and is sunstantially more prominent in views and has a far greater viusal impact on the character of Codicote that would the development of Site 
29. 
In comparrison site 29 is well contained by existing field boundaries and generally lower level such that development will be far less prominent.

LDF/7374  2 Knapper

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

SupportRepresentation:

I would like to support plans for selective development of the green belt in Codicote which I believe will impact positively on the village

The plans (notably plans 032 -behind Valley Road and 029 - bottom of Cowards Lane / High Street) are important because:

1. they provide affordable housing for the young who we need for the future of the village;

2. they only increase the housing and population numbers by 4% - 6% respectively over the next 20 years (similar to the development of Valley Road, Grange Rise etc. in the 
1970s and 1980s);

3. they will underpin (and even possibly expand) the resources we have in the village - school, shops, etc.

4. If / when the houses are built, there is a possibility that the village may financially benefit in other ways - for example, the developers will be obliged by law to give money / 
community infrastructure levy to the village via NHDC to ensure sufficient village infrastructure and facilities.

LDF/7524  1 Park

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

SupportRepresentation:

We would like to support  plans for selective development of the green belt in Codicote. They will impact positively on the village
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The plans (notably plans 032 -behind Valley Road and 029 - bottom of Cowards Lane / High Street) are important because:

1. They provide affordable housing for the young who we need for the future of the village;

2. They only increase the housing and population numbers by 4% - 6% respectively over the next 20 years (similar to the development of Valley Road, Grange Rise etc. in the 
1970s and 1980s);

3. They will underpin (and even possibly expand) the resources we have in the village - school, shops, etc.

4. If / when the houses are built, there is a possibility that the village may financially benefit in other ways - for example, the developers will be obliged by law to give money / 
community infrastructure levy to the  village via NHDC to ensure sufficient village infrastructure and facilities.

LDF/7571  2 Janes

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

ObjectRepresentation: MAP Map/plans attached

I am writing to oppose the housing proposal of three Codicote sites and in particular,strongly object to the development of 48 dwellings at site 32, land northeast of The Close 
leading on to Valley Road.
Sustainable transport
The safety and welfare of road users is compromised under this proposed development. 
High St in Codicote is the main artery for access to A1 motorway and serves Codicote and its surrounds such as Whitwell and Kimpton. As this is the only main road in and out 
of Codicote from Welwyn, an increase in car numbers means more frequent, traffic congestion and likelihood of more fatal accidents. Parked vehicles currently clutter High St 
and during peak hour it is impossible to drive through this stretch of road without coming to a halt.An increase in commuters using the lanes to access Stevenage will only 
worsen the condition of those roads and create an increase in the number of accidents in an already over used lane.
Access to high quality transport facilities in Codicote is non-existent. Without a Codicote train station coupled with infrequent, impractical bus timetables that do not connect 
local residents to Welwyn North train station means that it is a necessity for London commuters, in fact, all residents of Codicote to own motor vehicles. The proposed 
development of almost 50 houses at site 32 equates to almost 100 more vehicles utilising Valley Road and Bury Lane daily as each householder nowadays own two cars. 
Valley Road is already beyond its maximum capacity to cope with existingtraffic volume as clearly evident by its current poor state; numerous potholes and cracks�(see Exhibit 
1a-d). Also, this already very narrow road is heavily crowded with parked vehicles. When weather conditions are extreme such as snow and ice, problems of access are 
compounded, making it treacherous and difficult to manoeuvre safely.Residents of The Paddocks already have to park along Valley Road to give them any hope of getting out.
Safety of residents
With the proposed development, the lives of young children will be at higher risk as it will become more dangerous to walk children to and from school. Cyclists, 
motorcyclistsand horse riders alike alsoshare the village roads and potentially,are at a greater risk of being involved in an unfortunate, fatal accident which could have been 
avoided had there been less cars on the roads and more visibility.
Preservation of village life
Village town centres are the heart of the communities and its viability and vitality relies upon the local residents supporting local businesses. This vitality is at risk as local 
residents;especially the elderly and families willrefrain from wandering out into the village in fear of their lives while they cross busy roads or wish to avoid the clutter and 
congestion of the local streets.Consequently, manylocal businesses will suffer; their continuation and livelihood will becomeuncertain.
Compromised education
The local Codicote Primary School is at capacity presently and will not be able to accommodate more pupils in the foreseeable future. The increase in almost 130 homes in this 
village means that many local children will miss out on a place at the school and will have to travel afar,by car,to obtain an education. This will be disappoint and inconvenience 
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parents who will have the added burden of transporting their children to a distant school.Under the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the Government states that 'key 
facilities such as primary schools ¿.should be located within walking distance of most properties. The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice 
of school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new communities.'Children attending secondary schools will also have to fight for places at their preferred school 
(In 2012, 93.81% and 94.70% children allocated at a ranked schoolfor primary and secondary education respectively) as well as more traffic jams as parents take children to 
school.
Air, sound and light pollution
Increase pollution from air, sound and light can have adverse impacts on health and quality of life. It is important that areas in Codicote are prevented from development to 
protect tranquillity, fresh air and space for recreational pursuits. The 2008 Climate Change Act established the world's first legally binding climate change target. Its aim is to 
reduce the UK's greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% (from the 1990 baseline) by 2050. The Government have stated they are committed to reducing carbon emissions 
to meet international standards and with these proposed developments;   hundreds of additional vehicles on the roadswill not be in line with these targets.
Protection of Green Belt area
Codicote is within the boundaries of the Green Belt area (see Exhibit2) and subject to its Protections. The fundamental aim of green belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by 
keeping land permanently open, and consequently the most important attribute of green belts is their openness. This high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and 
recreationcan make an important contribution to the health and well-being ofcommunities.
In March 2012, Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, Minister for Planning stated that 'Our natural environment is essential to our wellbeing, and it can be better looked after than it has been. 
Habitats that have been degraded can be restored. Speciesthat have been isolated can be reconnected. Green Belt land that has beendepleted of diversity can be refilled by 
nature ¿ and opened to people to experience it, to the benefit of body and soul'

According to the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the idea of the Green Belt'is a ring of countryside where urbanisation will be resisted for the foreseeable future, 
maintaining an area where agriculture, forestry and outdoor leisure can be expected to prevail.'The Framework continues: 'Once an area of land has been defined as green 
belt, the stated opportunities and benefits include:
Providing opportunities for access to the open countryside for the urban population
Providing opportunities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation near urban areas
The retention of attractive landscapes and the enhancement of landscapes, near to where people live
The securing of nature conservation interests
Green belt in England is protected both by normal planning controls and against "inappropriate development" within its boundaries.'
This open countryside is highly valued and enjoyed by walkers, birdwatchers, horse riders and sporting people alike. Site 32 has public footpaths and it is a common sight to 
see residents enjoying the open space by playing ball games, walking, running, jogging, riding and even tobogganing in the winter, promoting a healthier lifestyle that is in line 
with the health initiativesintroduced after the very successful Olympic Games last year. 
Flood risk 

Site 32 is situated at the bottom of a valley so during periods of heavy rain, is vulnerable to flooding. This area is at a high risk of floods not only from its low position but also 
from the runoff fromsurrounding higher grounds of built up areas, thereby making it unsafe for residents. Global warming and climate change may also have a detrimental 
impact on the environment in the future. Therefore the preservation of open, natural land is important in the management of potential floods.

The concept and charm of village life is about striking a fine balance between urban sprawl without compromising the quality of life of its residents, their health and wellbeing, 
the preservation of natural habitat and environment. I am genuinely concerned by these proposed housing plans and would like to voice my apprehensions to enable us, the 
people of Codicote, to shape the vision and future of our surroundings as we see fit,for countless generations to come, to enjoy.

I urge NHDC to deter from commissioning new housing at Codicote sites and in particular, site 32.
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LDF/7792  1 Hibbins

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

I am writing to oppose the housing proposal of three Codicote sites and in particular, to strongly object to the development of 13 dwellings at site 30, Lodge Farm.  I would like 
to support in full the points raised by Mrs Colston (1 Lodge Farm) below (appendix A) and to add some further comments of my own.
As Jane has mentioned, the proposed entrance in and out is a relatively unsighted turn, particularly for cars coming from the right of Lodge Farm as you exit heading towards 
the High Street, proposing a significant hazard particularly should the volume of traffic increase.  

A significant change to the historical environment of Lodge Farm would need to occur destroying the setting.  
The existing gravel drive would be inappropriate and unviable for this volume of traffic.  We as residents of six dwellings currently fund the re-gravelling of the drive every two to 
three years at present .  It is also not a two-way drive and therefore would need to be expanded potentially resulting in the loss of two trees both of which are hundreds of years 
old 
The current low level lighting would be wholly unsuitable for the increase in volume and street lighting would need to be installed
The historical setting of the walled garden would be destroyed in part
Trees thought previously to have been eradicated would be at risk
The ecological environment would be impacted affecting wildlife
Important parts of history dating back centuries would be lost

We would like to point out that a few of us have had planning applications refused in the past, albeit relating to our properties, however in keeping with the area the proposals 
have been (which has been acknowledged) due to the 'adverse affect upon the appearance of this curtilage-listed former dairy range by providing an overtly domestic 
extension'.   I have been advised against an application for a small porch (see Appendix B) on the grounds that it would most likely be objected to by the Conservation Section, 
and a recent application for a flue projecting 60cm out of the extended roof of our property was also refused on aesthetic grounds (ref Ref 11/00393/1LB).  
'It is considered that by reason of the flue's position when exiting through the roof and its height above the ridge, that it would be unduly prominent and would harm the special 
character of this converted, curtilage-listed former farm building and would also harm the appearance of Codicote Conservation Area, contrary to the provisions of Sections 16 
and 72 respectively of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 and as supported by PPS5 and English Heritage guidance entitled 'The Conversion of 
Traditional Farm Buildings' (October 2006).
We as residents are also in regular discussion with Daniel Rose of Hertfordshire County Council regarding the excessive noise coming from the High Street and The Bell Inn to 
the rear of our properties.  To create what would effectively need to be another road and housing estate in front of our houses would increase this noise pollution considerably 
from all sides removing any peace we have and further affecting the health and sleep quality of our family.  
Within both Codicote and Lodge Farm we have a strong sense of community and the benefits of village life which can only be eroded by further expansion into the green belt.  
Our eldest child goes to Codicote Primary school and is in a class of 31 and our youngest is due to attend in 2014 although I'm advised her intake is heavily over subscribed as 
it currently stands and her place may be at risk.
Our children enjoy the woodland setting and wildlife of Lodge Farm (some of which we believe to be endangered) and they learned to ride their bikes within the grounds in 
peace and safety.  The parks within Codicote are of extremely poor quality for young children ¿ we have three all in various states of disrepair and all with limited facilities) and 
our garden and surrounding area provides them with a place to play safely.
We would urge NHDC to refrain from commissioning new housing at Codicote sites and in particular, site 30.

LDF/8007  1 Melling

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:
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SupportRepresentation:

I would to express my support for the additional housing that has been proposed for Codicote, especially the plot number 029. This would be a welcome addition to our 
community provided that the access to this area was via a new roundabout on the High Street at Cowards Lane.

I would also like to express my support for the housing and new development that has been proposed by Odyssey Knebworth - this will be very much welcome.

LDF/8163  1 Murley

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

I am writing to oppose the housing proposal of three Codicote sites and in particular, strongly object to the development of 48 dwellings at site 32, land northeast of the Close 
leading on to Valley Road.  
Sustainable transport 
The safety and welfare of road users is compromised under this proposed development. 
High St in Codicote is the main artery for access to A1 motorway and serves Codicote and its surrounds such as Whitwell and Kimpton. As this is the only main road in and out 
of Codicote from Welwyn, an increase in car numbers means more frequent, traffic congestion and likelihood of more fatal accidents. Parked vehicles currently clutter High St 
and during peak hour it is impossible to drive through this stretch of road without coming to a halt. 
Access to high quality transport facilities in Codicote is non-existent. Without a Codicote train station coupled with infrequent, impractical bus timetables that do not connect 
local residents to Welwyn North train station means that it is a necessity for London commuters, in fact, all residents of Codicote to own motor vehicles. The proposed 
development of almost 50 houses at site 32 equates to almost 100 more vehicles utilising Valley Road and Bury Lane daily as each householder nowadays own two cars. 
Valley Road is already beyond its maximum capacity to cope with existing traffic volume as clearly evident by its current poor state; numerous potholes and cracks �(see 
Exhibit 1a-d). Also, this already very narrow road is heavily crowded with parked vehicles. When weather conditions are extreme such as snow and ice, problems of access are 
compounded, making it treacherous and difficult to manoeuvre safely. 
Safety of residents 
With the proposed development, the lives of young children will be at higher risk as it will become more dangerous to walk children to and from school. Cyclists, motorcyclists 
and horse riders alike also share the village roads and potentially, are at a greater risk of being involved in an unfortunate, fatal accident which could have been avoided had 
there been less cars on the roads and more visibility. 
Preservation of village life 
Village town centres are the heart of the communities and its viability and vitality relies upon the local residents supporting local businesses. This vitality is at risk as local 
residents; especially the elderly and families will refrain from wandering out into the village in fear of their lives while they cross busy roads or wish to avoid the clutter and 
congestion of the local streets. Consequently, many local businesses will suffer; their continuation and livelihood will become uncertain. 
Compromised education 
The local Codicote Primary School is at capacity presently and will not be able to accommodate more pupils in the foreseeable future. The increase in almost 130 homes in this 
village means that many local children will miss out on a place at the school and will have to travel afar, by car, to obtain an education. This will be disappoint and inconvenience 
parents who will have the added burden of transporting their children to a distant school. Under the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the Government states that 'key 
facilities such as primary schools ¿.should be located within walking distance of most properties. The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice 
of school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new communities.' Children attending secondary schools will also have to fight for places at their preferred school 
(In 2012, 93.81% and 94.70% children allocated at a ranked school for primary and secondary education respectively[1]) as well as more traffic jams as parents take children to 
school. 
Air, sound and light pollution 
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Increase pollution from air, sound and light can have adverse impacts on health and quality of life. It is important that areas in Codicote are prevented from development to 
protect tranquillity, fresh air and space for recreational pursuits. The 2008 Climate Change Act established the world's first legally binding climate change target. Its aim is to 
reduce the UK's greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% (from the 1990 baseline) by 2050[2]. The Government have stated they are committed to reducing carbon 
emissions to meet international standards and with these proposed developments; hundreds of additional vehicles on the roads will not be in line with these targets. 
Protection of Green Belt area 
Codicote is within the boundaries of the Green Belt area (see Exhibit 2) and subject to its Protections. The fundamental aim of green belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by 
keeping land permanently open, and consequently the most important attribute of green belts is their openness. This high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and 
recreation can make an important contribution to the health and well-being of communities. 
In March 2012, Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, Minister for Planning stated that 'Our natural environment is essential to our wellbeing, and it can be better looked after than it has been. 
Habitats that have been degraded can be restored. Species that have been isolated can be reconnected. Green Belt land that has been depleted of diversity can be refilled by 
nature ¿ and opened to people to experience it, to the benefit of body and soul' 
According to the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the idea of the Green Belt 'is a ring of countryside where urbanisation will be resisted for the foreseeable future, 
maintaining an area where agriculture, forestry and outdoor leisure can be expected to prevail.' The Framework continues: 'Once an area of land has been defined as green 
belt, the stated opportunities and benefits include: 
Providing opportunities for access to the open countryside for the urban population 
Providing opportunities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation near urban areas 
The retention of attractive landscapes and the enhancement of landscapes, near to where people live 
The securing of nature conservation interests
· Green belt in England is protected both by normal planning controls and against "inappropriate development" within its boundaries.' 
This open countryside is highly valued and enjoyed by walkers, birdwatchers, horse riders and sporting people alike. Site 32 has public footpaths and it is a common sight to 
see residents enjoying the open space by playing ball games, walking, running, jogging, riding and even tobogganing in the winter, promoting a healthier lifestyle that is in line 
with the health initiatives introduced after the very successful Olympic Games last year. 
Flood risk 
Site 32 is situated at the bottom of a valley so during periods of heavy rain, is vulnerable to flooding. This area is at a high risk of floods not only from its low position but also 
from the runoff from surrounding higher grounds of built up areas, thereby making it unsafe for residents. Global warming and climate change may also have a detrimental 
impact on the environment in the future. Therefore the preservation of open, natural land is important in the management of potential floods. 
The concept and charm of village life is about striking a fine balance between urban sprawl without compromising the quality of life of its residents, their health and wellbeing, 
the preservation of natural habitat and environment. I am genuinely concerned by these proposed housing plans and would like to voice my apprehensions to enable us, the 
people of Codicote, to shape the vision and future of our surroundings as we see fit, for countless generations to come, to enjoy. 
I urge NHDC to deter from commissioning new housing at Codicote sites and in particular, site 32.

LDF/8231  1 Broad

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

CommentRepresentation:

I am writing to oppose the housing proposal of three Codicote sites and in particular, strongly object to the development of 48 dwellings at site 32, land northeast of the Close 
leading on to Valley Road. 
Sustainable transport
The safety and welfare of road users in compromised under this proposed development. High St in Codicote is the main artery for access to A1 motorway and serves Codicote 
and its surroundings such as Whitwell and Kimpton. As this is the only main road in and out of Codicote from Welwyn, an increase in car numbers means more frequent, traffic 
congestion and the likelihood of more fatal accidents. Parked vehicles currently clutter High St and during peak hour it is impossible to drive through this stretch of road without 
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coming to a halt. Valley Road will become too bust and unable to support increased amount of traffic. Access to high quality transport facilities in Codicote is non-existent. 
Without a Codicote train station couple with infrequent, impractical bus timetables that do not connect local residents to Welwyn North train station means that it is a necessity 
for London commuters, in fact, all residents of Codicote to own motor vehicles. The proposed development of almost 50 houses at site 32 equates to almost 100 more vehicles 
utilising Valley Road and Bury Lane daily as each householder nowadays own tow cars. Valley Road is already beyond its maximum capacity to cope with existing traffic volume 
as clearly evident by its current poor state, numerous potholes and cracks (see exhibit 1a-d). Also, this already very narrow road is heavily crowded with parked vehicles. When 
weather conditions are extreme such as snow an dice, problems of access are compounded, making it treacherous and difficult to manoeuvre safely. 

Safety of residents.
With the proposed development, the lives of young children will be at higher risk as it will become more dangerous to walk children to and from school. Cyclists, motorcyclists 
and horse riders alike also share the village roads and potentially, are at a greater risk of being involved in an unfortunate, fatal accident which could have been avoided had 
there been less cars on the roads and more visability. 

Preservation of village life.
Village town centres are the heart of the communities and its viability and vitality relies upon the local residents supporting local businesses. This vitality is at risk as local 
residents; especially the elderly and families will refrain from wandering out into the village in fear of their lives while they cross busy roads or wish to avoid the clutter and 
congestion of the local streets. Consequently, many local businesses will suffer; their continuation and livelihood will become uncertain. 

Compromised education
The local Codicote Primary School is at capacity presently and will not be able to accommodate more pupils in the foreseeable future. This increase in almost 130 homes in this 
village means that many local children will miss out on a place at the school and will have to travel afar, by car, to obtain an education. This will be disappoint and inconvenience 
parents who will have the added burden of transporting their children to a distant school. Under the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the Government states that "key 
facilities such as primary schools... should be located within walking distance of most properties. The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice 
of school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new communities". Children attending secondary schools  will also have to fight for places at their preferred 
school ( in 2012, 93.81% and 94.70% children allocated at a ranked school for primary and secondary education respectively) as well as more traffic jams as parents take 
children to school.

Air, sound and light pollution. 
Increase pollution from air, sound and light can have adverse impacts on health and quality of life. It is important that areas in Codicote are prevented from development to 
protect tranquility, fresh air and space for recreational pursuits. The 2008 Climate Change Act established the worlds first legally binding climate change target. Its aim is to 
reduce the UK's greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% ( from the 1990 baseline) by 2050. The Government have stated they are committed to reducing carbon emissions 
to meet international standards and with these proposed developments; hundreds of additional vehicles on the roads will not be in line with these targets. #

Protection of Green Belt area. 
Codicote is within the boundaries of the Green Belt area (see exhibit 2) and subject to protections. The fundamental aim of green belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by 
keeping land permanently open, and consequently the most important attribute of green belts is their openness. THis high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and 
recreation can make an important contribution to the health and well-being of communities. 
In March 2012, Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, Minister for Planning stated that "Our natural environment is essential to our wellbeing , and it can be better looked after than it has 
been. Habitats that have been degraded can be restored. Species that have been isolated can be reconnected. Green Belt land that has been depleted of diversity can be 
refilled by nature- and opened to people to experience it, to the benefit of body and soul"
According to the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the idea of the Green Belt " is a ring of countryside where urbanization will be resisted for the foreseeable future, 
maintaining an area where agriculture, forestry and outdoor leisure can be expected to prevail." The Framework continues: "Once an area of land has been defined as green 
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belt, the stated opportunities and benefits include:
Providing opportunities for access to the open countryside for the urban population
Providing opportunities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation near urban area
The retention of attractive landscapes, near to where people live
The securing of nature conservation interests
Green belt in England is protected both by normal planning controls and against "inappropriate development" within its boundaries."

This open countryside is highly valued and enjoyed by walkers, bird watchers, horse riders and sporting people alike. Site 32 has public footpaths and it is a common site to see 
residents enjoying the open space by playing ball games, walking, running, jogging, riding and even tobogganing in the winter, promoting a healthier lifestyle that is in line with 
the health initiatives introduced after the very successful Olympic Games last year. 

Flood risk
Site 32 is situated at the bottom of a valley so during periods of heavy rain, is vulnerable to flooding. This area is at a high risk of floods not only from its low position but also 
from the runoff from surrounding high grounds of built up areas, thereby making it unsafe for residents. Global warming and climate change may also have a detrimental impact 
on the environment in the future. Therefore the preservation of open, natural land is important in the management of potential floods. 

The concept and charm of village life is about striking a fine balance between urban sprawl without compromising the quality of life of its residents, their health and wellbeing, 
the preservation of natural habitat and environment. I am genuinely concerned by these proposed housing plans and would like to voice my apprehensions to enable us, the 
people of Codicote, to shape the vision and future of our surroundings as we see fit, for countless generations to come, to enjoy. 

I urge NHDC to deter from commissioning new housing at Codicote sites and in particular, site 32.

LDF/8294  2 Johnson

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

SupportRepresentation:

1. they provide affordable housing for the young who we need for the
future of the village;

2. they only increase the housing and population numbers by 4% - 6%
respectively over the next 20 years (similar to the development of Valley Road, Grange Rise etc. in the 1970s and 1980s);

3. they will underpin (and even possibly expand) the resources we have
in the village - school, shops, etc.

4. If / when the houses are built, there is a possibility that the
village may financially benefit in other ways - for example, the developers will be obliged by law to give money / community infrastructure levy to the  village via NHDC to ensure 
sufficient village infrastructure and facilities

LDF/8313  8 Kane

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:
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ObjectRepresentation: MAP Map/plans attached

I am writing to oppose the housing proposal of three Codicote sites and in particular, strongly object to the development of 48 dwellings at site 32, land northeast of the Close 
leading on to Valley Road.
Sustainable transport
The safety and welfare of road users is compromised under this proposed development.
High St in Codicote is the main artery for access to A1 motorway and serves Codicote and its surrounds such as Whitwell and Kimpton. As this is the only main road in and out 
of Codicote from Welwyn, an increase in car numbers means more frequent, traffic congestion and likelihood of more fatal accidents. Parked vehicles currently clutter High St 
and during peak hour it is impossible to drive through this stretch of road without coming to a halt.
Access to high quality transport facilities in Codicote is non-existent. Without a Codicote train station coupled with infrequent, impractical bus timetables that do not connect 
local residents to Welwyn North train station means that it is a necessity for London commuters, in fact, all residents of Codicote to own motor vehicles. The proposed 
development of almost 50 houses at site 32 equates to almost 100 more vehicles utilising Valley Road and Bury Lane daily as each householder nowadays own two cars. 
Valley Road is already beyond its maximum capacity to cope with existing traffic volume as clearly evident by its current poor state; numerous potholes and cracks (see Exhibit 
1a-d). Also, this already very narrow road is heavily crowded with parked vehicles. When weather conditions are extreme such as snow and ice, problems of access are 
compounded, making it treacherous and difficult to manoeuvre safely.
Safety of residents
With the proposed development, the lives of young children will be at higher risk as it will become more dangerous to walk children to and from school. Cyclists, motorcyclists 
and horse riders alike also share the village roads and potentially, are at a greater risk of being involved in an unfortunate, fatal accident which could have been avoided had 
there been less cars on the roads and more visibility.
Preservation of village life
Village town centres are the heart of the communities and its viability and vitality relies upon the local residents supporting local businesses. This vitality is at risk as local 
residents; especially the elderly and families will refrain from wandering out into the village in fear of their lives while they cross busy roads or wish to avoid the clutter and 
congestion of the local streets. Consequently, many local businesses will suffer; their continuation and livelihood will become uncertain.
Compromised education
The local Codicote Primary School is at capacity presently and will not be able to accommodate more pupils in the foreseeable future. The increase in almost 130 homes in this 
village means that many local children will miss out on a place at the school and will have to travel afar, by car, to obtain an education. This will be disappoint and inconvenience 
parents who will have the added burden of transporting their children to a distant school. Under the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the Government states that 'key 
facilities such as primary schools ¿.should be located within walking distance of most properties. The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice 
of school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new communities.' Children attending secondary schools will also have to fight for places at their preferred school 
(currently 98% get their first choice in a rated school) as well as more traffic jams as parents take children to school.
Air, sound and light pollution
Increase pollution from air, sound and light can have adverse impacts on health and quality of life. It is important that areas in Codicote are prevented from development to 
protect tranquillity, fresh air and space for recreational pursuits. The Government have stated they are committed to reducing carbon emissions to meet international standards 
and almost 260 additional vehicles on the roads (assuming all 3 sites were developed) will not be in line with these targets.
Protection of Green Belt area
Codicote is within the boundaries of the Green Belt area (see Exhibit 2) and subject to its Protections. The fundamental aim of green belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by 
keeping land permanently open, and consequently the most important attribute of green belts is their openness. This high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and 
recreation can make an important contribution to the health and well-being of communities.
In March 2012, Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, Minister for Planning stated that 'Our natural environment is essential to our wellbeing, and it can be better looked after than it has been. 
Habitats that have been degraded can be restored. Species that have been isolated can be reconnected. Green Belt land that has been depleted of diversity can be refilled by 
nature ¿ and opened to people to experience it, to the benefit of body and soul'
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According to the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the idea of the Green Belt 'is a ring of countryside where urbanisation will be resisted for the foreseeable future, 
maintaining an area where agriculture, forestry and outdoor leisure can be expected to prevail.' The Framework continues:
'Once an area of land has been defined as green belt, the stated opportunities and benefits include:
¿ Providing opportunities for access to the open countryside for the urban population
¿ Providing opportunities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation near urban areas
¿ The retention of attractive landscapes and the enhancement of landscapes, near to where
people live
¿ The securing of nature conservation interests
¿ Green belt in England is protected both by normal planning controls and against
"inappropriate development" within its boundaries.'
This open countryside is highly valued and enjoyed by walkers, birdwatchers, horse riders and sporting people alike. Site 32 has public footpaths and it is a common sight to 
see residents enjoying the open space by playing ball games, walking, running, jogging, riding and even tobogganing in the winter, promoting a healthier lifestyle that is in line 
with the health initiatives introduced after the very successful Olympic Games last year.
Flood risk
Site 32 is situated at the bottom of a valley so during periods of heavy rain, is vulnerable to flooding. This area is at a high risk of floods not only from its low position but also 
from the runoff from surrounding higher grounds of built up areas, thereby making it unsafe for residents. Global warming and climate change may also have a detrimental 
impact on the environment in the future. Therefore the preservation of open, natural land is important in the management of potential floods. The concept and charm of village 
life is about striking a fine balance between urban sprawl without compromising the quality of life of its residents, their health and wellbeing, the preservation of natural habitat 
and environment. I am genuinely concerned by these proposed housing plans and would like to voice my apprehensions to enable us, the people of Codicote to shape the 
vision and future of our surroundings as we see fit, for countless generations to come, to enjoy. I urge NHDC to deter from commissioning new housing at Codicote sites and in 
particular, site 32.

LDF/8384  1 Colston

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

Codicote is an ancient village of historic interest, the character and preservation of which is of enormous importance. 
Traffic 
The main road through the village is lined closely on both sides with attractive, period cottages and houses and the road is further constrained by parked cars belonging to the 
cottages. 
The High Street is the main thoroughfare between the A1 and Welwyn and Hitchin, Knebworth, parts of Stevenage and the surrounding villages and is regularly blocked by 
weight of traffic, especially during the rush hours, following an accident on the A1 or at any time of lorry deliveries to and from the quarry, to businesses or at refuse collection 
times. Traffic is already way in excess of capacity. 
The roads leading from Codicote to the surrounding villages are single track lanes at many points and are already totally unsuitable for either the volume or size of vehicles that 
use them. There are many serious accidents along the lanes, often caused by rush hour speeding. These lanes are shared by many horse riders and cyclists and are already 
extremely dangerous. 
The road surfaces are already unacceptable and these standards will only descend to almost impossible levels with an increaed level of traffic using roads in the area. 
Public transport is simply not comprehensive enough to be practical for the vast majority of residents. 
The levels of pollution will rise with increased traffic with resultant health issues for any residents with asthma and other breathing related illnesses. There will also be pollution 
damage to historic buildings, flora and fauna. 
Schools 
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The school provision is plainly inadequate for the large influx of children that this new housing will produce. Codicote Primary School is already over-subscribed from the current 
population. 
Under the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the Government states that 'key facilities such as primary schools ¿.should be located within walking distance of most 
properties. The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice of school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new communities.' 
There will also be increased pressure on the secondary schools in the wider area and the necessarily increased transport links. 
Green Belt 
Codicote stands in the Green Belt and is therefore protected from development and expansion. 
According to the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the idea of the Green Belt 'is a ring of countryside where urbanisation will be resisted for the foreseeable future, 
maintaining an area where agriculture, forestry and outdoor leisure can be expected to prevail.' The Framework continues: 'Once an area of land has been defined as green 
belt, the stated opportunities and benefits include: 
Providing opportunities for access to the open countryside for the urban population 
Providing opportunities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation near urban areas 
The retention of attractive landscapes and the enhancement of landscapes, near to where people live 
The securing of nature conservation interests 
The retention of land in agricultural, forestry and related uses
· Green belt in England is protected both by normal planning controls and against "inappropriate development" within its boundaries.' 
Lodge Farm 
History and ecology 
Lodge Farm was the Home Farm of Codicote Lodge (now Codicote House) and after it fell into disrepair, was converted to 6 dwellings in 2001. 
Prior to conversion the planning authorities went to huge lengths to ensure that the conversions were carried out with extreme sensitivity so that the exterior appearance of the 
properties and the integrity of Lodge Farm were retained. Trees were preserved and the extended walls along Heath Lane were matched with the original. 
Any development as an extension to the Farm would destroy what was so carefully preserved such a short time ago. 
Since that time, various relatively low-impact proposals have been muted but rejected on the basis of having an adverse effect on the character of traditional farm buildings. 
The immediate appearance of the Farm will be altered by the requirement to change the current gravel drive to a surface which can cope with potentially in excess of 52 more 
car movements per day + additional delivery vehicles - supermarket vans, couriers, removals, visitors, etc. 
The walled garden is of huge historic importance to the village of Codicote and the surrounding area, being at one time the market garden for the house and its dependents. 
Within the walls stand a Victorian greenhouse with original tiled floor and ventilation mechanisms and hot houses against the garden walls - these are currently being allowed to 
deteriorate to such an extent that any history may soon be lost. 
The garden contains varieties of native fruit trees which are still alive and fruiting and which were until recently, thought to have been lost to the nation. 
The garden and surrounding area provide an important ecological habitat which has been largely undisturbed for hundreds of years. 
Safety 
If development of Lodge Farm is allowed to go ahead, the resident children will lose their safe environment and the freedom to play safely without fear of either traffic or 
strangers. Lodge Farm will simply become just another road. 
The current entrance / exit on to Heath Lane is badly unsighted and is totally unsuitable for an increase of such magnitude in vehicle movements as detailed above. 
The access road to the new development would have to be properly lit with more conventional street lighting for safety, rather than the low level of lighting that currently exists. 
This would alter the feel of the Farm by introducing light pollution to a previously quiet and protected environment.

LDF/8395  3 Sparrow

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

ObjectRepresentation:
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The Village
Codicote is a community and this will be destroyed by not only the additional number of people but in a lot of way/more importantly the increase to traffic.  

To build on this land, which is Green Belt, would initiate the end of village life and a gradual stream of dwellings being built, where Codicote would be lost as Codicote and just 
become part of Stevenage and Welwyn/Welwyn Garden City.

Isn't and hasn't that always been why areas of Green Belt are not built upon?  It is to keep such open spaces for recreation and personal well-being of people.  Many dog 
walkers use this land, as do people with young (and older) families, horse riders and joggers.  I do not own a dog but I often walk on this land for recreation and relaxation.

Green Belt was in place to protect against planning and development of dwellings in these areas.

Traffic/Road Use
My first cause of concern under this category is that of Valley Road itself, if site 032 is chosen.

The road is not that wide, with parked cars on both sides of the road.  This means that apart from when you initially turn into Valley Road, it is only accessible one way at a time.  
Cars are parked either on both sides of the road, or where you have to give or accept right of way by/to other drivers.  A clear view of the road is not always achieved because 
of the parking and the ups and downs of the road.

By building 48 dwellings you will increase the number of cars using Valley Road by at least 96 cars, as these days all houses (or nearly 100%) have at least 2 cars.  

Children walking to school, people walking to the high street, dog walkers etc safety will be seriously affected by this increase in not just cars but vans and other vehicles that 
people own/use.

My second cause of concern here is that of the road itself.  The actual condition of the road is atrocious!  Not only are there pot holes galore but also where the joins in the road 
have cracked.  A couple of weeks ago, some and not all were filled but within 2 to 3 days these had all come out, so back to square one!

These conditions of the road are with the current use by transport.  Can you imagine the state of the road with at least another 96 cars (other vehicles) driving up and down 
it???  

More and more we seem to be getting snow and very icy conditions, which make Valley Road a nightmare to drive on, with cars often not being able to get up the hill and end 
up parking on the High Street.

Transport
Codicote's High Street in the morning, evenings and school finishing time is horrendous!  With 48 additional dwellings, there will be commuters, whether to local towns, e.g. 
Welwyn Garden City, Hitchin, Stevenage etc or working further afield, e.g. London and to the main A1/M25 and M1.

The only route to get to any/all of the above is firstly Valley Road and then the High Street!  More cars when there is already way too many.

Codicote High Street as mentioned above is horrendous!  Parked cars everywhere, causing havoc all the time.  Why has nothing still been done about cars parking on the 
pavements and on both sides of what is already a 'just passable by two cars' road??
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Next is the bus service, which also leaves a lot to be desired!  The 314/315 operates through Codicote from 7am (weekdays) on an hourly basis and then only every two hours 
until the last bus around 6pm.  What do people then do to get back to Codicote?  Get an expensive taxi and increase the traffic again in the village?!

Schooling
Schooling in Codicote would be adversely affected by the increase in numbers not just in the school but within each class.  It has already been said that the school can not be 
increased in its physical size, so how will we be able to accommodate the new children that will come with the new 48 dwellings?

There will also be the increase of older children travelling to Welwyn Garden City/Hitchin for school.  That will mean more parents having to drive their children to school and 
more buses/coaches being laid on.  Once more, this means additional transport on an already heaving, in places double parked, dangerous High Street.

Children will not be able to attend their chosen school and isn't government always trying to get us to walk children to their local school?

Local Facilities
Codicote is not well known for its facilities for children, or adults for that matter!  There is the social club, with football and tennis etc but that's it.  Where and what will all these 
additional children (and adults) be able to do.  If anything, they will have to travel further afield, e.g. Welwyn Garden City, Hitchin or Stevenage.  That means more impact and 
traffic on Valley Road, Codicote High Street and other local roads, the majority of which are country roads which are dangerous enough in themselves.

The local doctor's surgery in Welwyn is already stuffed to over capacity and struggling.  How will it be able to cope with the additional householders of 48 dwellings?  It is difficult 
enough to get an appointment and I have never known it to run to time ¿ ever!  Due to where they are based, travelling to Welwyn means more burden on the roads.

Flood Risk
Due to where site 032 is situated, at the bottom of a valley, the area is vulnerable to flooding.  How would this all be accommodated for?  Where would the run off from the 48 
dwellings go?

Building Site and Traffic
Where to start on this one!

Valley Road, the High Street and the other local roads can not cope now with the amount of traffic that they have to deal with.  How, how, how are they going to deal with 
building supply lorries, (potentially) cranes, transport of the workman/work person???  As mentioned above, the state of the road along Valley Road already.  Many of these will 
not even fit down Valley Road because of the parked cars already there!  

The detrimental effect these vehicles and the noise of the building works will have on the local residents and all of Codicote is incomprehendable!  

To finish, I know that new dwellings do have to be built but can not areas that stand empty and going to waste be used?  There is the old Kodak site in Stevenage and many 
other areas like this.  In the current economy we do not need more offices being built and then sitting empty but houses for people to live in.

Sites 029 and 031 in Codicote will also have the same issues as above, in particular site 029, as Cowards Lane will have the same traffic issues as well as others.

Please save Codicote, which is a Green Belt area and let the village remain a village for the community, its current and future residents.

LDF/8508  1 Gibson
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Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

I am writing to oppose the housing proposal of three Codicote sites and in particular,strongly object to the development of 48 dwellings at site 32, land northeast of The Close 
leading on to Valley Road.
Sustainable transport
The safety and welfare of road users is compromised under this proposed development. 
High St in Codicote is the main artery for access to A1 motorway and serves Codicote and its surrounds such as Whitwell and Kimpton. As this is the only main road in and out 
of Codicote from Welwyn, an increase in car numbers means more frequent, traffic congestion and likelihood of more fatal accidents. Parked vehicles currently clutter High St 
and during peak hour it is impossible to drive through this stretch of road without coming to a halt.An increase in commuters using the lanes to access Stevenage will only 
worsen the condition of those roads and create an increase in the number of accidents in an already over used lane.
Access to high quality transport facilities in Codicote is non-existent. Without a Codicote train station coupled with infrequent, impractical bus timetables that do not connect 
local residents to Welwyn North train station means that it is a necessity for London commuters, in fact, all residents of Codicote to own motor vehicles. The proposed 
development of almost 50 houses at site 32 equates to almost 100 more vehicles utilising Valley Road and Bury Lane daily as each householder nowadays own two cars. 
Valley Road is already beyond its maximum capacity to cope with existingtraffic volume as clearly evident by its current poor state; numerous potholes and cracks�(see Exhibit 
1a-d). Also, this already very narrow road is heavily crowded with parked vehicles. When weather conditions are extreme such as snow and ice, problems of access are 
compounded, making it treacherous and difficult to manoeuvre safely.Residents of The Paddocks already have to park along Valley Road to give them any hope of getting out.
Safety of residents
With the proposed development, the lives of young children will be at higher risk as it will become more dangerous to walk children to and from school. Cyclists, 
motorcyclistsand horse riders alike alsoshare the village roads and potentially,are at a greater risk of being involved in an unfortunate, fatal accident which could have been 
avoided had there been less cars on the roads and more visibility.
Preservation of village life
Village town centres are the heart of the communities and its viability and vitality relies upon the local residents supporting local businesses. This vitality is at risk as local 
residents;especially the elderly and families willrefrain from wandering out into the village in fear of their lives while they cross busy roads or wish to avoid the clutter and 
congestion of the local streets.Consequently, manylocal businesses will suffer; their continuation and livelihood will becomeuncertain.
Compromised education
The local Codicote Primary School is at capacity presently and will not be able to accommodate more pupils in the foreseeable future. The increase in almost 130 homes in this 
village means that many local children will miss out on a place at the school and will have to travel afar,by car,to obtain an education. This will be disappoint and inconvenience 
parents who will have the added burden of transporting their children to a distant school.Under the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the Government states that 'key 
facilities such as primary schools ¿.should be located within walking distance of most properties. The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice 
of school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new communities.'Children attending secondary schools will also have to fight for places at their preferred school 
(In 2012, 93.81% and 94.70% children allocated at a ranked schoolfor primary and secondary education respectively) as well as more traffic jams as parents take children to 
school.
Air, sound and light pollution
Increase pollution from air, sound and light can have adverse impacts on health and quality of life. It is important that areas in Codicote are prevented from development to 
protect tranquillity, fresh air and space for recreational pursuits. The 2008 Climate Change Act established the world's first legally binding climate change target. Its aim is to 
reduce the UK's greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% (from the 1990 baseline) by 2050. The Government have stated they are committed to reducing carbon emissions 
to meet international standards and with these proposed developments;   hundreds of additional vehicles on the roadswill not be in line with these targets.
Protection of Green Belt area
Codicote is within the boundaries of the Green Belt area (see Exhibit2) and subject to its Protections. The fundamental aim of green belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by 
keeping land permanently open, and consequently the most important attribute of green belts is their openness. This high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and 
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recreationcan make an important contribution to the health and well-being ofcommunities.
In March 2012, Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, Minister for Planning stated that 'Our natural environment is essential to our wellbeing, and it can be better looked after than it has been. 
Habitats that have been degraded can be restored. Speciesthat have been isolated can be reconnected. Green Belt land that has beendepleted of diversity can be refilled by 
nature ¿ and opened to people to experience it, to the benefit of body and soul'

According to the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the idea of the Green Belt'is a ring of countryside where urbanisation will be resisted for the foreseeable future, 
maintaining an area where agriculture, forestry and outdoor leisure can be expected to prevail.'The Framework continues: 'Once an area of land has been defined as green 
belt, the stated opportunities and benefits include:
Providing opportunities for access to the open countryside for the urban population
Providing opportunities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation near urban areas
The retention of attractive landscapes and the enhancement of landscapes, near to where people live
The securing of nature conservation interests
Green belt in England is protected both by normal planning controls and against "inappropriate development" within its boundaries.'
This open countryside is highly valued and enjoyed by walkers, birdwatchers, horse riders and sporting people alike. Site 32 has public footpaths and it is a common sight to 
see residents enjoying the open space by playing ball games, walking, running, jogging, riding and even tobogganing in the winter, promoting a healthier lifestyle that is in line 
with the health initiativesintroduced after the very successful Olympic Games last year. 
Flood risk 

Site 32 is situated at the bottom of a valley so during periods of heavy rain, is vulnerable to flooding. This area is at a high risk of floods not only from its low position but also 
from the runoff fromsurrounding higher grounds of built up areas, thereby making it unsafe for residents. Global warming and climate change may also have a detrimental 
impact on the environment in the future. Therefore the preservation of open, natural land is important in the management of potential floods.

The concept and charm of village life is about striking a fine balance between urban sprawl without compromising the quality of life of its residents, their health and wellbeing, 
the preservation of natural habitat and environment. I am genuinely concerned by these proposed housing plans and would like to voice my apprehensions to enable us, the 
people of Codicote, to shape the vision and future of our surroundings as we see fit,for countless generations to come, to enjoy.

I urge NHDC to deter from commissioning new housing at Codicote sites and in particular, site 32.

LDF/8590  1 Spires

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

I am writing to oppose the housing proposal of three Codicote sites and in particular,strongly object to the development of 48 dwellings at site 32, land northeast of The Close 
leading on to Valley Road.
Sustainable transport
The safety and welfare of road users is compromised under this proposed development. 
High St in Codicote is the main artery for access to A1 motorway and serves Codicote and its surrounds such as Whitwell and Kimpton. As this is the only main road in and out 
of Codicote from Welwyn, an increase in car numbers means more frequent, traffic congestion and likelihood of more fatal accidents. Parked vehicles currently clutter High St 
and during peak hour it is impossible to drive through this stretch of road without coming to a halt.An increase in commuters using the lanes to access Stevenage will only 
worsen the condition of those roads and create an increase in the number of accidents in an already over used lane.
Access to high quality transport facilities in Codicote is non-existent. Without a Codicote train station coupled with infrequent, impractical bus timetables that do not connect 
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local residents to Welwyn North train station means that it is a necessity for London commuters, in fact, all residents of Codicote to own motor vehicles. The proposed 
development of almost 50 houses at site 32 equates to almost 100 more vehicles utilising Valley Road and Bury Lane daily as each householder nowadays own two cars. 
Valley Road is already beyond its maximum capacity to cope with existingtraffic volume as clearly evident by its current poor state; numerous potholes and cracks�(see Exhibit 
1a-d). Also, this already very narrow road is heavily crowded with parked vehicles. When weather conditions are extreme such as snow and ice, problems of access are 
compounded, making it treacherous and difficult to manoeuvre safely.Residents of The Paddocks already have to park along Valley Road to give them any hope of getting out.
Safety of residents
With the proposed development, the lives of young children will be at higher risk as it will become more dangerous to walk children to and from school. Cyclists, 
motorcyclistsand horse riders alike alsoshare the village roads and potentially,are at a greater risk of being involved in an unfortunate, fatal accident which could have been 
avoided had there been less cars on the roads and more visibility.
Preservation of village life
Village town centres are the heart of the communities and its viability and vitality relies upon the local residents supporting local businesses. This vitality is at risk as local 
residents;especially the elderly and families willrefrain from wandering out into the village in fear of their lives while they cross busy roads or wish to avoid the clutter and 
congestion of the local streets.Consequently, manylocal businesses will suffer; their continuation and livelihood will becomeuncertain.
Compromised education
The local Codicote Primary School is at capacity presently and will not be able to accommodate more pupils in the foreseeable future. The increase in almost 130 homes in this 
village means that many local children will miss out on a place at the school and will have to travel afar,by car,to obtain an education. This will be disappoint and inconvenience 
parents who will have the added burden of transporting their children to a distant school.Under the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the Government states that 'key 
facilities such as primary schools ¿.should be located within walking distance of most properties. The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice 
of school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new communities.'Children attending secondary schools will also have to fight for places at their preferred school 
(In 2012, 93.81% and 94.70% children allocated at a ranked schoolfor primary and secondary education respectively) as well as more traffic jams as parents take children to 
school.
Air, sound and light pollution
Increase pollution from air, sound and light can have adverse impacts on health and quality of life. It is important that areas in Codicote are prevented from development to 
protect tranquillity, fresh air and space for recreational pursuits. The 2008 Climate Change Act established the world's first legally binding climate change target. Its aim is to 
reduce the UK's greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% (from the 1990 baseline) by 2050. The Government have stated they are committed to reducing carbon emissions 
to meet international standards and with these proposed developments;   hundreds of additional vehicles on the roadswill not be in line with these targets.
Protection of Green Belt area
Codicote is within the boundaries of the Green Belt area (see Exhibit2) and subject to its Protections. The fundamental aim of green belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by 
keeping land permanently open, and consequently the most important attribute of green belts is their openness. This high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and 
recreationcan make an important contribution to the health and well-being ofcommunities.
In March 2012, Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, Minister for Planning stated that 'Our natural environment is essential to our wellbeing, and it can be better looked after than it has been. 
Habitats that have been degraded can be restored. Speciesthat have been isolated can be reconnected. Green Belt land that has beendepleted of diversity can be refilled by 
nature ¿ and opened to people to experience it, to the benefit of body and soul'

According to the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the idea of the Green Belt'is a ring of countryside where urbanisation will be resisted for the foreseeable future, 
maintaining an area where agriculture, forestry and outdoor leisure can be expected to prevail.'The Framework continues: 'Once an area of land has been defined as green 
belt, the stated opportunities and benefits include:
Providing opportunities for access to the open countryside for the urban population
Providing opportunities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation near urban areas
The retention of attractive landscapes and the enhancement of landscapes, near to where people live
The securing of nature conservation interests
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Green belt in England is protected both by normal planning controls and against "inappropriate development" within its boundaries.'
This open countryside is highly valued and enjoyed by walkers, birdwatchers, horse riders and sporting people alike. Site 32 has public footpaths and it is a common sight to 
see residents enjoying the open space by playing ball games, walking, running, jogging, riding and even tobogganing in the winter, promoting a healthier lifestyle that is in line 
with the health initiativesintroduced after the very successful Olympic Games last year. 
Flood risk 

Site 32 is situated at the bottom of a valley so during periods of heavy rain, is vulnerable to flooding. This area is at a high risk of floods not only from its low position but also 
from the runoff fromsurrounding higher grounds of built up areas, thereby making it unsafe for residents. Global warming and climate change may also have a detrimental 
impact on the environment in the future. Therefore the preservation of open, natural land is important in the management of potential floods.

The concept and charm of village life is about striking a fine balance between urban sprawl without compromising the quality of life of its residents, their health and wellbeing, 
the preservation of natural habitat and environment. I am genuinely concerned by these proposed housing plans and would like to voice my apprehensions to enable us, the 
people of Codicote, to shape the vision and future of our surroundings as we see fit,for countless generations to come, to enjoy.

I urge NHDC to deter from commissioning new housing at Codicote sites and in particular, site 32.

LDF/8602  1 Ireland

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

I am writing to oppose the housing proposal of three Codicote sites and in particular,strongly object to the development of 48 dwellings at site 32, land northeast of The Close 
leading on to Valley Road.
Sustainable transport
The safety and welfare of road users is compromised under this proposed development. 
High St in Codicote is the main artery for access to A1 motorway and serves Codicote and its surrounds such as Whitwell and Kimpton. As this is the only main road in and out 
of Codicote from Welwyn, an increase in car numbers means more frequent, traffic congestion and likelihood of more fatal accidents. Parked vehicles currently clutter High St 
and during peak hour it is impossible to drive through this stretch of road without coming to a halt.An increase in commuters using the lanes to access Stevenage will only 
worsen the condition of those roads and create an increase in the number of accidents in an already over used lane.
Access to high quality transport facilities in Codicote is non-existent. Without a Codicote train station coupled with infrequent, impractical bus timetables that do not connect 
local residents to Welwyn North train station means that it is a necessity for London commuters, in fact, all residents of Codicote to own motor vehicles. The proposed 
development of almost 50 houses at site 32 equates to almost 100 more vehicles utilising Valley Road and Bury Lane daily as each householder nowadays own two cars. 
Valley Road is already beyond its maximum capacity to cope with existingtraffic volume as clearly evident by its current poor state; numerous potholes and cracks�(see Exhibit 
1a-d). Also, this already very narrow road is heavily crowded with parked vehicles. When weather conditions are extreme such as snow and ice, problems of access are 
compounded, making it treacherous and difficult to manoeuvre safely.Residents of The Paddocks already have to park along Valley Road to give them any hope of getting out.
Safety of residents
With the proposed development, the lives of young children will be at higher risk as it will become more dangerous to walk children to and from school. Cyclists, 
motorcyclistsand horse riders alike alsoshare the village roads and potentially,are at a greater risk of being involved in an unfortunate, fatal accident which could have been 
avoided had there been less cars on the roads and more visibility.
Preservation of village life
Village town centres are the heart of the communities and its viability and vitality relies upon the local residents supporting local businesses. This vitality is at risk as local 
residents;especially the elderly and families willrefrain from wandering out into the village in fear of their lives while they cross busy roads or wish to avoid the clutter and 
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congestion of the local streets.Consequently, manylocal businesses will suffer; their continuation and livelihood will becomeuncertain.
Compromised education
The local Codicote Primary School is at capacity presently and will not be able to accommodate more pupils in the foreseeable future. The increase in almost 130 homes in this 
village means that many local children will miss out on a place at the school and will have to travel afar,by car,to obtain an education. This will be disappoint and inconvenience 
parents who will have the added burden of transporting their children to a distant school.Under the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the Government states that 'key 
facilities such as primary schools ¿.should be located within walking distance of most properties. The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice 
of school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new communities.'Children attending secondary schools will also have to fight for places at their preferred school 
(In 2012, 93.81% and 94.70% children allocated at a ranked schoolfor primary and secondary education respectively) as well as more traffic jams as parents take children to 
school.
Air, sound and light pollution
Increase pollution from air, sound and light can have adverse impacts on health and quality of life. It is important that areas in Codicote are prevented from development to 
protect tranquillity, fresh air and space for recreational pursuits. The 2008 Climate Change Act established the world's first legally binding climate change target. Its aim is to 
reduce the UK's greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% (from the 1990 baseline) by 2050. The Government have stated they are committed to reducing carbon emissions 
to meet international standards and with these proposed developments;   hundreds of additional vehicles on the roadswill not be in line with these targets.
Protection of Green Belt area
Codicote is within the boundaries of the Green Belt area (see Exhibit2) and subject to its Protections. The fundamental aim of green belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by 
keeping land permanently open, and consequently the most important attribute of green belts is their openness. This high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and 
recreationcan make an important contribution to the health and well-being ofcommunities.
In March 2012, Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, Minister for Planning stated that 'Our natural environment is essential to our wellbeing, and it can be better looked after than it has been. 
Habitats that have been degraded can be restored. Speciesthat have been isolated can be reconnected. Green Belt land that has beendepleted of diversity can be refilled by 
nature ¿ and opened to people to experience it, to the benefit of body and soul'

According to the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the idea of the Green Belt'is a ring of countryside where urbanisation will be resisted for the foreseeable future, 
maintaining an area where agriculture, forestry and outdoor leisure can be expected to prevail.'The Framework continues: 'Once an area of land has been defined as green 
belt, the stated opportunities and benefits include:
Providing opportunities for access to the open countryside for the urban population
Providing opportunities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation near urban areas
The retention of attractive landscapes and the enhancement of landscapes, near to where people live
The securing of nature conservation interests
Green belt in England is protected both by normal planning controls and against "inappropriate development" within its boundaries.'
This open countryside is highly valued and enjoyed by walkers, birdwatchers, horse riders and sporting people alike. Site 32 has public footpaths and it is a common sight to 
see residents enjoying the open space by playing ball games, walking, running, jogging, riding and even tobogganing in the winter, promoting a healthier lifestyle that is in line 
with the health initiativesintroduced after the very successful Olympic Games last year. 
Flood risk 

Site 32 is situated at the bottom of a valley so during periods of heavy rain, is vulnerable to flooding. This area is at a high risk of floods not only from its low position but also 
from the runoff fromsurrounding higher grounds of built up areas, thereby making it unsafe for residents. Global warming and climate change may also have a detrimental 
impact on the environment in the future. Therefore the preservation of open, natural land is important in the management of potential floods.

The concept and charm of village life is about striking a fine balance between urban sprawl without compromising the quality of life of its residents, their health and wellbeing, 
the preservation of natural habitat and environment. I am genuinely concerned by these proposed housing plans and would like to voice my apprehensions to enable us, the 
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people of Codicote, to shape the vision and future of our surroundings as we see fit,for countless generations to come, to enjoy.

I urge NHDC to deter from commissioning new housing at Codicote sites and in particular, site 32.

LDF/8611  3 Day

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

I am writing to oppose the housing proposal of three Codicote sites and in particular,strongly object to the development of 48 dwellings at site 32, land northeast of The Close 
leading on to Valley Road.
Sustainable transport
The safety and welfare of road users is compromised under this proposed development. 
High St in Codicote is the main artery for access to A1 motorway and serves Codicote and its surrounds such as Whitwell and Kimpton. As this is the only main road in and out 
of Codicote from Welwyn, an increase in car numbers means more frequent, traffic congestion and likelihood of more fatal accidents. Parked vehicles currently clutter High St 
and during peak hour it is impossible to drive through this stretch of road without coming to a halt.An increase in commuters using the lanes to access Stevenage will only 
worsen the condition of those roads and create an increase in the number of accidents in an already over used lane.
Access to high quality transport facilities in Codicote is non-existent. Without a Codicote train station coupled with infrequent, impractical bus timetables that do not connect 
local residents to Welwyn North train station means that it is a necessity for London commuters, in fact, all residents of Codicote to own motor vehicles. The proposed 
development of almost 50 houses at site 32 equates to almost 100 more vehicles utilising Valley Road and Bury Lane daily as each householder nowadays own two cars. 
Valley Road is already beyond its maximum capacity to cope with existingtraffic volume as clearly evident by its current poor state; numerous potholes and cracks�(see Exhibit 
1a-d). Also, this already very narrow road is heavily crowded with parked vehicles. When weather conditions are extreme such as snow and ice, problems of access are 
compounded, making it treacherous and difficult to manoeuvre safely.Residents of The Paddocks already have to park along Valley Road to give them any hope of getting out.
Safety of residents
With the proposed development, the lives of young children will be at higher risk as it will become more dangerous to walk children to and from school. Cyclists, 
motorcyclistsand horse riders alike alsoshare the village roads and potentially,are at a greater risk of being involved in an unfortunate, fatal accident which could have been 
avoided had there been less cars on the roads and more visibility.
Preservation of village life
Village town centres are the heart of the communities and its viability and vitality relies upon the local residents supporting local businesses. This vitality is at risk as local 
residents;especially the elderly and families willrefrain from wandering out into the village in fear of their lives while they cross busy roads or wish to avoid the clutter and 
congestion of the local streets.Consequently, manylocal businesses will suffer; their continuation and livelihood will becomeuncertain.
Compromised education
The local Codicote Primary School is at capacity presently and will not be able to accommodate more pupils in the foreseeable future. The increase in almost 130 homes in this 
village means that many local children will miss out on a place at the school and will have to travel afar,by car,to obtain an education. This will be disappoint and inconvenience 
parents who will have the added burden of transporting their children to a distant school.Under the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the Government states that 'key 
facilities such as primary schools ¿.should be located within walking distance of most properties. The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice 
of school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new communities.'Children attending secondary schools will also have to fight for places at their preferred school 
(In 2012, 93.81% and 94.70% children allocated at a ranked schoolfor primary and secondary education respectively) as well as more traffic jams as parents take children to 
school.
Air, sound and light pollution
Increase pollution from air, sound and light can have adverse impacts on health and quality of life. It is important that areas in Codicote are prevented from development to 
protect tranquillity, fresh air and space for recreational pursuits. The 2008 Climate Change Act established the world's first legally binding climate change target. Its aim is to 
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reduce the UK's greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% (from the 1990 baseline) by 2050. The Government have stated they are committed to reducing carbon emissions 
to meet international standards and with these proposed developments;   hundreds of additional vehicles on the roadswill not be in line with these targets.
Protection of Green Belt area
Codicote is within the boundaries of the Green Belt area (see Exhibit2) and subject to its Protections. The fundamental aim of green belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by 
keeping land permanently open, and consequently the most important attribute of green belts is their openness. This high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and 
recreationcan make an important contribution to the health and well-being ofcommunities.
In March 2012, Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, Minister for Planning stated that 'Our natural environment is essential to our wellbeing, and it can be better looked after than it has been. 
Habitats that have been degraded can be restored. Speciesthat have been isolated can be reconnected. Green Belt land that has beendepleted of diversity can be refilled by 
nature ¿ and opened to people to experience it, to the benefit of body and soul'

According to the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the idea of the Green Belt'is a ring of countryside where urbanisation will be resisted for the foreseeable future, 
maintaining an area where agriculture, forestry and outdoor leisure can be expected to prevail.'The Framework continues: 'Once an area of land has been defined as green 
belt, the stated opportunities and benefits include:
Providing opportunities for access to the open countryside for the urban population
Providing opportunities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation near urban areas
The retention of attractive landscapes and the enhancement of landscapes, near to where people live
The securing of nature conservation interests
Green belt in England is protected both by normal planning controls and against "inappropriate development" within its boundaries.'
This open countryside is highly valued and enjoyed by walkers, birdwatchers, horse riders and sporting people alike. Site 32 has public footpaths and it is a common sight to 
see residents enjoying the open space by playing ball games, walking, running, jogging, riding and even tobogganing in the winter, promoting a healthier lifestyle that is in line 
with the health initiativesintroduced after the very successful Olympic Games last year. 
Flood risk 

Site 32 is situated at the bottom of a valley so during periods of heavy rain, is vulnerable to flooding. This area is at a high risk of floods not only from its low position but also 
from the runoff fromsurrounding higher grounds of built up areas, thereby making it unsafe for residents. Global warming and climate change may also have a detrimental 
impact on the environment in the future. Therefore the preservation of open, natural land is important in the management of potential floods.

The concept and charm of village life is about striking a fine balance between urban sprawl without compromising the quality of life of its residents, their health and wellbeing, 
the preservation of natural habitat and environment. I am genuinely concerned by these proposed housing plans and would like to voice my apprehensions to enable us, the 
people of Codicote, to shape the vision and future of our surroundings as we see fit,for countless generations to come, to enjoy.

I urge NHDC to deter from commissioning new housing at Codicote sites and in particular, site 32.

LDF/8612  3 Ewin

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

I am writing to oppose the housing proposal of three Codicote sites and in particular,strongly object to the development of 48 dwellings at site 32, land northeast of The Close 
leading on to Valley Road.
Sustainable transport
The safety and welfare of road users is compromised under this proposed development. 
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High St in Codicote is the main artery for access to A1 motorway and serves Codicote and its surrounds such as Whitwell and Kimpton. As this is the only main road in and out 
of Codicote from Welwyn, an increase in car numbers means more frequent, traffic congestion and likelihood of more fatal accidents. Parked vehicles currently clutter High St 
and during peak hour it is impossible to drive through this stretch of road without coming to a halt.An increase in commuters using the lanes to access Stevenage will only 
worsen the condition of those roads and create an increase in the number of accidents in an already over used lane.
Access to high quality transport facilities in Codicote is non-existent. Without a Codicote train station coupled with infrequent, impractical bus timetables that do not connect 
local residents to Welwyn North train station means that it is a necessity for London commuters, in fact, all residents of Codicote to own motor vehicles. The proposed 
development of almost 50 houses at site 32 equates to almost 100 more vehicles utilising Valley Road and Bury Lane daily as each householder nowadays own two cars. 
Valley Road is already beyond its maximum capacity to cope with existingtraffic volume as clearly evident by its current poor state; numerous potholes and cracks�(see Exhibit 
1a-d). Also, this already very narrow road is heavily crowded with parked vehicles. When weather conditions are extreme such as snow and ice, problems of access are 
compounded, making it treacherous and difficult to manoeuvre safely.Residents of The Paddocks already have to park along Valley Road to give them any hope of getting out.
Safety of residents
With the proposed development, the lives of young children will be at higher risk as it will become more dangerous to walk children to and from school. Cyclists, 
motorcyclistsand horse riders alike alsoshare the village roads and potentially,are at a greater risk of being involved in an unfortunate, fatal accident which could have been 
avoided had there been less cars on the roads and more visibility.
Preservation of village life
Village town centres are the heart of the communities and its viability and vitality relies upon the local residents supporting local businesses. This vitality is at risk as local 
residents;especially the elderly and families willrefrain from wandering out into the village in fear of their lives while they cross busy roads or wish to avoid the clutter and 
congestion of the local streets.Consequently, manylocal businesses will suffer; their continuation and livelihood will becomeuncertain.
Compromised education
The local Codicote Primary School is at capacity presently and will not be able to accommodate more pupils in the foreseeable future. The increase in almost 130 homes in this 
village means that many local children will miss out on a place at the school and will have to travel afar,by car,to obtain an education. This will be disappoint and inconvenience 
parents who will have the added burden of transporting their children to a distant school.Under the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the Government states that 'key 
facilities such as primary schools ¿.should be located within walking distance of most properties. The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice 
of school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new communities.'Children attending secondary schools will also have to fight for places at their preferred school 
(In 2012, 93.81% and 94.70% children allocated at a ranked schoolfor primary and secondary education respectively) as well as more traffic jams as parents take children to 
school.
Air, sound and light pollution
Increase pollution from air, sound and light can have adverse impacts on health and quality of life. It is important that areas in Codicote are prevented from development to 
protect tranquillity, fresh air and space for recreational pursuits. The 2008 Climate Change Act established the world's first legally binding climate change target. Its aim is to 
reduce the UK's greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% (from the 1990 baseline) by 2050. The Government have stated they are committed to reducing carbon emissions 
to meet international standards and with these proposed developments;   hundreds of additional vehicles on the roadswill not be in line with these targets.
Protection of Green Belt area
Codicote is within the boundaries of the Green Belt area (see Exhibit2) and subject to its Protections. The fundamental aim of green belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by 
keeping land permanently open, and consequently the most important attribute of green belts is their openness. This high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and 
recreationcan make an important contribution to the health and well-being ofcommunities.
In March 2012, Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, Minister for Planning stated that 'Our natural environment is essential to our wellbeing, and it can be better looked after than it has been. 
Habitats that have been degraded can be restored. Speciesthat have been isolated can be reconnected. Green Belt land that has beendepleted of diversity can be refilled by 
nature ¿ and opened to people to experience it, to the benefit of body and soul'

According to the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the idea of the Green Belt'is a ring of countryside where urbanisation will be resisted for the foreseeable future, 
maintaining an area where agriculture, forestry and outdoor leisure can be expected to prevail.'The Framework continues: 'Once an area of land has been defined as green 
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belt, the stated opportunities and benefits include:
Providing opportunities for access to the open countryside for the urban population
Providing opportunities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation near urban areas
The retention of attractive landscapes and the enhancement of landscapes, near to where people live
The securing of nature conservation interests
Green belt in England is protected both by normal planning controls and against "inappropriate development" within its boundaries.'
This open countryside is highly valued and enjoyed by walkers, birdwatchers, horse riders and sporting people alike. Site 32 has public footpaths and it is a common sight to 
see residents enjoying the open space by playing ball games, walking, running, jogging, riding and even tobogganing in the winter, promoting a healthier lifestyle that is in line 
with the health initiativesintroduced after the very successful Olympic Games last year. 
Flood risk 

Site 32 is situated at the bottom of a valley so during periods of heavy rain, is vulnerable to flooding. This area is at a high risk of floods not only from its low position but also 
from the runoff fromsurrounding higher grounds of built up areas, thereby making it unsafe for residents. Global warming and climate change may also have a detrimental 
impact on the environment in the future. Therefore the preservation of open, natural land is important in the management of potential floods.

The concept and charm of village life is about striking a fine balance between urban sprawl without compromising the quality of life of its residents, their health and wellbeing, 
the preservation of natural habitat and environment. I am genuinely concerned by these proposed housing plans and would like to voice my apprehensions to enable us, the 
people of Codicote, to shape the vision and future of our surroundings as we see fit,for countless generations to come, to enjoy.

I urge NHDC to deter from commissioning new housing at Codicote sites and in particular, site 32.

LDF/8613  1 Pitman

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

I am writing to oppose the housing proposal of three Codicote sites and in particular,strongly object to the development of 48 dwellings at site 32, land northeast of The Close 
leading on to Valley Road.
Sustainable transport
The safety and welfare of road users is compromised under this proposed development. 
High St in Codicote is the main artery for access to A1 motorway and serves Codicote and its surrounds such as Whitwell and Kimpton. As this is the only main road in and out 
of Codicote from Welwyn, an increase in car numbers means more frequent, traffic congestion and likelihood of more fatal accidents. Parked vehicles currently clutter High St 
and during peak hour it is impossible to drive through this stretch of road without coming to a halt. An increase in commuters using the lanes to access Stevenage will only 
worsen the condition of those roads and create an increase in the number of accidents in an already over used lane.
Access to high quality transport facilities in Codicote is non-existent. Without a Codicote train station coupled with infrequent, impractical bus timetables that do not connect 
local residents to Welwyn North train station means that it is a necessity for London commuters, in fact, all residents of Codicote to own motor vehicles. The proposed 
development of almost 50 houses at site 32 equates to almost 100 more vehicles utilising Valley Road and Bury Lane daily as each householder nowadays own two cars. 
Valley Road is already beyond its maximum capacity to cope with existing traffic volume as clearly evident by its current poor state; numerous potholes and cracks�(see Exhibit 
1a-d). Also, this already very narrow road is heavily crowded with parked vehicles. When weather conditions are extreme such as snow and ice, problems of access are 
compounded, making it treacherous and difficult to manoeuvre safely. Residents of The Paddocks already have to park along Valley Road to give them any hope of getting out.
Safety of residents
With the proposed development, the lives of young children will be at higher risk as it will become more dangerous to walk children to and from school. Cyclists, motorcyclists 
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and horse riders alike also share the village roads and potentially,are at a greater risk of being involved in an unfortunate, fatal accident which could have been avoided had 
there been less cars on the roads and more visibility.
Preservation of village life
Village town centres are the heart of the communities and its viability and vitality relies upon the local residents supporting local businesses. This vitality is at risk as local 
residents;especially the elderly and families will refrain from wandering out into the village in fear of their lives while they cross busy roads or wish to avoid the clutter and 
congestion of the local streets. Consequently, many local businesses will suffer; their continuation and livelihood will become uncertain.
Compromised education
The local Codicote Primary School is at capacity presently and will not be able to accommodate more pupils in the foreseeable future. The increase in almost 130 homes in this 
village means that many local children will miss out on a place at the school and will have to travel afar,by car,to obtain an education. This will be disappoint and inconvenience 
parents who will have the added burden of transporting their children to a distant school. Under the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the Government states that 'key 
facilities such as primary schools ¿.should be located within walking distance of most properties. The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice 
of school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new communities.' Children attending secondary schools will also have to fight for places at their preferred school 
(In 2012, 93.81% and 94.70% children allocated at a ranked school for primary and secondary education respectively) as well as more traffic jams as parents take children to 
school.
Air, sound and light pollution
Increase pollution from air, sound and light can have adverse impacts on health and quality of life. It is important that areas in Codicote are prevented from development to 
protect tranquillity, fresh air and space for recreational pursuits. The 2008 Climate Change Act established the world's first legally binding climate change target. Its aim is to 
reduce the UK's greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% (from the 1990 baseline) by 2050. The Government have stated they are committed to reducing carbon emissions 
to meet international standards and with these proposed developments;   hundreds of additional vehicles on the roads will not be in line with these targets.
Protection of Green Belt area
Codicote is within the boundaries of the Green Belt area (see Exhibit2) and subject to its Protections. The fundamental aim of green belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by 
keeping land permanently open, and consequently the most important attribute of green belts is their openness. This high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and 
recreation can make an important contribution to the health and well-being of communities.
In March 2012, Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, Minister for Planning stated that 'Our natural environment is essential to our wellbeing, and it can be better looked after than it has been. 
Habitats that have been degraded can be restored. Species that have been isolated can be reconnected. Green Belt land that has been depleted of diversity can be refilled by 
nature ¿ and opened to people to experience it, to the benefit of body and soul'

According to the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the idea of the Green Belt'is a ring of countryside where urbanisation will be resisted for the foreseeable future, 
maintaining an area where agriculture, forestry and outdoor leisure can be expected to prevail.' The Framework continues: 'Once an area of land has been defined as green 
belt, the stated opportunities and benefits include:
Providing opportunities for access to the open countryside for the urban population
Providing opportunities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation near urban areas
The retention of attractive landscapes and the enhancement of landscapes, near to where people live
The securing of nature conservation interests
Green belt in England is protected both by normal planning controls and against "inappropriate development" within its boundaries.'
This open countryside is highly valued and enjoyed by walkers, birdwatchers, horse riders and sporting people alike. Site 32 has public footpaths and it is a common sight to 
see residents enjoying the open space by playing ball games, walking, running, jogging, riding and even tobogganing in the winter, promoting a healthier lifestyle that is in line 
with the health initiatives introduced after the very successful Olympic Games last year. 
Flood risk 

Site 32 is situated at the bottom of a valley so during periods of heavy rain, is vulnerable to flooding. This area is at a high risk of floods not only from its low position but also 
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from the runoff from surrounding higher grounds of built up areas, thereby making it unsafe for residents. Global warming and climate change may also have a detrimental 
impact on the environment in the future. Therefore the preservation of open, natural land is important in the management of potential floods.

The concept and charm of village life is about striking a fine balance between urban sprawl without compromising the quality of life of its residents, their health and wellbeing, 
the preservation of natural habitat and environment. I am genuinely concerned by these proposed housing plans and would like to voice my apprehensions to enable us, the 
people of Codicote, to shape the vision and future of our surroundings as we see fit,for countless generations to come, to enjoy.

I urge NHDC to deter from commissioning new housing at Codicote sites and in particular, site 32.

I would like to add the charm of Codicote is that it is an ancient village, where the residents in the main know each other.  The proposed development is going toward turning it 
into a small town, this completely ruining its character forever.

LDF/8614  3 Ronet and Osada

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

I am writing to oppose the housing proposal of three Codicote sites and in particular,strongly object to the development of 48 dwellings at site 32, land northeast of The Close 
leading on to Valley Road.
Sustainable transport
The safety and welfare of road users is compromised under this proposed development. 
High St in Codicote is the main artery for access to A1 motorway and serves Codicote and its surrounds such as Whitwell and Kimpton. As this is the only main road in and out 
of Codicote from Welwyn, an increase in car numbers means more frequent, traffic congestion and likelihood of more fatal accidents. Parked vehicles currently clutter High St 
and during peak hour it is impossible to drive through this stretch of road without coming to a halt. An increase in commuters using the lanes to access Stevenage will only 
worsen the condition of those roads and create an increase in the number of accidents in an already over used lane.
Access to high quality transport facilities in Codicote is non-existent. Without a Codicote train station coupled with infrequent, impractical bus timetables that do not connect 
local residents to Welwyn North train station means that it is a necessity for London commuters, in fact, all residents of Codicote to own motor vehicles. The proposed 
development of almost 50 houses at site 32 equates to almost 100 more vehicles utilising Valley Road and Bury Lane daily as each householder nowadays own two cars. 
Valley Road is already beyond its maximum capacity to cope with existing traffic volume as clearly evident by its current poor state; numerous potholes and cracks�(see Exhibit 
1a-d). Also, this already very narrow road is heavily crowded with parked vehicles. When weather conditions are extreme such as snow and ice, problems of access are 
compounded, making it treacherous and difficult to manoeuvre safely. Residents of The Paddocks already have to park along Valley Road to give them any hope of getting out.
Safety of residents
With the proposed development, the lives of young children will be at higher risk as it will become more dangerous to walk children to and from school. Cyclists, motorcyclists 
and horse riders alike also share the village roads and potentially,are at a greater risk of being involved in an unfortunate, fatal accident which could have been avoided had 
there been less cars on the roads and more visibility.
Preservation of village life
Village town centres are the heart of the communities and its viability and vitality relies upon the local residents supporting local businesses. This vitality is at risk as local 
residents;especially the elderly and families will refrain from wandering out into the village in fear of their lives while they cross busy roads or wish to avoid the clutter and 
congestion of the local streets. Consequently, many local businesses will suffer; their continuation and livelihood will become uncertain.
Compromised education
The local Codicote Primary School is at capacity presently and will not be able to accommodate more pupils in the foreseeable future. The increase in almost 130 homes in this 
village means that many local children will miss out on a place at the school and will have to travel afar,by car,to obtain an education. This will be disappoint and inconvenience 
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parents who will have the added burden of transporting their children to a distant school. Under the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the Government states that 'key 
facilities such as primary schools ¿.should be located within walking distance of most properties. The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice 
of school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new communities.' Children attending secondary schools will also have to fight for places at their preferred school 
(In 2012, 93.81% and 94.70% children allocated at a ranked school for primary and secondary education respectively) as well as more traffic jams as parents take children to 
school.
Air, sound and light pollution
Increase pollution from air, sound and light can have adverse impacts on health and quality of life. It is important that areas in Codicote are prevented from development to 
protect tranquillity, fresh air and space for recreational pursuits. The 2008 Climate Change Act established the world's first legally binding climate change target. Its aim is to 
reduce the UK's greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% (from the 1990 baseline) by 2050. The Government have stated they are committed to reducing carbon emissions 
to meet international standards and with these proposed developments;   hundreds of additional vehicles on the roads will not be in line with these targets.
Protection of Green Belt area
Codicote is within the boundaries of the Green Belt area (see Exhibit2) and subject to its Protections. The fundamental aim of green belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by 
keeping land permanently open, and consequently the most important attribute of green belts is their openness. This high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and 
recreation can make an important contribution to the health and well-being of communities.
In March 2012, Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, Minister for Planning stated that 'Our natural environment is essential to our wellbeing, and it can be better looked after than it has been. 
Habitats that have been degraded can be restored. Species that have been isolated can be reconnected. Green Belt land that has been depleted of diversity can be refilled by 
nature ¿ and opened to people to experience it, to the benefit of body and soul'

According to the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the idea of the Green Belt'is a ring of countryside where urbanisation will be resisted for the foreseeable future, 
maintaining an area where agriculture, forestry and outdoor leisure can be expected to prevail.' The Framework continues: 'Once an area of land has been defined as green 
belt, the stated opportunities and benefits include:
Providing opportunities for access to the open countryside for the urban population
Providing opportunities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation near urban areas
The retention of attractive landscapes and the enhancement of landscapes, near to where people live
The securing of nature conservation interests
Green belt in England is protected both by normal planning controls and against "inappropriate development" within its boundaries.'
This open countryside is highly valued and enjoyed by walkers, birdwatchers, horse riders and sporting people alike. Site 32 has public footpaths and it is a common sight to 
see residents enjoying the open space by playing ball games, walking, running, jogging, riding and even tobogganing in the winter, promoting a healthier lifestyle that is in line 
with the health initiatives introduced after the very successful Olympic Games last year. 
Flood risk 

Site 32 is situated at the bottom of a valley so during periods of heavy rain, is vulnerable to flooding. This area is at a high risk of floods not only from its low position but also 
from the runoff from surrounding higher grounds of built up areas, thereby making it unsafe for residents. Global warming and climate change may also have a detrimental 
impact on the environment in the future. Therefore the preservation of open, natural land is important in the management of potential floods.

The concept and charm of village life is about striking a fine balance between urban sprawl without compromising the quality of life of its residents, their health and wellbeing, 
the preservation of natural habitat and environment. I am genuinely concerned by these proposed housing plans and would like to voice my apprehensions to enable us, the 
people of Codicote, to shape the vision and future of our surroundings as we see fit,for countless generations to come, to enjoy.

I urge NHDC to deter from commissioning new housing at Codicote sites and in particular, site 32.
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LDF/8615  1 Hernandez

Ref. 29 Land south of Cowards LaneDocument Section:

ObjectRepresentation:

I am writing to oppose the housing proposal of three Codicote sites and in particular,strongly object to the development of 48 dwellings at site 32, land northeast of The Close 
leading on to Valley Road.
Sustainable transport
The safety and welfare of road users is compromised under this proposed development. 
High St in Codicote is the main artery for access to A1 motorway and serves Codicote and its surrounds such as Whitwell and Kimpton. As this is the only main road in and out 
of Codicote from Welwyn, an increase in car numbers means more frequent, traffic congestion and likelihood of more fatal accidents. Parked vehicles currently clutter High St 
and during peak hour it is impossible to drive through this stretch of road without coming to a halt. An increase in commuters using the lanes to access Stevenage will only 
worsen the condition of those roads and create an increase in the number of accidents in an already over used lane.
Access to high quality transport facilities in Codicote is non-existent. Without a Codicote train station coupled with infrequent, impractical bus timetables that do not connect 
local residents to Welwyn North train station means that it is a necessity for London commuters, in fact, all residents of Codicote to own motor vehicles. The proposed 
development of almost 50 houses at site 32 equates to almost 100 more vehicles utilising Valley Road and Bury Lane daily as each householder nowadays own two cars. 
Valley Road is already beyond its maximum capacity to cope with existing traffic volume as clearly evident by its current poor state; numerous potholes and cracks�(see Exhibit 
1a-d). Also, this already very narrow road is heavily crowded with parked vehicles. When weather conditions are extreme such as snow and ice, problems of access are 
compounded, making it treacherous and difficult to manoeuvre safely. Residents of The Paddocks already have to park along Valley Road to give them any hope of getting out.
Safety of residents
With the proposed development, the lives of young children will be at higher risk as it will become more dangerous to walk children to and from school. Cyclists, motorcyclists 
and horse riders alike also share the village roads and potentially,are at a greater risk of being involved in an unfortunate, fatal accident which could have been avoided had 
there been less cars on the roads and more visibility.
Preservation of village life
Village town centres are the heart of the communities and its viability and vitality relies upon the local residents supporting local businesses. This vitality is at risk as local 
residents;especially the elderly and families will refrain from wandering out into the village in fear of their lives while they cross busy roads or wish to avoid the clutter and 
congestion of the local streets. Consequently, many local businesses will suffer; their continuation and livelihood will become uncertain.
Compromised education
The local Codicote Primary School is at capacity presently and will not be able to accommodate more pupils in the foreseeable future. The increase in almost 130 homes in this 
village means that many local children will miss out on a place at the school and will have to travel afar,by car,to obtain an education. This will be disappoint and inconvenience 
parents who will have the added burden of transporting their children to a distant school. Under the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the Government states that 'key 
facilities such as primary schools ¿.should be located within walking distance of most properties. The Government attaches great importance to ensuring that a sufficient choice 
of school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new communities.' Children attending secondary schools will also have to fight for places at their preferred school 
(In 2012, 93.81% and 94.70% children allocated at a ranked school for primary and secondary education respectively) as well as more traffic jams as parents take children to 
school.
Air, sound and light pollution
Increase pollution from air, sound and light can have adverse impacts on health and quality of life. It is important that areas in Codicote are prevented from development to 
protect tranquillity, fresh air and space for recreational pursuits. The 2008 Climate Change Act established the world's first legally binding climate change target. Its aim is to 
reduce the UK's greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% (from the 1990 baseline) by 2050. The Government have stated they are committed to reducing carbon emissions 
to meet international standards and with these proposed developments;   hundreds of additional vehicles on the roads will not be in line with these targets.
Protection of Green Belt area
Codicote is within the boundaries of the Green Belt area (see Exhibit2) and subject to its Protections. The fundamental aim of green belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by 
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keeping land permanently open, and consequently the most important attribute of green belts is their openness. This high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and 
recreation can make an important contribution to the health and well-being of communities.
In March 2012, Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, Minister for Planning stated that 'Our natural environment is essential to our wellbeing, and it can be better looked after than it has been. 
Habitats that have been degraded can be restored. Species that have been isolated can be reconnected. Green Belt land that has been depleted of diversity can be refilled by 
nature ¿ and opened to people to experience it, to the benefit of body and soul'

According to the National Planning Policy Framework 2012, the idea of the Green Belt'is a ring of countryside where urbanisation will be resisted for the foreseeable future, 
maintaining an area where agriculture, forestry and outdoor leisure can be expected to prevail.' The Framework continues: 'Once an area of land has been defined as green 
belt, the stated opportunities and benefits include:
Providing opportunities for access to the open countryside for the urban population
Providing opportunities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation near urban areas
The retention of attractive landscapes and the enhancement of landscapes, near to where people live
The securing of nature conservation interests
Green belt in England is protected both by normal planning controls and against "inappropriate development" within its boundaries.'
This open countryside is highly valued and enjoyed by walkers, birdwatchers, horse riders and sporting people alike. Site 32 has public footpaths and it is a common sight to 
see residents enjoying the open space by playing ball games, walking, running, jogging, riding and even tobogganing in the winter, promoting a healthier lifestyle that is in line 
with the health initiatives introduced after the very successful Olympic Games last year. 
Flood risk 

Site 32 is situated at the bottom of a valley so during periods of heavy rain, is vulnerable to flooding. This area is at a high risk of floods not only from its low position but also 
from the runoff from surrounding higher grounds of built up areas, thereby making it unsafe for residents. Global warming and climate change may also have a detrimental 
impact on the environment in the future. Therefore the preservation of open, natural land is important in the management of potential floods.

The concept and charm of village life is about striking a fine balance between urban sprawl without compromising the quality of life of its residents, their health and wellbeing, 
the preservation of natural habitat and environment. I am genuinely concerned by these proposed housing plans and would like to voice my apprehensions to enable us, the 
people of Codicote, to shape the vision and future of our surroundings as we see fit,for countless generations to come, to enjoy.

I urge NHDC to deter from commissioning new housing at Codicote sites and in particular, site 32.
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1.0 Introduction

In 2012 AECOM was asked by North Hertfordshire District Council (NHDC) to look at future transport
issues in the district, in response to housing development forecasts proposed as part of the scenario
testing to inform the development of Core Strategy allocations. Specifically, the aim of this assessment
was to identify the potential transport related issues that may arise as a result of the housing
development proposals and provide sufficient mitigation proposals.

Following this initial assessment, a final set of development proposals has been accepted as the
Preferred Option development proposal. NHDC have consequently requested a new development
assessment based on the Preferred Option and the latest SHUM forecasting model which was updated
in January 2014, and approved by the Highways Agency (HA) in March 2014.

Following on from the Interim Transport Modelling Report this updated report includes explicit
consideration of impacts of the latest Stevenage Borough development assumptions. It should however
be noted that the housing allocations for other areas of the district, outside of the SHUM area such as
Royston, have been included but an assessment of the impact on the road network in those areas is not
possible due to the extent of the modelled highway network.

The preferred option development proposal identified a net total of 25,874 dwellings and 352,500 sqm of
additional employment space with differing spatial allocations across North Hertfordshire.

This technical note serves three key purposes:

 Firstly, to explain the stages undertaken during the forecasting of the highway model assignment
including the development of the future year highway network and traffic demand, including the
housing developments (Section 2 to 4).

 Secondly, to present details of potential transport issues on the highway network with the
Preferred Option housing development scenario (Section 5).

 Thirdly, to discuss mitigation proposals, in response to the transport issues of the Preferred
Option housing development scenario (Section 6).

This assessment focuses primarily on the local road network in the SHUM model area shown in Figure
3.1 below. The impact of the housing allocations on the A1(M) is observed but no mitigation has been
proposed as the A1(M) road improvements are subject of other more focused studies.

2.0 Background

A Stevenage and Hitchin Urban Transport Model (SHUM), covering Stevenage and some of the North
Hertfordshire area (primarily Hitchin, with elements of Letchworth included) was developed by AECOM
in 2009 and subsequently updated in October 2011 following a review and advice from the Highways
Agency (HA).  SHUM was developed to assist the preparation of the Hitchin and Stevenage Urban
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Transport Plans (UTP) and is validated to a 2008 base against observed traffic count data and journey
times.  The HA signed off the 2008 base year model (October 2011 version) on 8th December 2011.

Using SHUM in forecasting mode seeks to determine the impact on the future transport network as a
consequence of shifting patterns of demand over time, and forms the basis of the forecasting and
analysis of the housing development proposals.

The forecasting methodology for SHUM has been reviewed on two occasions by the HA, who have
provided advice on the approach and use of SHUM as a tool for forecasting.  Where appropriate, this
advice has been incorporated into an update to the SHUM forecasting model; the most recent update
was in January 2014 and later signed off by the HA in March 2014. Details on the HA’s reviews and
subsequent forecasting model updates, can be found in SHUM Forecasting Model Update Report,
issued January 2014.

3.0 Network Development

This section discusses the extent of the future year highway network, including constructed and
committed infrastructure.

As discussed, the basis for the model forecasting was SHUM, which covers Hitchin and Stevenage, and
the A1(M) motorway including junctions 7,8, and 9. The North Hertfordshire towns of Letchworth and
Baldock are on the periphery of the model area but the model does not extend as far as the town of
Royston. The extent of the highway network is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 SHUM Highway Network

3.1 Future Year Do Minimum Highway Network

SHUM was validated to reflect the transport network operation in 2008.  To provide a representative
transport network for 2031, the highway network was updated in 2012 to include the constructed and
committed transport improvements in the study area.  This resulted in the development of the Do
Minimum network for 2031 which included the following identified improvements:

 Hitchin Payne’s Park gyratory pedestrian crossing;

 Glaxo Smith Kline junction improvements; and

 A1(M) Junction 7 signalised junctions.

It was anticipated that these improvements would be constructed and operational by 2021, therefore the
2031 highway network contains all the improvements.
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3.2 Future Year Scenarios Highway Network

No information on anticipated network infrastructure specific to the identified housing developments was
provided to AECOM for this assessment, therefore the SHUM Do Minimum network formed the highway
network to which the Preferred (development) Option demand was assigned.

4.0 Demand Development

An important part of forecasting the likely traffic conditions on the highway network includes
understanding changes to travel demand.  Demand changes are a reflection of changes in income,
transport prices, demographics and land use changes.  The methodology employed for developing the
Preferred Option demand matrices for the 2031 future year can be broken down into four stages,
discussed below:

 Stage 1 – Development of background growth factors for internal to internal (within the modelled
area) and internal to external trips.  Background growth effectively represents growth brought about
by general changes in economic conditions resulting in increases in wages, changes in fuel prices
etc., essentially all those elements not related to development.  These factors were derived using
the National Trip End Model (NTEM) forecasts and TEMPRO.  The latest version of the dataset,
NTEM 6.2 was used in conjunction with the current version of TEMPRO 6.2.  This ensured the
forecasts benefit from nationally and locally derived growth projections in accordance with
government guidance.

For external to external movements, the East of England Regional Model (EERM v3.1) forecasts
were used to provide growth factors.  The growth factors were applied to the 2008 calibrated SHUM
base year demand through a Furness process.

 Stage 2 – Collection and assessment of development information in the area is undertaken to
calculate the number of trips that specific developments can be expected to generate.  These trips
are then phased and allocated over the, development scenarios and trip demand purposes.

 Stage 3 – The distribution of development trips in zones with no observed base year trip distribution,
or similar existing land use, is determined using a gravity model.  Where an observed base year trip
distribution existed for zones with similar development trips, it was maintained.

 Stage 4 – The future background growth (Stage 1) and proposed development trips (Stage 2 and
3) are added to the base year demand to produce final future year trip demand matrices.

Stage 1 – Background Growth

No changes have been required to the background growth assumptions for this assessment as the
current SHUM forecasting is based on the latest available data. This initial stage of demand
development therefore remains unchanged from the reforecasting of the SHUM model in January 2014.

Appendix D summarises the sources of the planning data assumptions for the East of England region
that EERM v3.1 contains.

Stage 2 – Development Assumptions

The preferred option development proposal received from NHDC identified a net total of 17,380
dwellings. The housing demand forecasts provided by NHDC for the Preferred Option scenario were
broken into three sets of data based on the current status of each development, and assuming all
developments will be complete by the assessment year 2031. Table 4.1 provides a breakdown of the
development assumptions received.
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Table 4.1 NHDC Preferred Option Housing Demand Forecasts 2031

Developments
Total

Dwellings

Total
Employment
(Hectares)

Emerging Sites a 72 15,290 32

Permissions (under construction & outstanding) 256 586 -

Completed (2011-2014) 228 934 -

Small Site Allocations - 570

Totals: 556 17,380 32
a Emerging sites included the Stevenage West development, specified as 3,100 dwellings.

Small Site Allocations

A small site allocation of 570 houses was included within the Preferred Option developments which have
no specific location so cannot be attributed to a particular zone. The trip volumes calculated for these
houses were added into the final demand matrices using a global uplift factor in a relative proportion to
the existing land-use.

Appendix A contains the full list of developments included within the Preferred Option modelling.

DM Development Duplications

A comparison was undertaken between the development assumptions provided and those already
contained in the SHUM Do Minimum model for 2031 (which represents schemes that are committed or
most likely to happen). There were a large number of developments which appeared in both lists, a total
of 163 entries. The decision was taken to integrate these duplicate development sites into the Preferred
Option matrices by keeping the quantities as they are in the existing 2031 matrices and add the
remaining dwellings in to create the Preferred Option matrices.

The net total number of dwellings already accounted for in 2031 Do Minimum SHUM matrices is 1,838.
This left 15,542 Preferred Option dwellings to add.

Luton Developments & External Zones

The Preferred Option developments have differing spatial allocations. The majority of these are spread
across North Herefordshire however there were two developments, both notable in size within the Luton
and Central Bedfordshire area which falls outside the SHUM model area.

Emerging Sites EL1&EL2 East of Luton 1400 dwellings
Emerging Sites EL3 Land north east of Luton 700 dwellings

To incorporate these developments within the assessment NHDC were keen to utilise the Central
Bedfordshire and Luton Transport Model (CBLTM) in order to understand the volume of trips the Luton
developments would generate which would route through the SHUM model area and impact on the
performance of the highway network within Hitchin and Stevenage.

To do this a select zone analysis was carried out in the CBLTM 2013 model which showed the routing
and volume of trips from the two developments, for this the proportion of trips travelling along the roads
entering the SHUM model were then calculated and applied to the housing forecast supplied by NHDC.

This was one of a number of methods explored with NHDC and deemed to be the most appropriate
despite notable differences in the development forecasts, with CBLTM based on 5,100 dwellings and
NHDC forecasts of 2,100. The developments also cover a wider area than those shown in the maps
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received from NHDC and some infrastructure changes have been included. These shortcomings of the
CBLTM model impact on the route choice demonstrated within the model and consequently what is
shown to route into the SHUM model area. This should be borne in mind when considering the resultant
level of trip generation applied to the Preferred Option matrices for these sites.

Table 4.2 CBLTM Routing – Total Trips expected to enter/exit the SHUM model area

Total Trips (Additions)

AM PM

Road SHUM Zone Allocation Dest. Origin Dest. Origin

East of Luton 4305 (A505), & 4309 (Back Lane) 0.00 29.75 12.79 20.12

Percentage based on total trips for the full development quantum: 0% 7% 3% 11%

Land north east of Luton 4305 (A505), & 4309 (Back Lane) 0.00 7.01 5.57 2.26

Percentage based on total trips for the full development quantum: 0% 3% 3% 3%

With the exception of the two Luton developments, any housing development located outside the model
area (allocated to an external SHUM zone) has been halved to account for only 50% of the trip demand
generated by the development entering the modelled study area.  Although a relatively coarse
assumption, this retains the same assumption applied in the previous housing assessment in 2012.

Trip Rates

Trip rates were used to calculate the number of trips each development proposal would generate and
attract. There were no agreed trip rates for the study area used by SBC, NHDC or Herts. Highways, nor
did the Highways Agency have an agreed set.  Therefore trips rates were derived using TRICS 6.2 (an
industry standard database for development trip generation and analysis), the same rates as were used
in the previous housing assessment in 2012.  TRICS produces average trip rates from available data,
the more detailed the input survey information, the more specific the trip rate.

The majority of developments had a development type description allowing the relevant private or non-
private trip rates to be applied. If no description was given the mixed Private/Non Private trip rates were
applied. There were also some development locations where the specific employment use was not
stated, nor available.  In this instance, the floor space was split between office (B1), industrial (B2) and
warehouse (B8).

The trip rates adopted are given in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 Generic Trip Rates (TRICS 6.2) 2009

Development Type TRICS Use AM Peak PM Peak

Arr. Dep. Arr. Dep.

Housing (per dwelling)

Private 0.106 0.366 0.293 0.153

Non Private 0.058 0.223 0.290 0.168

Private/Non Private 0.088 0.307 0.289 0.126

Employment (per 100 sq. m)

B1 – Office 1.211 0.132 0.104 1.052

B1 – Business Park 1.356 0.314 0.199 1.103

B2 – Industrial Unit 0.322 0.083 0.035 0.287

B8 - Warehouse 0.098 0.051 0.036 0.092
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Stevenage Borough Housing Allocation

Stevenage Borough’s housing allocation has been incorporated into the North Hertfordshire housing
assessment. The latest development assumptions for the borough were provided by Stevenage
Borough Council in November 2014 as a net total of 8,494 housing developments and 32,500 sqm. of
employment space.

The housing demand forecasts were broken into two sets of data based on the current status of each
development, and assuming all developments will be complete by the assessment year 2031. Table 4.3
provides a breakdown of the development assumptions received.

Table 4.3 Stevenage Borough Preferred Option Housing Demand Forecasts 2031

Developments Total Dwellings Total Employment (sqm.)

Completions & Permissions 33 1,919 -

Planning area sites 35 6,575 32,500

Totals: 68 8,494 32,500

The methods for incorporating the new developments into the model remain the same as the NHDC
developments described above, but with the exception of the DM Development Duplications. The new
Stevenage Borough housing assumptions replace the existing (DM) Stevenage Borough housing
assumptions in the Preferred Option.  The 32,500 sqm of employment development is in addition to the
existing Stevenage Borough assumptions of 93,390 sqm.

Stage 3 – Distribution of Development Trips

The development trips had to be attributed to the five different car demand matrices used in SHUM, for
example home based work, home based education etc. No development trips were generated for LGV
or HGV as these were accommodated within the NTM assumptions for background growth.

The method employed in splitting out the development trips into demand segments was the same as
applied to Do Minimum model update. In brief, five ‘typical’ zones for each of the main development
uses; residential and business were selected. ‘Typical’ zones are considered as those where the
predominant land use is one of the three types.  Five zones were chosen for Stevenage and five for
Hitchin.

The demand segment proportions were calculated from the base year trip matrices. Different segments
were used for the different development land uses:

 Residential – all five car demand segments

 Business – two car demand segments (Home Based Work and Employers Business).

The matrices were added together and the origin and destination trip end totals used for proportioning
the zones’ trips. From these zone proportions, an average proportion across the five zones was then
taken forward to split the development trips.

The development trips at this stage of the process are zone trip ends, having an origin or destination at
the development site location but the other end of each trip is still to be defined.  Where development
trips are identified in zones which contain an existing observed base year trip distribution, the zone trip
end is distributed based on the observed distribution.  However, in locations where no observed trip
distribution exists, the matrix trip cells, and therefore distribution of the development trips, are filled by
means of a journey purpose specific gravity model.

A gravity model distributes trip ends across the entire network according to weightings based upon the
‘population’ of different zones and relative attractiveness between each zone pair.  In this instance, the
attractiveness is based on trip volume and the time between each zone pair. Separate gravity models
have been developed for each car journey purpose which allows different average trip lengths for each
purpose to be represented within the model. Journey purpose specific zone to zone travel times were
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obtained from skimming the base year highway network in the transport model, whilst the populations at
both zones were defined using the existing trip demand.

Stage 4 – Final Demand Matrices

The last stage of the matrix demand process adds the net background growth and development trips to
the base year demand.

For the purposes of the NHDC housing assessment the final future year demand has not been
constrained to overall TEMPRO growth, as it is considered that the development assumptions provided
for the Preferred Option are a more accurate representation of localised future levels of growth.

The final gross matrix totals are given in Table 4.4. The unconstrained Do Minimum forecasting demand
totals have been included for comparison purposes.

Table 4.4 Summary of growth in demand

Peak
BY 2008
AM

DM 2031
AM

DS 2031
AM

BY-DS Percentage
Difference (%)

DM-DS Percentage
Difference (%)

Home Based Work 23,192 30,773 36,567 58% 19%

Home Based Education 1,996 2,611 3,265 64% 25%

Home Based Other 6,081 8,413 9,789 61% 16%

Non Home Based Other 2,157 3,086 3,439 59% 11%

Employers Business 1,692 2,045 2,291 35% 12%

Peak
BY 2008
PM

DM 2031
PM

DS 2031
PM

BY-DS Percentage
Difference (%)

DM-DS Percentage
Difference (%)

Home Based Work 15,815 21,494 26,007 64% 21%

Home Based Education 1,106 1,392 1,673 51% 20%

Home Based Other 11,558 15,684 18,202 57% 16%

Non Home Based Other 4,853 6,400 7,247 49% 13%

Employers Business 1,346 1,676 1,873 39% 12%

The final matrices were run through the modelled highway network and stress plots were produced, as
shown in Appendix B. These plots show the links where there are capacity constraints – those
highlighted in red are links where the volume over capacity is over 100% indicating that the design
capacity of the highway network configuration cannot cope with the levels of demand.

5.0 Scenario Testing

This section discusses the transport impact of the Preferred Option housing development proposal.  The
Preferred Option scenario has been analysed to understand the development impact on the highway
network. The cost associated with delivering the transport infrastructure required to facilitate the
Preferred Option demand is presented in Section 6.

In this assessment we have developed a comparative Do Minimum scenario to provide a useful proxy
for what mitigation might be required regardless of the full Preferred Option demand being delivered.
This scenario is made up of forecast Do Minimum demand (background growth plus developments that
are committed or very likely to be committed, in the future year) and a Reference Case highway network
containing a number of mitigation proposals for pinch points that were observed in the existing 2031
highway network. Fourteen network pinch points were identified in total.
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Figure 5.1 identifies where the modelling of Preferred Option demand has indicated that in 2031 there is
a problem with network operation in addition to the pinch points addressed in the Do Minimum scenario.
This has been identified through modelling indicators which show there are still more than 100 vehicles
queuing at a junction at the end of the AM or PM peak hour.  There are a whole range of indicators that
could be used, but queuing traffic at particular locations at the end of the modelled peak hour enables us
to focus on the pinch points on the network and identify in more detail what the issues are.

This information is also shown in tabular form in Table 5.1.  The table, for each of the identified problem
locations, provides information on when the problem occurs (i.e. morning peak, evening peak or both)
and cross-references against the Do Minimum scenario.  The table indicates in both scenarios there are
operation issues at the same locations across the network.
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Table 5.1 Identified Problem Locations in 2031

Ref. Problem Location
Do

Minimum
Preferred

Option

HM2 A505 / B655 Pirton Road  

HM3 Payne's Park  

HM4 A602 / B656 London Road (Hitchin Hill)  

HM5.1 Hitchin Industrial Area / Cadwell Lane  

HM5.2 A505 Cambridge Road / Woolgrove Road / Willian Road  

HM7 Fishers Green Road  

HM9.1 A1(M) Junction 7 Northbound Onslip  

HM9.2 A1(M) Junction 7 Roundabout (southbound offslip)  

HM9.3 A1(M) Junction 7 Northbound mainline (from Junction 6)  

HM9.4 A1(M) Junction 7 Southbound Onslip  

HM10
A602 Hitchin Road / A1072 Gunnels Wood Road
Roundabout (westbound approach)

 

HM11 A115 Fairlands Way / Grace Way  

HM12 Six Hills Way / Homestead Moat  

HM13 A602 / Monkswood Way  

HM14 B197 London Road / Monkswood Way  

HM15 A602 / Stevenage Road  

HM16 A1(M) Junction 9 Northbound Mainline (from Junction 8)  

HM17 A1(M) Junction 8 Northbound Onslip  

HM18 Six Hills Way/ Valley Way roundabout  

HM19 A602/Valley Way/ Broadwater Crescent Roundabout  

HM20 London Road/Toby Carvery Junction  

HM21.1  Rectory Lane/Weston Road  

HM21.2 B197 North Road/A602 Lytton Way  

HM22 Arch Road/Hitchin Road  

HM23 A1072 Gunnels Wood Road/Clovelly Way  

 Problem location in the morning peak only

 Problem location in the evening peak only

 Problem location in both morning and evening peak

In total, twenty five pinch points have been identified across the two scenarios. Ten of these pinch points
were first identified in the LDF Housing Assessment in 2012 and found to still be an issue within the Do
Minimum scenario. For comparison purposes the reference numbers for these pinch points have been
retained. These are pinch points HM2-10, with the exception of HM9.4 which is a newly identified pinch
point along with HM11-23.

Eleven pinch point junctions occur as a result of the full housing demand contained within the Preferred
Option scenario. Notably the majority of these occur within the Stevenage area or the A1(M) which is
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reflective of the fact that the most sizable developments are located within Stevenage or outside the
model area so route along the A1(M), as shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 Largest Preferred Option Developments

Ref. Address

BA1 Land north of Baldock

LG1 North of Letchworth

GA2 Land off Mendip Way

NS1 North of Stevenage

WS1 West of Stevenage

SB Stevenage Town Centre – residential development

Table 5.1 also indicates that the AM peak is the most congested time period with twelve of the junctions
only occurring in the AM peak, and five occurring in both peak periods.
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Figure 5.1 Problem locations in 2031 in the Do Minimum and Preferred Option Scenarios
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6.0 Mitigation Testing

With the problem locations identified in 2031 for each housing development scenario, it is necessary to
establish some mitigation proposals to address the problems and enable the growth to come forward.
For each of the identified locations a mitigation proposal has been identified and tested within the model
to establish whether it addresses the issues and does not create a problem elsewhere.  For each
mitigation proposal, a scheme pro-forma has been developed to explain the issues that have been
identified as a result of the growth and outline the mitigation proposals to address the problem.

The original mitigation proposals set out in the 2012 LDF Housing Assessment were re-tested in this
assessment and found to still be valid.

Scheme pro-formas have not been developed for the A1(M) pinch points due to more focused studies
taking place on the A1(M) junctions by the A1(M) consortium led by HCC which is focussing primarily on
the localised access arrangements to the A1(M) and the Highways Agency (HA) which has
commissioned work to assess options for the A1(M) mainline. At this time no specific schemes for
junctions 7 to 9 have been confirmed. Any mitigation designs or scheme costing based on this
assessment would therefore be of limited value at this stage.

Current proposals for the A1(M) mainline carriageway between Junction 5 and Junction 9 are discussed
in the HA documents entitled “Route strategies: Option Assessment Report” and “Route strategies:
Strategic Outline Business Case”. The localised options are currently in development.

The scheme pro-formas are all presented in Appendix C, but in summary they include the following
proposals outlined in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Summary of Mitigation Proposals

Ref. Problem Location Improvement

HM2 A505 / B655 Pirton Road Change to a signal controlled junction

HM3 Payne's Park Change to a signal controlled junction

HM4 A602 / B656 London Road (Hitchin Hill) Widen approach arms and signalise the St
John’s Road approach

HM5.1 Hitchin Industrial Area / Cadwell Lane
Connect Wilbury Way and Cadwell Lane to the
north of the industrial area;
Redesign Cadwell Lane junction movements

HM5.2
A505 Cambridge Road / Woolgrove
Road / Willian Road

Implement a MOVA signal controlled system at
the junction, enabling the signals to respond
and adjust according to traffic levels.

HM7 Fishers Green Road Add an additional southbound lane on the
northern approach

HM10
A602 Hitchin Road / A1072 Gunnels
Wood Road (westbound approach)

Implement a MOVA signal control system;
Widen the westbound approach to 3 lanes at
the junction stop line (if possible within the
existing highway boundary)

HM11 A115 Fairlands Way / Grace Way
Introduce a segregated straight on lane
(westbound) at the roundabout, with a merge
provided on exit

HM12 Six Hills Way / Homestead Moat Signalised T-junctions at staggered junctions,
with the introduction of MOVA operated signals

HM13 A602 / Monkswood Way Implement a MOVA signal controlled system at
the roundabout

HM14 B197 London Road / Monkswood Way Extend flared length on southern approach

HM15 A602 / Stevenage Road Ban the left turn movement from the A602
eastern approach arm to rural Ashbrook Road

HM18 Six Hills Way/ Valley Way roundabout Change to a signal controlled T-Junction, with a
2 car right turn flare on the western approach
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Ref. Problem Location Improvement

and a 2 car left turn flare on the southern
approach

HM19
A602/Valley Way/ Broadwater Crescent
Roundabout

Implement a MOVA signal controlled system at
the roundabout

HM20 London Road/Toby Carvery Junction Change to a signal controlled junction

HM 21.1
&
HM21.2

Rectory Lane/Weston Road & B197
North Road/A602 Lytton Way

Implement a 3 car flare to enable 2 lanes of
traffic onto the circulatory from the B197 North
Road approach

HM22 Arch Road/Hitchin Road

Change the priority of the junction to make Arch
Road southern approach and Hitchin Road the
major arms and Arch Road north approach the
minor arm.

HM23
A1072 Gunnels Wood Road/Clovelly
Way

Introduce a segregated left turn lane from
Gunnels Wood Road to Clovelly Way.

6.1 Mitigation Scheme Cost Estimates

A costing exercise has been undertaken for the mitigation proposals, but these can only be considered
as preliminary designs and estimates at this stage, suitable to inform the development of the Core
Strategy and the associated Infrastructure Delivery Plan.  We have included a caveat in association with
these cost estimates which should be considered when interpreting the estimates, which can be found in
Appendix E.

The costs associated with the mitigation proposals that have been identified are summarised in Table
6.2.

Table 6.2 Scheme Costing

Ref. Mitigation Scheme Location Cost (£)

HM2 A505 / B655 Pirton Road 842,000

HM3 Payne's Park 1,485,000

HM4 A602 / B656 London Road (Hitchin Hill) 1,221,000

HM5.1 Hitchin Industrial Area / Cadwell Lane 5,838,000

HM5.2 A505 Cambridge Road / Woolgrove Road / Willian Road 323,000

HM7 Fishers Green Road 61,500

HM9.1 A1(M) Junction 7 Northbound Onslip -

HM9.2 A1(M) Junction 7 Roundabout (southbound offslip) -

HM9.3 A1(M) Junction 7 Northbound mainline (from Junction 6) -

HM9.4 A1(M) Junction 7 Southbound Onslip -

HM10 A602 Hitchin Road / A1072 Gunnels Wood Road (westbound approach) 479,000

HM11 A115 Fairlands Way / Grace Way 191,800

HM12 Six Hills Way / Homestead Moat 852,500

HM13 A602 / Monkswood Way 666,000

HM14 B197 London Road / Monkswood Way 4,000

HM15 A602 / Stevenage Road 17,350

HM16 A1(M) Junction 9 Northbound Mainline (from Junction 8) -
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Ref. Mitigation Scheme Location Cost (£)

HM17 A1(M) Junction 8 Northbound Onslip -

HM18 Six Hills Way/ Valley Way roundabout 785,750

HM19 A602/Valley Way/ Broadwater Crescent Roundabout 600,000

HM20 London Road/Toby Carvery Junction 905,000

HM21.1
&
HM21.2

B197 North Road/A602 Lytton Way 134,000

HM22 Arch Road/Hitchin Road 18,800

HM23 A1072 Gunnels Wood Road/Clovelly Way 1,346,200

From the information we have provided in Table 5.1, we have identified the costs associated with the
Preferred Option housing development scenario in Table 6.3. We have also included the cost
associated with delivering the schemes that we had identified in the Do Minimum scenario.  This only
provides a means of comparison and gives an indication of the level of mitigation that might be required
even if the full forecast of development does not go ahead.  Mitigation schemes HM15 to 23 and HM12
are not required in the Do Minimum scenario, meaning that (excluding the A1(M) pinch point schemes)
only an additional £4.660m would need to be spent for the mitigation scenarios associated with the
Preferred Option scenario.  It should again be highlighted that this does not include the costs associated
with the A1(M) schemes which are likely to be significant.  It is also not clear at this stage who is likely to
bear these costs.  It should however be stated that by providing the schemes as part of the Do Minimum
means that additional capacity is available in the network which can be used by trips associated with the
Preferred Option development – but the Preferred Option developments themselves very much
contribute to the need for the schemes.

Table 6.3 Summary of Cost per Land Use Scenario

Land Use Scenario Total Cost (£)*

Do Minimum scenario - indicative       11,111,300

Preferred Option scenario 15,770,900
* not including A1(M) Junction 7-9 scheme costs.

7.0 Summary

The assessment of the Preferred Option housing development scenario in 2031, highlights that there will
be highway impacts across the network when the developments are in place.  However, this
assessment does not specifically identify the highways impacts that occur as a direct result of a
particular development, or the dependency of a development on the provision of a transport intervention.
This assessment provides a broad overview of potential problem locations identified in the future year of
2031, when a specific housing development scenario is in place.

Analysis of an indicative Do Minimum scenario indicates that many of the schemes required for the
Preferred Option scenario are also needed in the Do Minimum situation.  Although this would imply that
many of the schemes would be required regardless of the development, each of the developments does
have a significant impact at the locations and would use up the spare capacity available at these
junctions so would need to contribute to their delivery.
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Appendix B – Preferred Option Demand Link Capacity Stress Plots
(Pre mitigation)
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Location A602 / B656 Hitchin Hill Roundabout
Reference HM4

Description of Problem
The A505 / A602 through Hitchin, which provides a link between Luton and Stevenage/ A1(M) has been
identified as a key route which is susceptible to a lack of capacity.  There is insufficient capacity at the
A602 / B656 Hitchin Hill roundabout, which causes congestion on this main corridor during the busy AM
and PM peak periods, with queuing on the A602 and St John’s Road from the B656 Hitchin Hill approach
despite a ‘keep clear’ sign in place.

Mitigation Proposal Details
Increase the roundabout capacity and improve the movement of traffic by widening some approaches
and partially signalise the A602 / B656 arm of the existing roundabout.

 Widen St John’s to a three lane entry.
 Widen Stevenage Road, London Road, Gosmore Road and Park Way to extend the existing two

lane approaches.
 Provide two lane exits on St John’s, Stevenage Road, London Road and Park Way with a single

exit on to Gosmore Road.
Install signals on St John’s Road approach.

A505 / B656 Hitchin Hill Roundabout Improvement

Outline Cost Analysis
The cost estimate for delivery excludes the following:

 Legal Costs
 Landscaping Design
 Statutory Undertakers design fee.
 Statutory Undertakers diversion and or protection costs.
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 Third Party Ground Investigation costs. Trial Pits and Geotechnical surveying will be supplied by
third parties.

 Traffic Regulation Orders & any associated consultation (TRO’s).
 3rd Party Land acquisition costs and accommodation works costs.
 Dedication of Land, Land to be passed over to the council as highway.
 Contract documentation for appointment of the preferred contractor, as this is being progressed

by others.
 Tendering of the works
 Site support fees during the construction period, this will be included within a later fee proposal, if

required.
Initial costs for implementing this junction have been estimated at £1.2 million.  These costs were based
on a construction year of 2021 accounting for inflation, with the breakdown of the costs outlined in more
detail.
Works Element Estimated Cost Notes
Construction Items £337,000
Allowances for Design Fees £67,000 20% of the construction items
Allowances for Preliminaries £337,000 100% of the construction items
Allowances for Supervision £34,000 10% of the construction items
Allowances for Utilities /
Electricals £67,000 20% of the construction items

Sub-Total for allowances and
construction items £842,000

Optimism Bias £379,000 45% of sub-total

Cost for Delivery £1,221,000 2021 Construction Year
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National Planning Policy Framework – Paragraph 044 
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1990 – An Archaeological Evaluation of Hollards Farm, Codicote – NHDC Museums 
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NHDC – Allocated Sites – Summary of Evidence and Reasoning 
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Representations for Land Allocations: Additional Suggested Site 29 – Now CDI – July 2009 
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Statement of Keith Buck – Shepherd at Hollards Farm 
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Affinity Water, 1st April 2018 – Licence to Extract Water from River Mimram Revoked 
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Wild Bird Sightings at Hollards Farm, Codicote 
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Introduction to Codicote 

 
	










